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COMMERCIAL IMAGERY

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1993

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, DC.
The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:25 o'clock

a.m., in room SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, the Honorable
Dennis DeConcini, Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators DeConcini, Kerrey of Nebraska, and Warner.
Also Present: Norman Bradley, Staff Director; David Addington,

Minority Staff Director/Counsel; Britt Snider, Chief Counsel; and
Kathleen McGhee, Chief Clerk.

Chairman DECONCINI. The Select Committee on Intelligence will
come to order.

Senator Warner is on the Floor with the Conference Report on
the DOD Authorization bill and will be here later, as will other
Members. I apologize to the witnesses for holding you up because
of our schedule, but there is nothing I could do about it. We had
six votes in a row.

The Committee this morning takes up a topic of great importance
not only to the Intelligence Community, but also to the nation's fu-
ture as a leader in high technology. Our goal today is to learn what
the U.S. government can do to open up to U.S. corporations the
global market for imagery and image systems while continuing to
keep U.S. intelligence methods both secure and of the world's fin-
est.

It is not easy holding a hearing on this topic in open session, but
I felt it imperative because of the importance of the issue. What we
discuss today will be nonclassified and will in no way get into intel-
ligence sources and methods. I ask our witnesses and Members to
remember that this is an opening hearing and to be extra careful
to avoid straying into classified areas. If we need to move into
closed session, we of course are prepared to do so.

Since our closed hearing in June several things have happened
to keep our concerns high.

First, our government has issued no new licenses.
Second, we are informed that a major potential foreign customer

is growing very weary of the lack of movement by our government
and is entertaining offers from other competitive sources.

Third, LADSAT, 6, which had been the major new American
entry in the market was lost in the launch process, and the French
and Indians are reportedly scrambling to get that satellite's cus-
tomers.



Fourth, we note press reports that the Administration is consid-
ering declassifying intelligence imagery and selling it commercially.

Fifth, we have heard reports which we hope to either confirm or
put to rest today that the Administration is considering a French
proposal to agree to a common commercial imagery standard.

Finally, we are told that the government may seek to sell im-
agery from its governmental owned intelligence satellites or even
enter into government joint ventures.

Today I want to welcome the panelists and thank them for being
with us today. The first panel will be composed of: Mr. Peter Teets,
President of Martin Marietta Space Group; Mr. James Frey, Presi-
dent of Litton Itek; and Mr. Sam Araki, Executive Vice President
of Lockheed Missile and Space Company; and Ms. Robin Armani,
Director of Vitro-SAAS, an American owned firm doing imagery
business in Europe.

Does Senator Kerrey have an opening statement?
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Mr. Chairman, I could probably

hold. I know that you have to leave and maybe it would be best
to

Chairman DECONCINI. Go ahead if you want to make a state-
ment, Senator.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. I do have a short statement I
would like to make.

Chairman DECONCINI. Go ahead.
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. First of all, I appreciate you hold-

ing the first hearing, and I even more appreciate the fact that you
and Senator Warner agreed to do an open hearing. I apologize to
the witnesses, you probably already did. We're in .a series of votes
that has caused the attendance at this hearing to be less than cer-
tainly the interest on the Committee would reflect.

Let me say at the start, the principal concern we have is protect-
ing our intelligence capacity, and that has to be our primary mis-
sion. So it seems to me that what we are trying to discover in the
process of this hearing is how do we protect that capacity. We un-
derstand that we protect it with secrecy. There is a need to protect
that capacity with secrecy from interests which could use that ca-
pacity against us. But we also protect that capacity with competi-
tion. That is, by permitting our technologically advanced industries
to compete in the global marketplace and thereby to maintain the
cash flow and the research and development base they need to stay
at the forefront.

The companies who are represented here today and many others
like them are really a service industry. They are accustomed to
serving a very small number of government customers. This hear-
ing indicates that they and we are conscious of a far larger poten-
tial customer base for their product and the other products that
help businesses and individuals make decisions.

With the end of the Cold War and the growth of global commer-
cial competition we are able to make this conceptual leap that is
so much more difficult than the technology itself. And I can't em-
phasize that enough, that the difficult problem it seems to me that
we have as policymakers is making a conceptual leap, not the tech-
nological one. The technology is a lot easier in some ways to under-



stand than the kind of new world of intelligence gathering that we
are in.

There's a number of issues as I see it. First, we have the ques-
tion of what imagery and systems our government should permit
to be sold to foreign and commercial customers. The government
has the right to regulate this process, first because of the national
security concern and second because taxpayer dollars develop these
capabilities. Let us bear in mind today that we are talking about
new uses for a public investment.

Second, this hearing is an opportunity to consider the uses of
open source information because commercially available imagery is,
by definition, an open source.

I would say that on Monday this week I visited a commercial
firm in New York City that is not in the business of imagery, but
it is in the business of trading foreign currencies. And I was ex-
tremely impressed, first of all, with the technology they deployed
to try to make decisions about those kinds of investments. And I
was struck once again by the value of this open source material.
That is one of the things that we, in our effort to try to make policy
decisions, are increasingly discovering: that very often an open
source is a very valuable source of information, as opposed to the
traditional closed source methods of gathering intelligence.

So I find listening to a small group of business people in New
York City discussing various currencies in the world, I discover, A,
a tremendous amount of technology being deployed, and B, a tre-
mendous resource in a relatively short period of time of intelligence
information.

Third, we as a Committee have a responsibility to consider how
America can maintain its technological superiority in the imagery
field. Clearly we can't afford to stop improving the capabilities that
support our national security decisions. That's a critical problem
for us. With budget pressures, there's a lot of pressure to stop, to
simply say we've won the Cold War, lets' stop-the technological
investments tend to be extremely expensive and as you all know,
the budget pressure is quite large and that causes us very often to
make decisions that aren't necessarily in the best interests of the
nation's security.

This is probably the principal reason, though the idea of our ad-
vanced industries competing in the commercial market has such an
appeal because it allow us to maintain that technological edge. If
it can discover a way to protect our security it allows us a means
to maintain our technological edge without having to subsidize the
entire process with public money.

Mr. Chairman, I believe we are at the beginning of a process that
will someday bring imagery and other forms of information not just
to government decisionmaking, but to business decisionmakers, sci-
entists, and others. Far more important to me, however, is the pos-
sibility that we could make a conceptual leap, which is a very dif-
ficult thing to do, I understand, and consider the possibility of serv-
ing 120 million customers who are citizens of America in the house-
hold. One of the things that troubles me about this whole propo-
sition is the possibility that citizens who are struggling to make de-
cisions may find themselves having to purchase imagery that they
had previously created. And I am painfully aware myself of the dif-



ficulty in making decisions around here and how very often, when
I need to make a decision my staff understands that I haven't got
the time to read 500 pages of text, and so they very often present
me with some kind of image to make that decision.

So Mr. Chairman, one of the things that I am considering as a
conceptual change is could we not, as both a private sector and a
public sector effort, use the technologies that we are about to hear
about to serve the information needs of 120 million American
households. That's 120 million customers who have to make very
difficult decisions about policies that this country faces. And my
view is the better their information, the more informed they are as
individual citizens, the more likely that we'll make good decisions
here in Washington, D.C.

So again, I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, your having this open
hearing. I look forward to the witnesses' testimony.

Chairman DECONCINI. Thank you.
Senator, I ask if you would Chair this for a few minutes while

I vacate, but Mr. Teets, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF PETER B. TEETS, PRESIDENT, MARTIN
MARIETTA SPACE GROUP

Mr. TEETS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Well, it is a pleasure to be here this morning and have this op-

portunity to speak to the Committee. I represent Martin Marietta
Corporation. I am President of Martin Marietta Space Group. And
of course, Martin Marietta has been in the space business since its
inception more than 30 years ago. I have spent my entire career
on the space side of the business, and so it is from that perspective
that I would offer a few remarks to you today.
. I have prepared some testimony that has been provided to the

Committee and I would just give you some very brief thoughts from
that testimony.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Your entire statement will be in-
cluded in the record. Please proceed.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Teets follows:]

TESTimONY BY PETER B. TEETS, PRESIDENT, MARTIN MARIETTA SPACE GRouP

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Peter B. Teets, president of
Martin Marietta Space Group, and I thank you for the opportunity to appear before
you to share our views on the commercial sale of medium resolution imagery.

Martin Marietta is a major provider of spacecraft and space-related technologies
for both U.S. government and commercial uses. We have been part of the space pro-
gram virtually from its beginning more than 30 years ago. And I would like to draw
upon some of that expertise in making my remarks today.

Broadly speaking, Martin Marietta strongly supports the commercialization of
space-derived information. As the defense budget continues to decline, defense con-
tractors have been motivated to develop dual-use technologies that can serve both
military and commercial objectives. Data gathered from satellites in space is an ex-
cellent example of potential dual-use applications.

Obviously, greater utilization of space data would aid firms such as my own that
already have a presence in the market. But commercialization of space products
would also help to stabilize the employment environment for some of our most capa-
ble employees, reducing the number of layoffs of highly skilled technicians, engi-
-neers and scientists, who would be essential to respond to future space ventures.
In other words, I believe we need to develop new business today in order to ensure
the continued viability of our nation's space efforts tomorrow.

As we all know, the space-derived data and technology base we would draw upon
for commercialization already exists and could be put to work almost immediately.



For year, vast amounts of data on earth resources-for example, geological forma-
tions and crop conditions-have been compiled from earth observation satellites
such as LANDSAT, and is currently being sold and distributed worldwide. Other
space-derived data, from U.S. government sensors, would be very valuable to U.S.
commercial interests in order to maintain our competitiveness around the world.

Much work in this field is already under way, including growing competition from
a number of foreign government-industry consortia. The fact that we are here today
is partially related to the competitive pressures of a market that is already develop-
ing, with an increasing number of interested government and civilian buyers.

Despite the historical leadership of the U.S. in space, these consortia have been
quick to capitalize on the commercial opportunities. We believe our systems are
more capable, and therefore our information is more valuable. So we certainly have
a built-in competitive edge in this emerging marketplace, if we, as a nation, decide
to exploit it.

The question really is: Does the government wish to allow private interests to ex-
ploit this competitive edge? And if so, under what conditions or limitations?

This is a question of the utmost gravity, with many implications for the future
security of our country and the ability of U.S. firms to be competitive in the world
marketplace. I would like to commend Director Woolsey and Deputy Defense Secu-
rity Perry for the efforts they have made in loosening the restrictions on commer-
cialization of U.S. technological expertise. These efforts and the leadership of the
Committee, Mr. Chairman, have helped focus everyone's attention on the issue of
commercialization of space-based information. Speaking strictly for Martin Marietta,
we could operate quite well within the policy framework that has been suggested.

As this Committee explores this question further, you may wish to consider the
experiences of EOSAT, a joint venture between Martin Marietta and the Hughes
Aircraft Company. EOSAT dates back to 1984, when it was created to commercially
market and distribute data generated by LANDSAT satellites.

EOSAT has been quite successful in fulfilling its mandate of commercializing re-
mote sensed satellite data. It has a track record of selling to the commercial world,
meeting the needs of a varied customer base, delivering the types of information de-
sired, with timeliness and within a competitive fee structure. I would add that, as
with virtually any commercial venture, improving the quality of the product avail-
able for sale-which is what we are, in effect, discussing today-would certainly en-
hance the marketability of remote sensed satellite data.

The capability exists to provide customers information that's as simple as "photos
from space" or as complex as fully operational "turn-key" satellite systems. We
today have both the satellite manufacturing capability for medium resolution im-
ages and the data sales and distribution network to market, on a worldwide basis,
products and services of great commercial interest.

The basic facts we have learned from EOSAT are that this market does exist, it
is growing, and the U.S. needs to move with all deliberate speed for we will begin
losing customers to more aggressive, if less capable and less accountable, foreign
competitors.

In order to allow U.S. companies to compete, what we need from our government
are precise, definitive policies and procedures about what is releasable technology
and what is not. Space information can be restricted or tailored in many different
ways; what private companies need are clearly defined guidelines as what informa-
tion we will make available and in what form. If so desired, we would be pleased
to offer our resources and our expertise to work with the government in an appro-
priate partnership to develop these policies and procedures.

For emphasis, I would offer the following points describing Martin Marietta's
views on the subject of commercializing space:

Commercialization of space-derived information offers an excellent, proven oppor-
tunity for dual-use technologies that could create jobs and somewhat ameliorate the
decline in defense-related business for many firms, plus provide core technical com-
petence for future U.S. space needs.

The market does exist, worldwide, for proven U.S. space products, but the foreign
competition in this market is intense.

National security concerns regarding technologies and capabilities need to be de-
fined in advance, not on an ad-hoc, decide-as-you-go basis, so that private companies
can be assured of what services are marketable and to whom.

A clear, concise, and timely process must be established to allow U.S. firms to
gain U.S. approval for worldwide market entry of the array of space-based products
we have available today-and tomorrow.

Thank you again for the opportunity to join this discussion. I'd be happy to an-
swer any questions you have now-or in any future venue.



Mr. TEETS. First, I would say that Martin Marietta strongly sup-
ports and endorses the idea of commercially using data that is ac-
quired from space assets. The fact is that the dissemination on a
commercial basis of space based collected information is a perfect
example of dual use technology. All, of us who are in the defense
business and have been associated with defense activities for many
years are certainly strained right now by the severe cuts in defense
spending. And one perfect example of dual use technology would be
the commercial exploitation of information gathered from space.

On the other hand, we fully recognize the need for going forward
with a strong partnership with the United States government. We
too recognize the need for national security information to be pro-
tected. And what we would be looking for from the government is
a clear set of policy guidelines and procedures under which the gov-
ernment can be comfortable with our continuing to engage in the
business of commercially selling data gathered from space.

And, I would say that there is a market there. As a matter of
fact, the LANDSAT satellite, originally developed by NASA and
which is currently in use today is an example of a satellite that col-
lects information. Martin Marietta is a 50% owner of a joint ven-
ture company with Hughes Aircraft Company, a company known as
EOSAT. We indeed do distribute commercially information gath-
ered from the LANDSAT satellite.

As an example of that information, I would offer to the Commit-
tee a comparative image taken by LANDSAT which shows the St.
Louis area taken in 1988, compared with an image taken in July
of 1993. It shows the dramatic impact of the floods along the Mis-
sissippi River. I offer this image to the Committee just for your pe-
rusal, and I think it is an interesting illustration of just how dra-
matic images from space can be. Of course, LANDSAT takes im-
ages with about 30 meter resolution.

Now, another fact that I would mention is that this marketplace
is going to be impacted by foreign competition. The Russians and
the French both have capability in this area. There is capability
from India as well. And I would urge, in closing, simply to say that
we in the United States do have a technological edge for both the
data and the satellite technology that collects that data. Going for-
ward in partnership with the United States government is what we
would like to do. What we need then is concise, clear procedure,
technique and method for achieving authorization to proceed to
compete successfully against those foreign competitors which will
offer these services into the marketplace.

I appreciate the opportunity to make a few remarks this morning
and be happy to answer questions at the right time. Thank you
very much.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Thank you, Mr. Teets.
Mr. Frey.

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. FREY, PRESIDENT ITEK OPTICAL
SYSTEMS, LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.

Mr. FREY. Okay, thank you.
I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman and the Committee in

general for having me back. I last appeared here on June 10th
when I believe this Committee first met on this subject. At that



time I told you that we had come up with an initiative in my com-
pany some three to four years ago to offset the really devastating
effect of declining defense procurement on this particular part of
the defense industry. I mentioned at that time that one group of
industry people that advised the community had done a survey
that showed their had been a 50% decline in jobs in this industry
since the late 1980's. Given that environment it is important for us
in the industry to find a way to use our technology and save our
jobs in a way that is consistent with the national interest.

We have been pushing and developing a concept for bringing one
meter class imagery to the private sector, and we discussed that at
length at the last hearing. Today I would like to talk about three
things to update you on that subject. Number one is to update you
on events that have happened in the commercial side of the mar-
ketplace since that time. The second is. to talk to you about what
progress or lack of progress that's been made in resolving the ex-
port policy issues. And the third is to address a topic that got very
little discussion in the last hearing, and that is government com-
petition with this emerging commercial sector.

Let me first talk about recent events in the commercial sector.
On the day of the last hearing, Lockheed announced their interest
and filed a license to form a commercial venture in this area. Their
venture was called CRSS and they, I believe, still have a pending
license before the government.

Since that time, my company, Litton Itek Optical Systems has
joined with GDE Systems in San Diego, California, and Orbital
Sciences Corporation to form an alliance to evaluate forming a sep-
arate company to exploit this area in the global marketplace. We
think we have an outstanding team. Orbital Sciences is probably
the leader in low cost launch services and a major player in low
cost satellite busses.

We at Itek are experts at optical systems at GDE out in Califor-
nia is probably a leader in the ground systems that support this
kind of activity. The young people we have working this initiative
are truly excited about it. They are looking forward to providing
raw imagery, imagery products, three dimensional maps, serving
such industries as the environmental people, construction industry,
foreign intelligence services and hopefully a broader sector of the
information highway of the future that we hear so much about.

But we're talking about investments in that area of several hun-
dreds of millions of dollars to deploy a private satellite system to
service this community. The excitement and efforts of these people
is being somewhat frustrated by the very difficult job of resolving
two government policy issues, one resolving the export issues and
the other the competition issues, and I will talk about each of
those.

At the time of the last hearing or about at that time, the DCI
announced an initiative which he said would allow the export of
these types of products evaluated on a case by case basis. After
that hearing, he asked his people to work with industry to come
up with an implementation directive for that policy. And that proc-
ess has proceeded I think in a very effective way.

He has worked with an industry advisory group chaired by Mr.
Araki of Lockheed. That group has come up with a very positive



and I think constructive implementation directive. That directive
includes recognition, and I quote, "that the overall interests of the
Intelligence Community and the country are best served by a policy
that aggressively supports and facilitates U.S. industrial sales in
this market place." Again, this is a draft policy that has not been
fully approved in government.

That policy or implementation directive also goes on to say that
they will establish reasonable constraints on resolution for im-
agery, both visible, IR, and radar imagery. The constraints that
they have come up with are completely acceptable to the industry
and I think consistent with what would be available in a commer-
cial market-place at a reasonable cost today. That implementation
directive also recognizes that in a competitive world, whatever role
the government undertakes to regulate this area has to be done in
a timely way. We can't debate each of these cases for many years
as we're now doing.

And finally, the directive establishes some criteria which I won't
discuss in detail here, which are intended to protect U.S. security
interests in the event that a global event comes up that would
make these .systems that we are selling a threat to the United
States. I think an effective protective mechanism has been estab-
lished.

But despite this progress-and I think we in industry really con-
gratulate the government on the way that activity has been con-
ducted-I sense that as it is coming to a close and the policy has
been pretty much agreed to, that I sense a slowing down in that
process as people begin to have second thoughts and new concerns
about the whole change.

At this time there is still no date announced for releasing that
implementation directive, nor is there any date announced for act-
ing on the several export license applications that have been 'filed.

Let me now just jump briefly to government competition. Govern-
ment competition has been discussed in three broad forms. One. is
an area we sometimes call burden sharing. It is the most threaten-
ing to a commercial venture because under this concept the govern-
ment would offer for sale in real time, images collected by current
U.S. assets or duplicates of those assets. There are many forms of
this and I don't think it is fully defined. But one form may be the
negotiation. of many bilateral agreements with foreign countries
where they could task these systems and receive the imagery back
in real time.

One of the arguments for this approach said it would provide
some funds to support the current infrastructure. I would argue,
however, that this is not in the best overall national interest. First
of all, it is almost certainly going to be the death knell to any kind
of a commercial venture, unless there is some way to very tightly
constrain how broadly this really higher resolution and more capa-
ble imagery will be disseminated.

Secondly, I think it is more of a threat to the sources and meth-
ods of the United States in a commercial venture because you
would be working directly with the true sources and methods of
this country.

I guess the third thing I wanted to say on burden sharing is I
really question whether there is a market out there for even the



marginal costs for imagery collected by current U.S. systems. I am
afraid that what would happen is we would gradually add to the
orbital assets, add to the ground assets, add to the general infra-
structure, and that if even the marginal costs of that effort were
charged, I am not sure how much of a market there would be. The
result may be to shift that cost to the taxpayer.

The second class of competition that has been discussed is declas-
sification of old intelligence imagery. Just how much of a threat
that is to a commercial activity depends on how old and how good
it is. And I think there is a way that imagery collected in the past
could be released to the general public for no charge in a way that
would not threaten this industry. But I think the criteria for gov-
erning that ought to be discussed with those in the industry that
are interested in investing in this area.

And the third area is LANDSAT. LANDSAT in the past has
not-has been in a different resolution range than we are discuss-
ing here. They are at 10 and 30 meters, SPOT is at 10 meters reso-
lution; we're talking one meter-typically, one to two meter.

But future LANDSAT programs and future French programs are
moving the resolution capability towards what we are talking
about. So I think in the long run we have got to consider where
this country is going with its LANDSAT system in the same con-
text that we discuss the commercialization of the field.

In general there are these three broad types of government com-
petition-burden sharing, declassification of old imagery and
LANDSAT. Until the government clarifies their intent in these
three basic areas, I think it will be impossible for most commercial
companies to consider the hundreds of millions of dollars invest-
ment that would be required to enter this field. So it is imperative
that we get all those issues resolved.

The recommendations I have made here and that appear in the
written testimony that I have submitted to this Committee are es-
sentially the same as we made in June. Let me just briefly summa-
rize them.

First, we think that the government should allow the sale of full
satellite systems or products which provide resolution equal to that
that's available on the world market from other sources or about
to become available. We think that we should be allowed to sell
these systems and products to any country that is generally in good
standing with the U.S. and the world community.

We suspect that it would be wise to allow-in establishing these
commercial relationships, to develop parallel government relation-
ships so that the government could benefit from this, too. And we
in industry support that.

We think that the regulation of this activity ought to be removed
from the Munitions Control list and moved to the Commerce De-
partment for control and controlled on their Commodity Control
list.

We think it is very important that a policy be established that
clearly defines the realm in which the government will compete
with us in this industry, and if we don't do that, there will be no
commercial industry.

And then finally, whatever structure we set up in government to
regulate this area, it is very important at its core that it be capable



of being exercised in a timely way. You can't sell in competition
with the French and the Russians if it is taking us two and three
and four years to consider each case. I assume that won't be the
case after we get by the first one.

Most importantly of all, I think it is very important that we now,
after several years of debate, get all these issues resolved and let
us in industry know what kind of playing field we can play on. The
people at Litton Itek and the people at GDE Systems and the peo-
ple at Orbital Sciences Corporation are very excited about what we
are doing here. We are all thankful that the legislative people, I
think, bring a unique perspective to this. We in industry certainly
have some parochial views. We're trying to save our jobs and our
technology. I think some of our friends in government have their
own point of view that is unique and perhaps the legislative people
could help bring us together.

Thank you very much.
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Mr. Araki, for your information

and for all the witnesses, unless there is objection, we will include
all of your statements in the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Araki follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. SAM ARAlu, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, LOCKHEED
MISSILES AND SPACE COMPANY

Mr. Chairman, Vice Chairman, and distinguished members of the Committee, I
appreciate the opportunity to be here today to review the status of Lockheed Mis-
siles and Space Company's efforts in commercial remote sensing. The work and at-
tention that the Chairman and Vice Chairman of this Committee have given to the
issue of commercial remote sensing and its future have been very helpful to U.S.
industry. Lockheed in particular is appreciative of all your efforts.

At your request, I will provide an update on the governmental approval process
for Commercial Remote Sensing Satellites (CRSS), review commercial market re-
quirements for one-meter resolution, and discuss the use of existing assets, unfair
competition, and their impact on commercial remote sensing.

REGULATORY APPROVAL PROCESS UPDATE

As you know, when the President of Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Mr.
John McMahon, last testified before this Committee on June 10, 1993, he announced
the submittal of an application to the Department of Commerce for an operating li-
cense for CRSS-a private remote sensing space system with one-meter resolution.
On July 8, 1993, LMSC received confirmation from Commerce that our application
for CRSS was considered substantially complete. In August, LMSC participated in
a Commerce Department-chaired inter-agency review of the CRSS operating license
application, which included participants from the intelligence community, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and the Departments of State and Defense.

Unfortunately, we received a letter from the Commerce Department on October
15, 1993, informing LMSC that final action on our application to operate a private
remote sensing space system would not occur within the 120 days stipulated. The
delay was attributed to a lack of completion of the consultation process between
Commerce and the Departments of State and Defense. Specifically, the Commerce
Department indicated that "the Department of State had requested [Commerce]
postpone issuance of the license until the subject be considered by a soon-to-be-
scheduled National Security Council Deputies Committee meeting." Since this notifi-
cation, we have learned that the Department of Defense has notified Commerce of
its approval subject to some anticipated conditions. However, we do not believe the
Deputies meeting has yet been held.
Government Policy on Commercial Imagery

Following the SSCI hearing on June 10, 1993, the Intelligehce Community and
the NRO's Industrial Advisory Council (as chartered by the Director of Central In-
telligence) met numerous times to define, draft, coordinate, and finalize a policy doc-
ument establishing the performance and operational characteristics acceptable to
the Intelligence Community for U.S. commercial satellite imaging. The Industrial



Advisory Council (IAC) fully participated in the preparation of this policy document
in support of the NRO. The performance and operational characteristics specified in
this document provide U.S. industry the policy guidelines to build and operate a
one-meter resolution satellite remote sensing system, while protecting U.S. national
security interests.

Considerable effort and time has been spent over the last four months by the IAC
and Government officials working policy issues relating to the future of private re-
mote sensing systems like Lockheed's CRSS. During this time, the Intelligence Com-
munity, and particularly the NRO, have been ve forthcoming and receptive in con-
sidering Industry views and should be commended. The national security commu-
nity, in general, is making substantive efforts to anticipate and respond to the
changing environment in this post-cold war period.
International Interest in CRSS

International interest in CRSS has risen substantially over the last six months
following the submittal of our application for a Commerce Department operating li-
cense. Last August, an international entity signed a letter of intent with LMSC to
jointly study the market potential in their region for CRSS products and services.
Consequently, LMSC submitted and recently received U.S. State Department ap-
proval of a Technology Assistance Agreement (TAA) between LMSC and the over-
seas entity regarding the joint study on CRSS.

In addition, we have received signed letters of intent from six commercial over-
seas entities proposing the same type of joint study. We have applied to the U.S.
State Department for approval of Technology Assistance Agreements with each of
the entities and look forward to prompt action on our submissions.

Approval of our first TAA on CRSS with an international entity will be widely
seen as a positive step. However, companies in the U.S. and overseas are carefully
watching the Department of Commerce operating license process for CRSS. They
view the eventual decision, and potential license conditions, as a signal determining
whether or not U.S. industry will be allowed by the U.S. Government to compete
in the largest segment of the worldwide commercial remote sensing market.
International Affiliations and Export Controls

From Lockheed's perspective, regional international business partners (or anchor
tenants) are vital in facilitating the worldwide. collection and distribution of data.
Several international entities appear interested in sharing the financial risks in es-
tablishing a commercial one-meter satellite. In return, they desire the ability to uti-
lize the data produced by a system in their own regions for commercial and govern-
mental activities,

As you know, the French are developing HELIOS, designed for a one-meter reso-
lution capability, and the Russians are already selling data from existing security
assets defuzed to 2-meter resolution. Mr. McMahon noted correctly in his testimony
to you last June, "the question for the future is not whether there will be one-meter
satellite imagery available commercially-it will happen-but rather will it be pro-
vided by U.S. companies or other foreign sources." Attempts by the U.S. Govern-
ment to introduce new controls on the export of remote sensing data, or to establish
additional export licensing requirements as part of operating licenses for commercial
remote sensing systems like CRSS, will only secure an advantage for others in inter-
national competition.

We believe the U.S. Government's overall interests are best served by letting U.S.
companies compete in the global one-meter satellite remote sensing market. By
granting a license unincumbered by inappropriate and burdensome conditions, the
U.S. Government will enable U.S. industry to take advantage of its technological
leadership and entrepreneurial spirit, and thereby capture most of the world mar-
ket. In addition, satellite systems operated and controlled by U.S. industry will en-
able the U.S. Government to maintain control of critical satellite imagery tech-
nologies and their use during crises.

Handicapping U.S. companies as they attempt to enter this market ensures that
the Europeans and others (as mentioned earlier) will have a better opportunity to
enter and continue to dominate the commercial remote sensing market with systems
they control.

MEETING COMMERCIAL MARKET REQUIREMENTS

One of the most important market sectors for CRSS data is to support Geographic
Information Systems. CRSS' one-meter resolution was selected by LMSC because it
meets the market demands of Geographical Information Systems and others for
quality digital maps. GIS is a management tool used by industry and governments
to organize, analyze, and communicate vast amounts of information. All geographic



systems are based on digital maps. But comparing a GIS digital map to a paper
map is like comparing a spacecraft to a paper airplane.

Maps have existed for centuries to Ttid navigation and as a way of staking claim
to territory and defining ownership. But as society has grown more complex, the
amount of geographic information applicable to environmental studies, demo-
graphics, city planning, taxation, etc., has rendered the old paper map staggeringly
inefficient. In a big organization, paper data is scattered in many locations. Gather-
ing information needed for management decisions is often impossible. Valuable in-
formation is lost or ignored. With a GIS, up-to-date information from every office
is instantly available all over the organization. More importantly, the GIS allows
management to assemble information easily to make decisions and ask sophisticated
"what if" questions.

A GIS database is built upon a digital map in a standard reference scheme, called
a base map. On top of this base map information is organized in layers. Each layer
presents a different theme, such as land use, utility lines, property values, habitats,
population demographics, and other themes. Geographic datal, shown as lines, are
Vector Data. Images from a satellite or an aerial camera are Raster Data.

Up to 90 percent of all the information used by the public and private sectors is
related to physical locations in the real world. A GIS organizes information by in-
dexing it to locations on the base map. By selecting a map feature such as a prop-
erty parcel, a GIS can access all the information relating to that location, including
site photos. In a construction project, for example, the city permitting clerk can call
up the property records and flag any utility easements. The planning department
can review the design and any changes are instantly directed to all other depart-
ments for comments. Construction crews receive updated work orders and sche-
matics created by a GIS. Costs are tracked efficiently. Information about this project
and others is easily brought together to analyze trends and increase efficiency.

In Zambia, scientists are managing wildlife populations with the help of a Geo-
graphic Information System. In Europe, government agencies at every level use GIS
to manage infrastructure, land use, utility maintenance, and the environment. In
Asia, industries use GIS to manage and maintain facilities and evaluate marketing
demographics. Governments and industry the world over are investing hundreds of
millions of dollars each year in GIS systems.

In the United States, one of the real strengths of GIS is not just data manage-
ment, but the ability to perform sophisticated analysis. Some are using GIS in ana-
lyzing the environmental impact of proposed hazardous waste landfill sites. In Ne-
vada, Sierra Pacific Power is using GIS to determine the best route for new power
lines, examining terrain, environmental concerns, land use, and analyzing the'costs
of alternative routes. GIS is used in the U.S. by national, state and local govern-
ments, utilities, railroads, and many industries, including petroleum, mining, con-
struction, and agriculture, to name a few.

According to Fortune Magazine (see October 18, 1993, article attached):
"GIS is now on the verge of becoming one of the hottest business information

tools. Companies as diverse as Cigna, Sears, Super Value, The Gap, and Isuzu, have
adopted mapping as a down-to-earth way to interpret data that were previously
available only in the form of numbingly complex printouts, spreadsheets and
charts.

"At Cigna, the giant insurer, a GIS helps salesmen pitch managed care plans to
brokers * * * A broker might ask, for instance, what percentage of his client's em-
ployees will find at least two Cigna-affiliated doctors within eight miles of their
home. Whereas the salesman formerly would have presented many pages of tabular
data in response, he now provides the broker with maps showing the distribution
of physicians and employees.

"So-called personal navigation systems are gradually making their way into cars.
In Japan, over 22,000 drivers already use them. The systems, which combine an an-
tenna, a CD-ROM player, and a computer built into the dash, display full-color
maps that are updated as the car travels. If the driver gets hungry, the computer
will direct them to the nearest restaurant. Japanese electronics companies may offer
U.S. versions by the end of next year.

"GIS can even help you buy a house. A Seattle realtor linked via modem to the
Puget Sound multiple-listing service can type in criteria * * * and display maps
showing available homes in the suburb, complete with price tags. Zooming in on a
particular neighborhood, the realtor can show how close a house is to schools, parks,
and shopping malls. Geographic Information digital maps and systems are quickly
becoming an important element of the Information Age."

Our own analysis, to date, agrees with the Fortune 500 assessment.



Current Map Construction Limitations
GIS users need vast amounts of geographic data about the physical world, known

as digital spatial data. But there are problems with current data acquisition meth-
ods.

Building and maintaining the database is the largest cost of a geographic informa-
tion system. Data is often entered manually by digitizing from paper maps, a slow
process. Survey workers can enter data in the field. Aerial photos are often used,
but it's costly and slow. Shooting, correcting distortions, and aligning photos to a
map grid yields an orthophoto base map, but the process takes an average of four
months. To create a digital map complete with vector data averages 18 months.

The use of GIS is growing on average 35% per year worldwide. In 1990, the world-
wide market for Geographic Information products and services totaled $2 billion. It
was recently reported that by the year 2000, the market is expected to quadruple-
to $8 billion.

Impressive as this is, market growth is actually being hindered by three factors:
the high cost of images, the excessive time required to produce high resolution aer-
ial maps, and the poor resolution of existing satellite images. This pent-up demand
provides an unprecedented opportunity.
The CRSS Design Targets Commercial Market Needs

Today's commercially available satellite images can't precisely locate buildings,
road boundaries, and cars for GIS users. Current satellites provide only 10-meter
resolution, too coarse to be useful to many requiring precise geographic information.
Many Geographic Information users require the clarity of one-meter resolution.

Consequently, LMSC has proposed a satellite with one-meter resolution that can
fly 365 days a year, banking images and anticipating the market needs. CRSS has
been structured to provide 24-hour turnaround-instead of the many months typical
for aerial photography. With CRSS, Geographic Information markets can have easy,
quick access to an enormous repository of data at lower cost. We believe that the
current CRSS design provides LMSC with the best avenue to meet commercial mar-
ket demands and ensure profitability.

The one-meter CRSS digital map increases the required data rate bandwidth sev-
eral times over current Spot/Landsat imagery. The higher data rate distribution re-
quirement integrates well with the fiber optics highway development data now un-
d erway.

The worldwide market for commercial Geographic Information data is growing,
and will grow even faster when one-meter resolution satellite images and refined
data are readily available at reasonable cost. Lockheed has realized this opportunity
and moved to request Governmental approval for CRSS. We believe that CRSS can
provide the critical imagery products and can be an important part of the Informa-
tion Highway necessary for ensuring U.S. economic growth.

While we believe that a significant commercial market exists for CRSS and have
designed the system to meet commercial market demands, we recognize that CRSS
products (domestically and overseas) may also be sold and used for other than their
intended purposes, e.g. support to foreign national security requirements. In the
near term, this market for CRSS data may be significant. The conditions of the li-
cense require us to deny data to anyone if there is a risk to U.S. national security.
However, CRSS' target market is commercial geographical information, because of
its current size and potential for its unparalleled substantial growth.
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UNFAIR COMPETITION

A recent news article indicated that the U.S. Government is considering the possi-
bility of selling data from National Technical Means which would compete with
aerospace companies involved in commercial remote sensing. If true, such a proposal
would pose a serious impediment of CRSS and defense diversification in general.
The proposals outlined in this news article ranged from concepts associated with
burden-sharing to the actual selling of NTM data to commercial customers. While
existing U.S. Government assets can provide the commercial market with imagery,
it will not directly assist aerospace companies to retain key skills important to
maintaining critical industrial base capabilities.

In general, the use of existing assets to support foreign governments should only
occur in circumstances where mutual national security needs cannot be met in some
other fashion from commercially available sources like CRSS. In addition, if data
from existing assets are provided to foreign entities in return for monetary com-
pensation, it should be priced based on recovering the full burden of the recurring
costs associated with the assets, including operation and maintenance. This should
avoid government competition and undermining of U.S. private sector efforts.

TRANSPARENCY

A bit of transparency (in openly publishing U.S. Government policies on commer-
cial sales) can go a long way in eliminating uncertainties among potential cus-
tomers, and provide a predictable and encouraging environment for commercial ini-
tiatives by U.S. companies.

DEFENSE DIVERSIFICATION

Over the last four years, due to defense cuts, LMSC has been forced to downsize
from roughly 30,000 to 18,000 employees. We expect that with the federal govern-
ment budget reductions we will be forced to reduce further. As we eliminate jobs,
Lockheed (and the aerospace industry in general) is losing highly-skilled employees
and a critical skill base, which the U.S. Government will need to meet future na-
tional security requirements.

In the case of Lockheed's commercial remote sensing efforts, if allowed to move
forward, more than 700 jobs are estimated to be sustained (over a three-year period)
at LMSC, and another 1,800 jobs distributed in the U.S. among all the team mem-
bers working with us on the program. These jobs are not only important to Lock-
heed, but are also essential in maintaining the U.S. aerospace industrial base in
general. In addition, our one-meter system holds the potential of expanding GIS
market by at least $1 billion in annual sales. In terms of employment, these addi-
tional sales could generate roughly 30,000 new jobs for the U.S. economy.

SUMMARY

The growth of the Geographic Information market is an important untapped area
in the new information age, we are now facing. CRSS digital maps can trigger a
dramatic increase in GIS growth and use worldwide. It is a potential win/win situa-
tion for the United States where industry can move into new profitable commercial
areas, while retaining those skills that will be helpful to U.S. Government needs in
the future. We look forward to addressing this challenge through positive and con-
structive participation with the U.S. Government in charting a new course that will
assist industry in diversifying into profitable commercial markets like GIS. This Ad-
ministration, Congress, and industry can play key roles in fashioning policies and
practices to foster these efforts.

I welcome the opportunity to work with you in resolving any issues raised by
Lockheed's efforts in commercial remote sensing and would be happy to answer any
questions the Committee may have.
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MAPPING FOR

Sick of staring at spreadsheets? Technology that lets you display and
analyze data on computerized maps is becoming one of the hottest
Information tools on the business landscape. O by Rick TetzelW HEN Frank Gap, and lsuzu have

SLOnge, man 
adopted mapping as

ager of mar' down-to-earth way to
keting analysis for **. * interpret data that were
Osram/Sylvania, really . previously availableany
wants to impress cus. in tie form of numbhing-
tomers-the wholesal- " ly comple printouts,
ers who. distrbute his n spreadsitees, and charts
company's lamps, for in. Says Jack Dangermood,
stance-be brings them founder of ESRI. the.
into the high-tech "War El norsincpennow me alackan Redlands, California,
Room" at headquarters la nmps to anole. For more, som n a, company that pioneered
in Danvers, Massach. GIS technology using
setts, dims the lights, and turns on the mainfrme computers in the 1970w -A map
equipment. The room is designed for tele- offers an intuitive way to organize thing
anfemocing and state-of-the-art multi- People remember thing about spar that
media presentations, but what most lights theydontaboutanyotherwayoforgining
up visitors am the maps-big computerized information."
ones, rich with useful data, displayed on a A 615 today typically consists of a demo-
six-foot color videoscen. Says St. Onge: graphic database, digitized maps, a ompur-
"We show them where are our competitors, e and software that coables the user to add
whermea the customers, and what areas of corporate data to the mix. The cos ofbhog-
the country have the greatest sales potential . ag together theselements has dropped
down to the block level. We show how many from 1125,0B0 per user in 1985 to around
specialty lamps different hospitals in their S35,00, according to John Antenoom ala
region buy Of course, we could give them heads a 615 conulting firm in Frsokfom
the some data on reams of spreadshers, but Kentucky That's hgly bromise desktop
illustrating the information with a map i a computers hae become powerful enwuah
much mor powerful tooL" to manage and analyze the wanes of data

Bebind this sensory approach to winning that mapping involves A host of starttp
custommers a geographic information sys- compnnies have emrged to offer low-coi.
tem (GIS) a computer setup that makes it bisine-focused mapping data and soft-
possible to view and analyze data on digi- wam. Wese of Wissusha, Minon, seth a
ired maps. GIS isn't new: Utilities, oil ones- complete set of US ste maps and cenns

panies, and governments have long used inforatinforS995;theoldcostforsmilar
such systems to plot tansmitssion routes, data was over MOOD. Powerful G15 pro-
manage natural resources, and track pollu- grams ca be had for 12,500 or ls fom
ton- the technology already accounts for Strategic Mapping of Santa Clas Califor.
$Z1 billion ayearin hardware, software, and nia; MapinfoofTry, Now York: and Ta
consulting sales. But the cost of GIS has fall- tics Internatinal of Andover, Maatnbr
en so dramatically in recent years that GIS is setts, whic wake Tactician, the program
now on the verge ofbecoming one of the hot- OsramuSylvaoia depends on.
test business information tools. Companies ForStOnge.cowPutermappingisOf
as diverse as Cigna, Seats, Super Vals, the the best ways to take advantage of the
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"source," as he calls the marketing database
of the nation's No. 2 light-bulb maker (Gen-
eral Electric is No. 1). Like every corporate
database. Sylvania's is loaded with geo-
graphic inforoation, such as addresses of
customers. St Onge taps into the mainframe
with a Hewlett-Packard 486 PC and two Ap-
ple Macintoshes equipped with a custom
version of Tactician. He uses the system not
just to woo distributors but also to support
his sales staff. To persuade a store owner to
allot shelf space to Sylvania lamps, for exam-
pie, a sales rep will present a demographic
map of the stores clientele within a ten-mile
radius, along with information about their
bulb-buying habits. Reps also get color-cod-
ed "hot-cold" maps of their territones,
which highlight neighborhoods where lamp
use is likely to be most intense.

While business prograns account for only
6% of the 1630-million-a-year market for
GIS software, they are its hottest segment.
Kathryn Hale. an analyst at Dataquest in
San Jose, Califomia, reports that purchases
of marketing and sales mapping programs
have more than tripled since 1990. She fig-
ures such spending wiB reach 5200 million a
year by 1997 as businesses increasingly turn
to GIS to keep pace with competitors. How
can you stay ahead of the trend? Here are
some of the ams successful and widespread
uses of GIS:

Esib selection. If your company is ex-
panding, it is probably using GIS to plot
new locations. Says Brady Foust, a consul-
tant in Eau Claire, WsAcnsin: "Stores sutc
ceed or fail because of location. Only GIS
coa tie together diverse locational infonna-
tion and make sense of it." Lately Foust has
worked with an upscale clothing chain (Ie
won't name it) that has stores in Eau Claire
and Green Bay. Using Strategic Mapping's
Atlas software, he analyzed sales data and
showed on a map of central Wisconsin how
each store drew most of its customers from
within a 20mile radims. Between the sites
lay a wide swath where fewer than 15% of
would-be customers visited rither store.
Foust's conclusion A single new store in
the town of Wausau would let the retailer
sell effectively across the entire state.

Super Vain, the nation's largest super-
market wholesaler, bought Strategic Map.
ping software last April to help pick sites.
Perry Harrison. director of market analysis,
says his staf used to spread paper maps of
prospective sites aros a room and then
painstakingly compare those with scrolls of
demographic dams. Now the information is

U Up and out: PanTelb celhdr signal fade a Ines 80 cns hilr.s Siena Ileall,

concentrated on the screen of a Compaq campaign. Betteryet, sale ar up: The Pus'
486. Says Harson. 'GIS frees up ouann- co dealer, who had sold four Troopers in
lysts so they can actually analyze." the first half of the year, sold four more in

August alone.
* Target markethig. Western Auto, a Sears
Roebuck subsidiary, uses Tactician on IBM
PCs and Apple Macintoshes to choose
store locations. But the real edge is gained
in fne-tuning a new store's inventory. Inte-
grating company data with information
from market researchers like R.L Polk,
Western Auto creates a detailed demo-
graphic profile of the neighborhood. That
lets the store tailor its offerings to, say, low-
er-middle-class do-it-yourselfers who pre-
fer to fix their own brakes, or upscale types
who mainly want polishes and accessories.
Says Tom Swviontek, the Sears planning
manager who helped develop the GIS: "We
set up the right product mix right away and
as a result build up the clientele much fast-
or." It now takes six months for the average
Western Auto ouier to break even on op-
erating expenses, down from 18 months be-
fore the GIS.

American Isuau runs a GIS from Strate-
gic Mapping on AST Research 486 PCs to
shape its marketing plans. This summer
two Isumn dealers in Yakima and Pasco,
Washington, offered weekend-long test
drives of Trooper, a luxury sport-utility ve-
hicle. Director of strategic planning Mark
Darling used the GIS to create a list of like-
ly customers near the dealers. The re-
sponse rate was 18%. high for a direct-mail

* Sales s epport. At Cigna, the giant insur-
en. a GIS helps salesmen pitch managed-
care plans to brokers who buy health
policies for corporations. A broker might
ask, for instane, what percentage of his
client's employees will fbd at least two
Cigna-affiliated doctors within eight miles
of their homes. Whereas the salesman for-
merly would have presented many pages
of tabular data in response, be now pro-
vides the broker with maps showing the
distribution of physicians and employees
Tec GIS, a S35,000 setup that includes
Strategic Mapping software and a souped-
up IBM PC, also performs statistical anal-
ysis, yielding such details as average dis-
tance from employee to provider. Marina
Pye. a Cigna sales.support supervisor until
she left recently for another job, started
offering the maps in early 1992. At first,
she says, sales reps used maps only to em-
hellish major presentations; now they
wish we could map 24 hours a day. Initially
we did 15 cases per month, but now we're
up over 100."

* Networkatalysis. Whether your network
consists of sales offices spread across a re-
gion or ambulance setvices in a cty. GIS
can find its weak spots. At PacTel. a sub-
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sidiary of Pacific Telesis, director of net- where a subscriber driving up Interstate
work information technology Jerry 80 into the Sierra Nevada will lose his
Sprecher uses a high-powered GIS to dis- onsectton-and where PacTel should put
play locations where the company's cellu- more transmitters.
lar signals peter out. The system, which
runs on Sun Microsystems workstations. 0 Dasternsaagemanl. Insurance compa-
combines street maps, locations of cellu- nies am finding that GIl helps them serv
lar transmitters, and 3-D representations customers faster when disaster strikes.
of local topography based on satellite 'During Hurricane Andre' lust year, IT'
data. It lets Sprecher show, fur instance, Harford used MapInfo software so track

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS WITH COMPUTER MAPS
D You and your family ate cruising

down Interstate 64 in Kentucky.
You've boen promising your young son
that you'll find someplace fun to stop, but
you dont have any ideas, and he's starting
to whine. You pul into a rest area, figur-
ing you can look at that familiar map with
the You iAn seE splotch, pose over a
bunch of brochures, and identify a nearby
tourist trap that will interest the lad. In-
stead, fright of frights, you're faced with a
video kiosk, and damned if its screen
doesat resemble-gulp-a computer!

Never fear cyberphobes. Lk an in-
creasing number of GIS applications
available to consumers, the five visisor ki-
osks being tested by the state of Kennucky
are aimed at people like yot. This am,
for instance, lets you call up tourist atrac-
tions in four regios of the state. Touch
"Keencland" on the screen, and you get a
video clip of racehorses, a voim-over ex-
plaining that visitors are welcome to early-
morning workouts at the racetrack, and,
beat of all for the weary travelet, clear di-
rections for getting there. Morn than
3,000 people a day use the kiosks, which
were designed by PlanGraphics, a GIS
consulting firm in Frankfort, Kentucky,
and programmed by Applied Graphics of
SL Paul. According to PlanGraphics Presi-
dent John Antenucci, drivers can epect
such kiosks on the Massachusetts Tupik
net yea.

For business travelers, Strategic Map-
pin's Local Expert software combines
maps and tourist data on floppy disks for
laptops. The program offers information
an mote than 100 cities around the world.
Updated bimonthly, it features a selection
of hotels and restaurants, useful tips such
as where to change money, and listings of
cultural and sporting events that will coin-
cide with your trip. An August visitor to
Rome, however, discovered that the pro-

the storm's atack on the Florida coastline
The company was able to determine whic
zip codes would be most affected, who it
policyholders were in those areas, and ho-
much in damages it might have to pay. Th
analysis helped it dispatch adjusters quickl
to the hardest-hit neighborhoods.

O Flot manageomn. Yellow Freight Sys
tems of Overland Park, Kansas, is one o

amo

gram isn't so expert yet. It gave the cor-
rect phone number to call for tickets to
Tosce at the Baths of Caracalla, but al-
most all of the 24 Italian restaurants listed
were closed for much of the month.
(Prices: $99 for the program with one citry
$25 per additional city. S15 per update.)

So-called personal navigation systems
are gradually making their way into cars.
In Japan, some 22,000 drivers already use
them. The systems, which combine an an-
terna. a CD-ROM player, and a comput-
or bult into the dash, display full-cokr
maps that am updated as the ca travels.
If the driver gets hungry, the computer
will direct him to the nearest restaurant
Price: SZl000 and up; Japanese electronics
companies may offer U.S. versions by the
end of next year.

GIS can even help you buy a house. A
Seattle realtor linked via modem to the
Puget Sound multiple-listing service can
type in criteria such as "3BR. Kirkland
area. $350.000 to S450,000" and pull up a
map showing available homes in that sub-
urb, complete with price tags. Zooming in
on a particular neighborhood, the realtor
can show. how close a house is to schools.
parks, and shopping malls. Gary McAvoy,
CEO of Northwest GeoGrafx, which de-
signed the system, says that by next fall
realtors will be able to show house hum-
ers photos of the properties on-scen.
Eventually the system will include digi-
tized videos, so prospective buyers can
"walk" through houses in the realtors of-
fice instead of driving all the way to Kirk-
land only to discover that that third
bedroom is really a broom closet.

ODliming m: SeaWt eatrs show prospecmn
buyers a 50On-wide view of she rnion utp) be.
fore asmlg in lrkaqid.a suburb. Hounesfer
sale appar along at pricet: red star mauirks t
oin that best fls th buyer's critad.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

many transportation compa-
nies that depend on elabo-
rate GIS setups to manage
huge vehicle feets. Yellow
has a hub system like those
run by airlines operations
planning coordinator Ken
Peck needs a network of 31
Sun workstations equipped
with ESRI scftware to keep
track of 3.700 trucks travel-
ing more than 640 million
miles a year. Before the GIS
was installed, the chore of
defmning delivery zones for
each of 600 terminals was
left to a secretary, who used
a Rand McNally alas and
Magic Markers. Not surpris-
ingly, scheduling was less
than efficient. Peck's GIS
does a better job. allowing
for such factors as speed lim-
its and the number of load-
ing docks at terminals in
determining the zones. The
system lets Yellow supply *tarkeltaa
customers with up-to-date sat*IlststoI
maps that divide the U.S.
into one-day, tw-day, and other zones,
and show sow long a shipment will take.

euagulatory complance. Utilities and
banks are natural users of GIS technolog
because laws govern the way they serve their
regions. NorwestCorp,a Minneapolis bank
with $48 billion in assets. is setting up a GIS
intended. amongotherthingsto helpit obey
the 1977 Community Reinvestment Act and
otherlawsthat prohibitracialdiscrimlhation
in leading Says Karen Alcs. director of
community reinvestment programs "We'll
use the system to look at where our loan
applicationscome from, where we are mak-
ingourapprovalsanddenialsand to identify
patterns as required by law. It's a vast im-
provementoverputtingpinsinamap, which
'is essentially what we'e done up to now."

Consumer watchdoggroups have already
benome sophisticated in using GIS to moni-
tor mortgage lending Essential Informa-
tion. nonprofit founded by Ralph Nader in
1979, recently used a system donated by
ESRI to analyze government data on 13
million home purchase loan applications re-
ceived by banks and mortgage companies in
16 cities. The resulting maps vividly show
the difference between the behavior of moss
banks and that of mortgage companies less
constrained by federal lending laws.

One set of maps, for esample superim-
poses the 1991 lending in Las Angeles by
Scan Mortgage Corp. and Great Western
Bank on a map of the city that has been
highlighted to show minority neighbor-
hoods. Instantly apparent: Lightly regulat-
ed Sears made far fewer loans in these
neighborhoods than heavily regulated
Great Western. While Sears's share of the
home lending market in white neighbor-
hoods was 4% in 1991, it held less than
0.3% of the loans made in minority neigh-
borhoods. Great Western, on the other
hand, had a share of 4.7% in white neigh-
borhoods and fully 16.9% in minority
neighborhoods.ON THE HORIZON are potent rw

applications that marry computer
maps with signals from global posi-

tioning satellites (GPS). Tie signals enable
any vehicle equipped with a receiver to pin-
point its location as it moves. Eventualy
GIS and GPS could transform aviation and
shipping-and even agriculture, if Donald
Larson can realize his vision.

An Iowa farmer with technological know-
how, Larson has worked with tractor man-
facturers on a system that brings some
scientific accuracy to the process of mining
and spreading chemical fertilizer. Tradition-

ally, soil samples are dra
from different locations in
field, the results are averag
and am mix of chemicals
spread across the entire fie
The problem is that soil qu.
ty varies, and not all pars o
field should get the same dr
of fertilizer.

The software unites a G
receiver right on the trar:
with a Compaq PC showin,
computerized map of t
field and its various types
soil As the tractors positi
is continually updated. i
PC makes sure the rig
amsunt of the fertilizer is d
pensed. The system prtc
the field for maxmum yis
and reduces harmful rur
because low-producing ac
don't get too much feriliz
Larson says Deere and ott
tractor giants are "look.
into" the technology; A

sipeswtllab Otem., a Minnesota manuf
turer, already sells a simila
equipped tractor

GIS is on its way to becoming a st.
dard busines tool. Within the next t
cade, mapping software will alms
certainly find its way onto your PC-a
you probably won't even think of it ar
GIS when it arrives. Joe Francica. sen
marketing manager at Intergraph. a le:
ing provider of high-end GIS prograr
believes that maps will soon serve as an
tegral part of other software, just
spreadsheets do today. "If you look at sv
cessful personal finance programs li
Quicken or Microsoft Money, the guts
those programs are spreadsheets. As I
happened with spreadsheets. GIS will I
come an embedded technoloD" Mapp
functions have already started to show
embedded in database software sold
companies such as OneSource Informat
Services. a Lotus Development spin
AST Research now includes mapping s,
ware with some of its machines.

The mapping industry recognizes a
trend. The editors of its newest trade in
azine, which first appeared nme mon
ago, rejected the idea of havtng the (
acronym anywhere in the title. Inste
they opted for Busresa Geographics
more and more companies are discover.
business geographics is fast beomin
business necessity



STATEMENT OF M.S. ARAKI, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CORP.

Mr. ARAKI. Mr. Chairman and Vice Chairman, I appreciate the
opportunity to be here today to review the status of Lockheed Mis-
siles and Space Company's effort in commercial remote sensing.
The work and the attention of the Chairman and Vice Chairman
of this Committee have given to the issue of commercial remote
sensing and its future have been very helpful.to U.S. industry, and
Lockheed in particular is very appreciative of your efforts.

At your request I will provide an update on the government's ap-
proval process for commercial remote sensing, CRSS; review the
commercial market requirements for one meter resolution and dis-
cuss the use of existing assets, government competition, and their
impact on commercial remote sensing.

In the interest of time, my remarks will be brief. I am prepared
for more detailed remarks for the record if the Committee so pleas-
es to have.

As you know, when the President of Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company, Mr. John McMahon, last testified before this Committee
on June 10, 1993, he announced the submittal of an application of
the Department of Commerce for an operating license for CRSS, a
private remote sensing space system with one meter resolution. On
July 8, 1993, LMSC received confirmation from Commerce that our
application for CRSS was considered substantially complete. In Au-
gust, LMSC presented a briefing to the Commerce Department,
which chaired the interagency review of the CRSS operating license
application, which included participants from the Intelligence Com-
munity, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Departments of State and
Defense.

Unfortunately, we received a letter from the Commerce Depart-
ment on October 15, 1993, informing LMSC that the final action
on our application to operate private remote sensing space systems
would not occur within the 120 days stipulated. The delay was at-
tributed to lack of completion of consultation process between Com-
merce and the Department of State and Defense. Specifically, the
Commerce Department indicated that the State Department had
requested Commerce to postpone issuance of the license until the
subject can be considered by a soon to be scheduled National Secu-
rity Council Deputies Committee meeting. Since this notification,
we have learned that the Department of State has notified Com-
merce of its approval subject to some anticipated conditions. How-
ever, the Deputies meeting has yet to be held.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. You mean Department of Defense
notified Commerce, or State?

Mr. ARAKI. The Department of Defense has provided their ap-
proval.

Following the SSCI hearing on June 10, 1993, the Intelligence
Community and the NRO's Industrial Advisory Council, as char-
tered by the DCI, met numerous times to define, draft, coordinate
and finalize a policy document-the same document that Mr. Frey
mentioned in his testimony-and it established the performance
and operations for aerial photography. With CRSS the Geographic
Information Systems market can have easy, quick access to an
enormous repository of data at lower cost. We believe that the cur-
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rent CRSS design provides LMSC with the best avenue to meet the
commercial market demands and ensure profitability.

While we believe that a significant commercial market exists for
CRSS, and have designed a system to meet the commercial market
demands, we recognize that CRSS products, both domestically and
overseas, may be sold and used for other than their intended pur-
pose, such as foreign national security requirements. In the near
term, this market for CRSS data may be significant. The condition
of the license requires us to deny data to anyone if there is a risk
to U.S. national security. However, the CRSS target market is com-
mercial geographical information, and because of its current size
and potential for its unparalleled substantial growth.

A recent news article indicated that the U.S. government is con-
sidering the possibility of selling from national technical means,
which could compete with aerospace companies involved in com-
mercial remote sensing. If true, such a proposal could pose a seri-
ous impediment to CRSS and defense diversification in general.
The proposals outlined in this article range from concepts associ-
ated with burden sharing to actual selling of NTM data to commer-
cial customers. While existing U.S. assets can provide the commer-
cial market with imagery, it will not directly assist aerospace com-
panies to retain key skills important to maintaining critical indus-
trial base capabilities.

In general, the use of existing assets to support foreign govern-
ments should only occur in circumstances where mutual national
security needs cannot be met in any other fashion from commer-
cially available sources. In addition, if data from existing assets are
to provide national entities in return for monetary compensation,
it should be priced based on recovering the full burden of the recur-
ring costs. This should avoid government competition and under-
mining of U.S. private sector efforts.

A bit of transparency in openly publishing U.S. government poli-
cies on commercial sales can go a long way in eliminating uncer-
tainty among potential customers, and provide a predictable and
encouraging environment for commercial initiatives by U.S. compa-
nies.

Over the last four years, due to defense cuts, LMSC has been
forced to downsize from approximately 30,000 to 18,000 employees,
We expect that the Federal government budget reductions will
force further reductions. As we eliminate jobs, LMSC as well as the
aerospace industry in general is losing highly skilled employees
and the critical skill base which the U.S. government will need to
meet future national security requirements.

In the case of Lockheed's commercial remote sensing effort, it al-
lows us to move forward with more than 700 jobs to be sustained
over a three year period at LMSC, and another 1800 jobs distrib-
uted in the United States among all the team members working
with us on the program. These jobs are not only important to Lock-
heed, but are also essential in maintaining U.S. industrial base in
general. In addition, a one meter system holds the potential ex-
panding the GIS market by at least $1 billion in annual sales. In
terms of employment, these additional sales would generate ap-
proximately 30,000 new job in the U.S. economy.



In summary, the growth of the Geographic information market
is a critical, important untapped area in the new information age
that we are facing. CRSS digital maps can trigger a dramatic in-
crease in GIS growth and use world wide. It is a potential win/win
situation for the United States where industry can move into new
profitable commercial areas, while retaining these skills that can
be helpful to U.S. government for future use. This Administration,
Congress, and industry can play a key role in fashioning policies
and practices to foster these efforts.

I welcome the opportunity to work with you in resolving any of
the issues.raised by Lockheed's efforts in commercial remote sens-
ing and would be happy to answer any questions that the Commit-
tee may have.

Thank you.
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Thank you, Mr. Araki.
Ms. Armani.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Armani follows:]

STATEMENT BY ROBIN ARMANI, MANAGING DIRECTOR, ViTRo-SAAS KFr

Thank-you Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee for the opportunity to
present my views on Commercial Remote Sensing.

I am Robin Armani, Managing Director of Vitro-SAAS Kft, an American-Hungar-
ian joint venture company engaged in software development, systems integration,
and scientific application services in Hungary and the rest of Europe. My company
is a member of the European Association of Remote Sensing Laboratories (EARSel).
Vitro-SAAS uses remotely sensed data-data collected by satellites or aircraft-
mounted sensors, including but not limited to commercial imagery, to support a va-
riety of land management and environmental programs for customers in Europe. As
you know, remotely sensed data can provide important and unique information over
wide ares to support many different applications. In Hungary, the applications may
be loosely gathered under an environmental umbrella, and include such applications
as crop forecasting and forest assessment, as well as more advanced assessments
of a number of important environmental situations, such as the changes caused by
the Gabcikovo dam (the B6s-Nagymaros barrage system). For other European cus-
tomers we are integrating new remote sensing resources, including Russian-devel-
oped synthetic aperture radar, to detect deep underground features. My associates
and I have worked with several organizations in Hungary, Ukraine, and Russian
for the past 3 years.

There is a growing and mature market for information derived from remotely-
sensed data in Europe. Even in central Europe, where funding is severely con-
strained, the market for this information is growing because this data provides in-
formation that cannot otherwise be effectively observed or measured, and because
this data is cost effective for a wide variety of applications. Naturally, in these re-
source-restricted countries, funding for such applications is limited, and "dual-use"
is not a new phenomenon, but a fact of life. Time today will preclude review of the
samples of products and applications I have brought with me today; however, I will
review them with interested staff and am confident that the will report to you the
breadth and technical excellence of these products produced by various European
companies. I have been impressed by the advanced nature of the applications work
in Hungary and Russia. These products match or exceed our best production capa-
bilities today. This surprised me when I saw that many products, such as the 1987
topographic image map, and recent classifications and change detection applications
(Atch 1), were produced during the COCOM era-a time when our own applications
were as restricted as the technology we sought to protect. I will leave for the record
several products courtesy of the Hungarian Remote Sensing Center, FOMI, who pro-
duced them using PC technology and home-grown software that continues to sup-
port production. FOMI is currently undergoing privatization, and is integrating
western technology,. including SUN workstations and new image processing soft-
ware, provided to FOMI this year by the European Space Agency (ESA).

Your letter of invitation asked for my views on the "market for commercial im-
agery,"-and posed many key questions that I will address in turn:

1. What do the commercial imagery customers want?
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The customers want information-information they can use to solve problems or
to support decisions: geographic information, geo-referenced information, often
multi-temporal or time-sensitive information-for a variety of applications from re-
source use to environmental monitoring. The ability to integrate the many types of
imagery with other information is becoming increasingly important, and the market
is racing in this direction. Imagery, commercial or not, cloaked or not in secrecy or
scientific jargon-provides a limited set of data that must be interpreted and inte-
grated with other information to address the customers' information requirements.
The different types of imagery under discussion today, multispectral, radar, and
panchromatic or optical, provide different types of information, at different scales,
for different applications. They are highly complementary, and do not directly com-
pete for the same segment of the market.

The European market for environmental information to support resource (land
use, water, agriculture, forestry) applications for sustainable development will con-
tinue to grow. Customers will continue to include nations, ministries, institutes, and
industries with myriad resource management requirements. Applications for the
countries engaged in nation building (not just developing countries but much of
central and Eastern Europe, who are coping with severe resource constraints and
serious environmental burdens) will increase, as will the market serving the fast
growing industries engaged in environmental monitoring, assessment and remedi-
ation planning. As funds become more restricted, the customers will choose the im-
agery or data that gives them the most information for their money-an integrated
product developed from a complex data set at a price they can afford.

My view is that the market will be dominated by the companies who do not get
overly focused on the data, or image ; the market will be dominated by the compa-
nies (whether they are imagery suppliers or not) that focus on and satisfy the cus-
tomers' information requirements. These information requirements are best served
by the effective integration of the abundance of data types available today using ad-
vanced, but affordable technology. The direction of this technology is to bypass or
at least bridge, the current gaps between the different technology areas, in particu-
lar, the artificial separation that exists today between image processing and geo-
graphic information systems. Data integration win realize the full synergy of the op-
tical, multispectral and radar data. Those of us in the application community know
well the power of integrating multispectral and optical data-but today, few in Eu-
rope or the U.S. have begun to integrate radar and optical data, much less more
complex data sets. This focus on integration parallels a shift in European budget
priorities, from sensor design to data use, a trend that will increase as space budg-
ets continue to decline.

2. What is the Eurasian market for commercialized satellite imagery: pan-
chromatic/high resolution, multispectral and radar?

The commercial satellite imagery market is complex and dynamic, and therefore
is difficult to characterize-its size, shape, and direction change depending on the
aspect from which you analyze it. The Remote Sensing Technology Center of Japan
(RESTEC) reported that the market for commercial remote sensing data increased
by 20 percent in 1992 with similar gains expected in 1993. More than half of the
orders are for Landsat imagery, only 11 percent of the orders placed were for SPOT.
I was unable to obtain similar statistics from Eurimage, but believe their sales are
consistent with the RESTEC figures. SPOT Image reports a higher annual turnover
than EOSAT ($40 million and $12 million respectively in 1992); however, the high-
est number of orders placed worldwide today are for Landsat multispectral imagery.
Does this reflect SPOT's higher price, corporate management and marketing, gov-
ernment subsidization, or a more intricate combination of factors? EARSel estimates
that the European value added industry is growing commensurate with the invest-
ment in remote sensing resources, citing in particular current revenues exceeding
$40 million in France, and over $30 million in Germany. I will leave the interpreta-
tion of the numbers for the market studies of the satellite developers; such statistics
are ephemeral, and less meaningful than the trends in application, and especially
the interaction of the various market areas.

As indicated earlier, the satellite remote sensing systems that are operational
today are complementary. The markets for each type of data or imagery must be
interpreted in the context of the system capability and cost. Professor Dr. G.
Konecny, now at the University of Hannover in Germany and the Vice Chairman
of EARSel, provided an excellent summary of operational remote sensing satellite
systems, their applications and limitations, and their per square kilometer cost
(Atch 2) at the International Symposium on the Operationalization of Remote Sens-
ing in the Netherlands, in April 1993. A comparison of the price per image, scene
or swath size, and cost per square kilometer for each of the operational remote sens-
ing satellite systems (Atch 2, page 8) indicates the imperfect nature of the commer-



cial imagery market. This is complicated by the fact that multiple types of data are
used for different types of applications, and the cost of the application increases
with the required resolution. For example, a Forest Mapping or Land Use Survey
derived from Landsat costs between $6 and $13/sq. Km depending on scale and reso-
lution, a Forest Inventory or Land Use Map derived from aerial photography (scale
of 1:10,000) costs $350-$520/sq. Kin (Atch 2, -page 13).

MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY

The most important market for multispectral imagery (MSI) today are resource
applications, and Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) has been the best source of digital
MSI. Landsat TM's broad spectral range (TM provides seven bands of imagery
which record energy in the visible (bands 1,2,3), near infrared (band 4), shortwave
infrared (bands 5,7) regions, and the longwave infrared (band 7) region), medium
resolution (28.5 meters), and wide area coverage (185 km x 170 km) have made
Landsat the data of choice for many resource applications, especially where regional
monitoring is required. These application include landcover or forest assessment,
crop yield prediction, geology and non-renewable resource exploration to name just
a few. Our own military applications of Landsat, repeatedly demonstrated in
DESERT STORM, and more recently in Somalia, provide powerful examples of the
types of military intelligence applications happening world-wide today. Landsat cov-
ers more of the electromagnetic spectrum than the Russian or French systems, and
is lower in cost than the French SPOT XS.. The Russian systems are cheaper but
are not digital and are currently less capable in term's of spectral coverage and reso-
lution. The new Japanese Earth Resources System (JERS-1) has a spectral range
very similar to Landsat and an L-Band SAR, both at a spatial resolution of about
18 meters.

The Landsat market share has increased as our understanding of the power of
the multispectral information has grown through applications experience, and as
computer technology has made data processing affordable. Price, particularly price
for information content, has been and will remain important-Landsat has been af-
fordable to customers who cannot afford to buy SPOT. Initiatives to offer data or
products, and data processing technology at affordable prices, such as to univer-
sities, has been effective in increasing market share. Such price and data processing
curves will continue to influence the market response to all types of commercial im-
agery. I want to underscore that the loss of Landsat 6 has put this, our biggest mar-
ket, at risk.

RADAR IMAGERY

Radar data, which might be viewed as an extension of multispectral into the
microwave and millimeter portion of the spectrum, provides data independent of
weather, and uniquely detects certain natural phenomena. The new synthetic aper-
ture radars, such as the ERS-1 and JERS, are also considered resource satellites
and are complementary to the multispectral and optical capabilities of systems like
Landsat and SPOT. They were designed to provide special environmental informa-
tion, such as sea surface and ice conditions over large, even global areas; however,
the market is new and consequently is still restricted by limitations on our under-
standing of the data and by our data processing capabilities.

Europe and Canada are investing heavily in commercial imaging radar. ESA has
advertised the global environmental role of ERS-1 and planned follow-on satellites,
complete with glossy brochures stating their commitment to coordinate the various
satellite systems to pursue aims that are of interest to the whole of humanity. A
recent meeting of ERS-1 users in Germany concluded that while ERS-1 was suc-
cessfully fulfilling expectations on measuring sea states, ocean physics, and ice as-
sessment, few other "practical" applications have been developed. This view reflects
the biases of an applications community conditioned over years to use more tradi-
tional data types. The European Multisensor, Multiaircraft Campaign (EMAC) will
test many current and prototype sensors, with a heavy SAR emphasis, beginning
in 1994 (Atch 3). Canada, a full participant in the ERS-1 program, will launch
RADARSAT (like ERS-1, a C band SAR) in 1995, and expects the economic benefits
to include the creation of 10,000 person years of employment in Canada, and reve-
nues reaching C$800 million in the public and private sector.

Russia has also successfully developed imaging radar systems, but has taken a
different approach to the sensors and to data processing. On my first visit to Mos-
cow, I asked the Head of the Applied Space Physics Department at the Space Re-
search Institute (IKI, of the Russian Academy of Sciences) about Russian work with
multispectral or hyperspectral systems. Before he took me on a tour to see their
next generation radiometers, Dr. Etkin introduced me to the Head of Analysis and



Requirements for NPO Mashinostroeniya, Dr. Pavel Shirohov. I told Dr. Shirokov
that I was not particularly interested in radar, having worked most extensively with
Landsat MSI. He immediately responded that this was understandable, since Amer-
ican radar systems don't work. It is a problem of design and a problem of process-
ing, he explained, adding that American scientists do not understand radar physics.
He claimed that, in warping our radar systems to produce perfect images, we have
destroyed the ability to exploit the significant phenomena. Russia has developed a
signal processing (versus image processing) approach to radar data, which they be-
lieve uniquely detects certain natural and man-made phenomena. These phenomena
included advances in non-acoustic antisubmarine warfare (NASW) (Atch 4), as well
as detection of deep underground geophysical features indicative of water, dia-
monds, and oil (Atch 5). Our position in the commercial radar imagery market? We
aren't even a player in this market; we need to get in the game.

PANCHROMATIC IMAGERY

Optical, or panchromatic data offers visible information at higher spatial resolu-
tions. SPOT 10 meter panchromatic imagery is often used to "sharpen" other MSI,
for example, because it currently provides better (i.e., visually interpretable) object
definition and positional accuracy. This is especially important for cartography, the
dominant application for SPOT (thirty percent of SPOT applications are car-
tographic) and the Russian panchromatic and space photography systems today. Dr.
Konecny demonstrated (Atch 2, page 30) that for the cartographic applications in
highest demand today-scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000-only aerial photography
can provide the higher resolution, and better planimetric and altimetric accuracies
required for accurate mapping. Cost and repeatability of aerial photography have
constrained the satisfaction of the market demand: only 17 percent of the world is
mapped at 1:25,000, and just 56 percent of the land area mapped at 1:50 000 per-
cent.

While U.S. one meter panchromatic data could potentially capture the car-
tographic and some of the other survey markets (Atch 2, page 8) served by aerial
photography today, price will be a key factor in the market response, regardless of
whether it is sanitized government data or a new commercial imagery system.
SPOT has made market gains in the past 7 years, but remains cost prohibitive for
large portions of the potential market. European Landsat users were eager to re-
ceive the 15 meter panchromatic band that was to have been available on Landsat
6; in part because it would enhance Landsat spatial resolution without the burden
of image rectification that exists when merging Landsat and SPOT. While the avail-
ability of 2 meter panchromatic data will support the positional accuracy and visible
detail requirements needed to extend the satellite imagery market to the "local sur-
vey" level, the market will be partially defined by the data content. The aerial sur-
vey market is supported in part today by its ability to put varying and highly spe-
cific sensors in the right place; these sensors cover the spectrum from color infrared
photography to gamma ray spectrometers.

Russia today advertises the availability of archival 2 meter imagery from their na-
tional systems. Additionally, they offer to acquire and deliver new imagery, from
their national systems currently in orbit, for any place in the world. The Russians
have noted that they are resampling this imagery, and putting it to the market at
far less than its potential capability. They are now discussing release of 2 foot-as
opposed to 2 meter-resolution imagery. Once the U.S. begins selling national im-
agery on the world market, the market and the market players will respond. We
have to be prepared to release both archived and newly acquired imagery,
resampled to match the Russian (and other) offerings to remain competitive.

Russian 2 meter panchromatic imagery is not selling well now. This may be large-
ly due to poor marketing and distribution, it also reflect something about the mar-
ket readiness to absorb this data at its current price ($1080 for a scene of 100 x
100 Km if it exists in archive; $2880 if new collection is required) and data content.
There is a basic business lesson in this experience that could affect the "commercial
viability" of our own national data-the ability to deliver the product is critical. Just
as Europe is growing the user base for new radar systems, we must invest if we
want to establish a market presences. We must undertake now to explore potential
applications and retool to support the integration of the imagery with other data
types, and address the type of architecture required to match the performance of
the successful commercial imagery companies. Who will market the distribute the
data, in what forms, and on what basis?

Decreasing the resolution of commercial optical imagery to 1 meter international
policy and national implications that must be considered and addressed. The market
for high resolution optical or radar imagery will include a number of nations, orga-



nizations, and individuals who will buy this data for military and industrial intel-
ligence applications. Consider, for example, the level of detail on the digital
orthophoto (stereo image map) of Berlin, which was produced by a German firm
using Russian 2 meter KVA data (Atch 6). Russia has expressed significant concern
about the national security implications of a US decision to release high resolution
imagery, citing in particular the threat to our mutual good relations posed by the
exploitation of this data by aggressor states such as Libya, Iraq, and Iran (Atch 7).
We must coordinate this action with the international space community and address
associates security considerations, and we must understand the implications for our
own national security and national budget.

IMPACT OF THE LANDSAT 6 FAILURE

Europe and Japan are well positioned to fill the Landsat 6 gap. Although SPOT
XS cannot match Landsat's spectral range, SPOT initially, and soon JERS-1 will
move to fill the Landsat 6 void if we do not act immediately to replace Landsat 6,
to restore Landsat program integrity (some in Europe believe we built a duplicate
satellite, as we did with Landsat 4/5 (Thematic Mapper), and to maintain data con-
tinuity.-This will hand nearly the entire market to Europe at a critical time-there
will be scant motivation to shift in 5 years (the projected launch of Landsat 7 was
scheduled for 1998) to "new" or "higher resolution." By 1998, higher resolution data
(1 meter or better) optical data will be competing with SPOT-A, ERS-2 (1994),
RADARSAT (1995), JRS and the next generation, "earth observation" systems, and
by that time, research will have created the understanding and developed applica-
tions (many are likely to be developed from necessity as Landsat gap fillers) that
do not exist today.

3. What are the Eurasian government and industry intentions to enter and regu-
late the commercial remote sensing market?

Europe is strongly committed to earth observation, or remote sensing technology,
in the context of a strong commitment to space. They have structured a long-term
(1992-2005) Space Program, which includes a clear industrial policy statement fo-
cused on improving the worldwide competitiveness of European industry. Russia
continues to pursue a reasonably strong space program despite financial difficulties,
and has made many overtures for joint programs with the United States. We have
not responded to or engaged Russia, but Europe is working hard to work with Rus-
sia-collectively, through joint ESA/Russian programs, and through bilateral and
trilateral arrangements.

In 1992, despite a backdrop of worsening economic conditions and declining funds
for space, Europe restated its commitment to space and to remote sensing by adopt-
ing at the Ministerial level, resolutions that clearly signaled to European research-
ers and industry that there would be a future in space technology, and indicated
which directions European space policy would take. (Atch 8). Heading the list of pri-
orities and reported successes was European progress in Earth Observation. The
Ministers assured the succession to the ERS-1 satellite, which was launched in
1991 as the first in a series of European environmental monitoring satellites. The
resolution reflects the importance of the environment to the European political
agenda, and makes special reference to the unique and indispensable contribution
remote sensing makes to environmental monitoring. The Ministers adopted a com-
panion resolution on International Cooperation (Atch 9) which strongly reaffirms
Europe's intent to intensify international cooperation, not only among the 13 mem-
ber states, but significantly, to expand cooperation with the United States and Rus-
sia. A separate resolution (Atch 10) reflects the priority attached to working with
Russia and indicates the direction of ESA-Russian space cooperation.

Like Europe, Russia has adopted a global view. Russia has made unprecedented
overtures for joint remote sensing programs with the United States, proposing sig-
nificant related programs in key defense areas as well as important new initiatives
focused on environmental monitoring (Atch 11, Gem, GEES). The US government
has generally not responded. U.S. industry is exploring many opportunities but is
constrained by the policy vacuum. Europe, not only ESA but also individual Euro-
pean countries, especially France and Germany, is moving aggressively to partici-
pate with key elements of the Russian space program in all areas.

Russia has offered to jointly develop our next generation remote sensing system
(Atch 12). Russia has offered to put a Landsat-6 look-alike into space in two years
for a cost of $60 million, including the price of launch. They offer to place a three
frequency, space-based radar into space in two years, for $120 million, and a com-
bination Landsat-6 with three frequency imaging radar on a single platform in three
years for only $150 million-little more than the cost of a US launch. There can-
not be sufficient justification for spending $2 billion to do this ourselves, when for



an order of magnitude less money, we can demonstrate world leadership and sup-
port the growth of industries in the United States, in Russia, and in Europe.

4. How can we assure US dominance of the commercial imagery market while pro-
tecting US security interests?

I invite you to urge the Executive Branch to revitalize our national space policy
to demonstrate world leadership, to grow our national investment in space, and to
recapture and maintain US leadership in remote sensing, a critical area of Space
technology. We can best and most cost effectively establish a world leadership posi-
tion through a policy of cooperation and inclusion, not of competition. We must inte-
grate our interests with those of Europe and the rest of the world. We can no longer
afford the expensive and artificial segregation of military and civilian systems; we
can no longer afford to ignore or reinvent foreign capabilities. Specific recommenda-
tions:

4.1. The United States should create and fund a joint, integrated remote sensing
program with participation of U.S. industry and government, and Russia industry
and government. Russia should be invited as a full partner to recognize and capital-
ize on their extensive technology, experience, to reduce program cost, to support
Russia in her efforts to convert current and future generation space systems to
peaceful applications, and to respond to their real initiatives in this area. We should
further invite Europe and Japan to participate-and consider appropriate ESA and/
or Japanese roles; perhaps duplicate sensor development or specific launch/oper-
ations roles, which might be awarded on a competitive basis. A joint international
approach will grow the commercial remote sensing pie instead of wrestling for
smaller slices. A shared program will decrease program cost (this means competitive
data cost), improve technology, grow the market, and better support full commer-
cialization. Equally significant, it will create a foundation for global environmental
monitoring and create a basis for shared problem solving.

4.2. It is essential to maintain Landsat data continuity and to add additional ca-
pabilities by developing information content (spectral extension) with modest spatial
resolution improvement (5-10 meters). Landsat-6 would have continued our 21 year
supply of MSI to users around the world-this is our market today, and it continues
to grow. Medium or high resolution (1 meter) panchromatic imagery will not replace
but can complement the multispectral. A joint program with Russia should support
extending the spectral capability and adding complementary optical and SAR sen-
sors for less than what we would spend to replace Landsat-6.

4.3. We need to shift our focus from sensor design to data use-this will require
budget action. We need to revitalize American exploitation and a plication tech-
nologies; these are, in large part due to over-compartmentation by te government,
stagnant, expensive, and limited in production capability. We must not support or
subsidize any further U.S. space (government or commercial) developments that will
enrich developers at the expense of users. We must structure and budget to support
the new commercial products, including but not limited to panchromatic, but must
not let this become the vehicle for continued feathering of the same government im-
agery nests. There must be funding to support the development of new applications
and data integration. We must temper our fascinations with counting trees, main-
tain our ability to see the forests, and learn to assess the key features of both in
new dimensions. There should be a freer exchange with industry, and a concerted
effort by the government to understand, if not keep pace, with international tech-
nology approaches and applications, particularly as the latter impact foreign intel-
ligence capabilities.

4.4. We should establish a new Landsat lead and motivate them to succeed in pro-
gressing to full commercialization. This must remain a partnership of government
and industry; however, a Management Switch is required. Industry should be placed
in the in lead position with government support on policy, funding, and architecture
development. Changing government leads has not worked; Commerce and NASA
failed or refused to play, leaving DoD the de facto lead. Continued DoD program
management is cost prohibitive under the current arrangement. In addition, DoD
has failed despite repeated Congressional direction, to develop an end-to-end archi-
tecture to support data exploitation and use, and has not responded to considerable
Russian initiatives in this area. A totally commercial system and operation must be
carefully planned, or it will not be viable. We must motivate industry to succeed,
and not just to generate investment. This will require fresh blood and new thinking.
The best way to freshen the pot is to draw talent from the user and applications
communities, to ensure a bottoms up design of a full architecture, not just a new
space system.

5. What are the European strengths in the commercial remote sensing market?
Europe has a global focus. They have a comprehensive space policy and long-term

plan that includes earth observation and industry. They have developed a new



unique and strong niche with ERS-1, which complements SPOT, and they will pro-
tect their market gains aggressively. European government and industry don't just
work together-it is a symbiotic existence. Of course, this is exaggerated in the
Central and East European states, where the government procurement authorities
are also the winning contractors.

Europe (like Canada) has targeted space technology as a strategic area for the flu-
ture. Europe and Canada are aggressively growing a new generation of users,
through a variety of integrated programs ranging from cooperative application pro-
grams (donations of hardware, software, data, and training) to comprehensive train-
ing courses for students from developing nations. All this is accomplished, of course,
with strong government subsidization.

Europe has an active and open scientific network, which brings industry, govern-
ment, and academia together to transfer, master, and push the rapidly changing
technologies. They are proactive in stimulating new research directions in remote
sensing and associated disciplines, and they are capitalizing on their efforts to de-
velop and draw in scientists from the rest of the world, not just from central and
east Europe. Over 1000 representatives from 79 nations attended the international
symposium on the Operationalization of Remote Sensing in Enschede, the Nether-
lands 19-23 April 1993. The list of participating countries spanned the continents
and included large delegations from China, Iran, as well as representatives from Af-
rica (Congo, Nigeria, Kenya, as well as Libya, and South Africa), and most of the
Middle East nations.

6. How do they perceive US intentions and strengths in this area?
Europe is currently unsure of our intentions, lacking clear signals from the new

Administration. This creates some defensiveness, or sensitivity, because there is a
general feeling that America is turning away from Europe. In this context, they are
likely to view release of 1 meter optical data as a competitive move, counter to their
own efforts to develop complementary systems, unless it is further coordinated with
the international space community.

Europe regards our 21 years of Landsat imagery as a tremendous strength and
an important, continuing contribution. Our actions (or failure) to replace Landsat
will be read closely and they will respond to capture this market if we drop out of
the game. Without a clearly articulated American policy or the context of a long-
term program, they can only read it for what it is-a budget issue, and not a na-
tional priority. We are perceived to have many more advanced capabilities, retained
as secret or exclusive to military, than we have offered commercially. I believe we -
are perceived to have a strong industrial base, and a strong research and develop-
ment program, including slightly superior integration and interpretation capabili-
ties. This reflects the European success and presence of many outstanding American
companies, including ERDAS and Intergraph, as well as the companies testifying
with me today.

ATTACHMENTS

1. FOMI products: Space image topographic map, 1987; Landsat images and
Change Detection, Bos-Nagymaros Barrage System, 1990, courtesy FOMI.

2. The Operational Status of Remote Sensing, a Viewpoint of the European Asso-
ciation of Remote Sensing Laboratories, Prof. Dr. Gottfried Konecny, April 1993.

3. EMAC program overview.
4. IKI Image, Claimed Submarine Detection, courtesy ISMA.
5. IMARC Image, courtesy Vega-M.
6. Stereo map of Berlin, courtesy OIM GMBh.
7. Etkin Letter on Security Implications of Release of High Resolution Imagery.
8. Resolution on the Implementation of the European Long-Term Space Plan and

Programmes, 10 November 1992, ESA Annual Report, Annex 6, pp99 - 1 10 .
9. Resolution on International Cooperation, 10 November 1992, ESA Annual Re-

port, pp113 -114.
10. Resolution on Space Cooperation with Russian Federation, 10 November 1992,

ESA Annual Report, pp114-115.
11. GEM, GEES courtesy RTS.
12. IKI letters on Joint Remote Sensing System, courtesy ISMA.
MSI sensor systems are designed to record energy levels received in specific spec-

tral regions. Landsat TM Bands 1 through 5 and 7 record energy in the visible
(1,2,3), near infrared (4), and shortwave infrared (5,7) regions, while band 6 records
emitted infrared, such as the energy emitted from fires and power plants, in the
longwave infrared region. SPOT records reflected energy in the visible and near in-
frared range, but also has a panchromatic sensor that provides black and white im-
agery.
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ESA member states are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
Finland is an Associate Member of the Agency. Canada is a cooperating State.

EARSel, founded in 1976, serves the sponsoring agencies, The European Space
Agency (ESA), the Commission of the European Communities (CEC), and the Coun-
cil of Europe, as a European scientific network to master the challenges introduced
by the rapidly changing technology of remote sensing.

My customers have 2-3 yr. revisit requirements; however, getting cloudfree im-
agery is a problem. Yield forecasting requires 3 images during growing season;
FOMI review of Quicklook showed 40% of the imagery was more than 50% cloud-
covered; they are using SPOT, and will try to use ERS-1 to mitigate, supplement.

Operationalization of Remote Sensing Conference Participants, 19-23 April 1993:
Algeria 1, Argentina 2, Australia 12, Bangladesh 2, Belgium 28, Benin 1, Bolivia
1, Brazil 1, Brunei Darussalaam 1, Bulgaria 1, Burkina Faso 3, Canada 36, Chile
2, China 28, Colombia 3, Congo 1, Croatia 4, Denmark 2, Djibouti 1, Egypt 6, Fin-
land 5, France 41, Germany 49, Ghana 2, Greece 2, Hungary 6, Iceland 1, India 16,
Indonesia 11, Iran 17, Ireland 1, Israel 3, Italy 34, Ivory Coast 2, Japan 3, Jordan
1, Kenya 6, Libya 4, Luxembourg 1, Malaysia 2, Malta 1, Mongolia 1, Morrocco 1,
Mozambique 1, Nigeria 3, Norway 10, Palestine 3, Philippines 2, Poland 3, Portugal
8, Romania 2, Russia 3, Saudi Arabia 2, Slovenia 3, South Africa 10, Spain 10, Sri
Lanka 1, Sweden 15, Switzerland 8, Syria 2, Thailand 11, The Netherlands 291,
Trinidad and Tobago 1, Tunisia 1, Turkey 3, Uganda 1, United Arab Emirates 1,
United Kingdom 60, USA 36.
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ATTACHMENT 2



The Operational Status of
Remote Sensing -

a Viewpoint of the European Association of Remote
Sensing Laboratories

paper presented to the International Symposium
,Operationalization of Remote Sensing"

Enschede, Netherlands
April 1993

by

Gottfried Konecny;
- University of Hannover,

Germany

(Vice Chairman of EARSeL)



1. This session is on issues, needs, bottlenecks and opportunities.

2. We are all convinced, that Remote Sensing can be used operationally. Otherwise
a conference which expected to have 400 participants, would not have 1000. Also
Christine Nielsen has convinced us, that we.have all the prerequisites of being
successful.

3. The implementation of a technique usually takes a generation. I nave been
chairman of an ISP(RS) working group on geometry of remote sensing with a
symposium in 1970 organized by the ITC in Delft, in which I reported on the
optical sensing possiblities of scanners and Mr. Franz Leberl, now Professor at
Graz, of radar as the only papers on the subject.

4. Prof. Schermerhom, the founder of ITC and one of the founders of operational
photogrammetry made a comment at the end of our presentations: .1 feel very
much at home here. In the 1920's there were people who envisioned the
operational use of photogrammetry which in the 50's became a reality. In 1970 we
talk this way about remote sensing.
According to Prof. Schermerhom analogy remote sensing should achieve
operational capability in the year 2000.
In 1993 we are at the edge of a turnover and must ask ourselves crucial questions
in which way the challenge of operational remote sensing can be realized. The
problems faced by remote sensing now in the order of priority are:
(1) - organizational

(2) - educational

(3) - and lastly and least importantly technical.

(1) the organizational problems stem from the fact that govemments and users
want information. The method of obtaining it does not matter as long as it is
-convenient (regularly available (cloud antenna coverage) no restrictions)
- affordable and
- accurate enough (for decision making)
If remote sensing does not give the only available answer then it must be
analyzed in cost and benefit to other methods obtaining the information with
quality considerations included.

(2) The educational problems arise from the fact, that remote sensing per se is no
discipline, but merely a technique which requires an application. The end
result may not be an image but the simple information itself. This means that a
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result may not be a,.., . the simple information itself. This means that a
remote sensing specialist is no professional unless he has a professional
background in an application.

(3) The technical problems, depending on available sensors and platforms, are
either solved or solvable.
This has been demonstrated by a research community represented in Europe
by EARSeL, in Asia by AARS, in Latin America by SELPER and perhaps in
Africa by the OACT, which are all regional members of ISPRS.

To find out the status of operational remote sensing one has only to look at the value
added remote sensing product spending in country, e.g. France and Germany. *



Turnove. f Value Added
Remote Sensing Industry

France

IGN (Government)

Private Industry

Germany

Private Industry

Turnover

25 M US $

14 M US $

3.5 M US $

Turnover of Private Photogrammetry

Germany

Private Industry 30 M US$



Resolution and Repeatability
of Remote Sensing Systems

repeatability

50 years GROUND SUF

5 years AERIA
Ca

3 years

28 days

17 days

12 his

30 mn

LPHOTOGRAPHY
rtography (local)

SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY

SPOT
Resources (regional)

LANDSAT-TM

NOAA
Meteorology

\(global)

0.1lm I m 5m jo2m 30m 1 km5k
o ground
resolution



Oprational Satanw 1emote Sensing Systems

Metnorology Reourc

GOES LANDSAT
NOAA
METEOR MKF 6

KATE 2000

- SPOT-XS

METEOSAT ERS-1
GMS MOS
INSAT IRS-1

- Satellite
- Photography
- (Moms)

(LFC)

KFA 1000
KWR 1000

SPOT P

(MC)
stereoMoms

SRN
Aoency
USA

CiS

France
ESA

Japan
India
China

Gennany



HIGH ALTITUDE
AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

SPOT
10-20 m pixel

I m mSolution

30-80 m pixel
LANDSAT MSS-TM

SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY

3-10 m resolution

sateffite m .age Coverage



Cost Comparison of Space Imagery

Country No. of Price per
bands Image

Swath Resolution USS/km 2

Meteosat

NOAA-AVHRR

Landsot MSS

MOS-1

Landsat TM

Spot P

Spot XS

ERS-1

IRS-1

KFA 1000

MKF 6MA

MK 4

TK 350

KWR 1000

ESA

USA

USA

Japan

USA

France

France

ESA

India

CiS

CiS

CiS

CiS

CiS

113 $

115 $

1233 $

316 8
5180$

3133$

2487 $

800 $

300 $

1150S

880 $

1200$

4700 $

3200 $

hemisphere

280 km

185 x 170 km

100km

185 x 170 km

60 km

60 km

100 km

130 km

120 km

175 x 260 km

150 km

180 x 270 km

60 km

Sensor

5 km

1 km

80 m

50 m

30 m

10 m

20 m

12.6 m

36 m

7,5 m

20 m

10 m

10m

2 m

0.000

O,0 3

0.15

0.87

0,69

0.08

0.01

0.08

0.02

0.08

0.01

2.00



Space Agency

Space Industry
top
down

Space Industry-

Value Added
Industry

bottom-up

user

Development of Remote Senshg
satellfts
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SPOT-IMAGE - TURNOVER

1986 3 MUS$
1987 11,2 M US $
1988 18 MUS$
1989 24,6 M US $
1990 33 M US$
1991 40,8 M US $

(Image Sales 16 M US $ =40%)

SPOT IMAGERY USE
CARTOGRAPHY 30%
AGRICULTJRE 20%
ENVIRONMENT 20%
GEOLOGY 15%
FORESTRY 10%
URBAN PLANNING 4%
VERIFICATION 1 %

SPOT VALUE ADDED PRODUCT PRICES

GEOCODED IMAGE MAPS

1: 25 000 15 000 US $
1: 50 000 7 000 US $
1:100 000 3 000 US $

DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS

DEM 10 m 8 000 US $
. 5 coo us $DEM 20 m



Aerial Photogrr-- and Aerial Mapping Prices

Aerial Photography Prices
Image Scale Cost/km 2

1:60 000 4$
1:30 000 8$
1: 3500 16$

Mapping Prices from Aerial Photography

Map Scale Image Scale Cost/km2

1:25 000
1:25 000
1: 5 000
1: 5 000
1: 1000

? 1: 500

digital ortho-
photo 1:25 000

digital ortho-
photo 1:10 000

digital ortho-
photo 1: 5 000

1:60 000
1:30 000
1:30 000
1:30 000
1: 6 000
1: 3 500

1:40 000

1:30 000

1:30 000
84-837

42 $ desert & rural
165 $ rural & urban

1000 $ desert
3000 $ rural

12 000 $ urban
16 000 $ urban

24 $ digital record only

120$

240 $



I Survey Costs
ield Type

kGRICULTURE
110-MATERIAL
ORESTRY
EOLOGY
ORESTRY
RRIGATION
.EG. PLANNING
AND USE
I0-MATERIAL
ROSION
'ESERTIFICATION
OOD SECURITY
NVIRONMENT
EG. PLANNING
NVIRONMENT
RBAN DEVELOPMENT
OPOGRAPHY
EOLOGY
RANSPORT
OPOGRAPHY
/ATER SUPPLY
ORESTRY
AND USE
10-MATERIAL
RANSPORT
ADASTRE
OPOGRAPHY,
OPOGRAPHY
ADASTRE
ADASTRE

.3P0GRAPHY
RBAN CADASTRE
RBAN PLANNING

Scale Imagery

Phenol. Change
Blommes Change
Foreot Mapping
Reconnaleance
Forest Development
Wbatershed Mapping
Planning Study
Land Uce Mapping
BIomase Inventory
Vegetation Cover
Change Detection
Cultivation Inventory
Environment Inventory
Fealbility Study
Risk Zone Mapping
Urban Change
Bme Map

Orthophoto
Bare mapForest Inventory
Land Use Mapping
Energy Study
Photogr. Maop
Ort hoto Map
Orthophoto
Photoer. or Survey Map
Orthophoto
Orthophoo
Base map
Multipurpoe Cadastre,
Utilitie, Topogr.

1:1 000 000
1:1 000 000
1: 250000
1: 100000
1: 100000
1: 100000
1: 100000
1: 100000
1: 100000
1: 100000
1: 100000
1: 1000001: 100000
1: 500001 :50000
1: 50000
1 :50000
1 25000

1 20000
1 12000
1 10000
1. 100001: 10000
1: 10000
1: 10000
1: 10000
1: 5000
1: 5000
1: 2000
1: 2000
1: 1000
1: 1000
1: 500

NOAA
NOAA
MSS
TM
TM
TM

TM
TM
TM
TM
TM
TMTMSpot-XS
K A 1000
KFA 1000, Spot-P

aer. phot.
ear. phot.
ear. phot.
aer. phot.
oar. phot.ear. phot.
ear. phot.
ar. phot.

ear. phot.
oar. phot.
ear. hot.
ear. phot.
ear. hot.
ear. phot.
ear. photo
ar. photo

ear photo

Cost/km 2

80 S/km3

80 /kma
6 /km

20 $/km'
20 $/km2
10 $/km2

25 $/km2

13 S m'
20 4 cm,

35S km2

50..km'
40 $/km2

1 05Skr150 $/krr

2400 S/kmn

120 S/k0
150 $/km'
180 $/km,
24$/kn

350/1m
520 S/km2'
250/1m
700
400 S/km2

2 000 $/km-

8000 5/1m

20 000 $/krn'
40 000 8/krn'



Contents

Review of the Operational
Status

of Remote Sensing

in the following application areas

- 1. meteorology and climatology
- 2. non-renewable resources and geology
- 3. hydrology and water management
-4. forestry
- 5. agriculture
- 6. tidal waters, coastal areas and inland

waters
- 7. land cover mapping
- 8. cartography



1. Meteoroogy and
Cimatoogy

1. Demand
0

- weather prediction for
" agriculture
o forestry
o traffic
" urban planning
in real time

climate for
o greenhouse effect (C02)
o ozone layer depletion (by CFC)
o water supply
long term



1.2 Obseivation Systems

- ground
observations of
= temperature
a wind
n surface properties

* m radiation
m precipation
problem: interpolation between costly

ground stations

- satellite
meteorological satellites
* Meteosat

3 = NOAA:
* ERS-1
problems:
-extraction of required information in

near real time
- assimilation of information into fore-

casting schemes
- not all parameters measurable by pre-

sent systems



1.3 Capablities of Remote
Sensing

1.3.1 Thermodynamic properties of atmo-
sphere and surface

- temperature: o ocean to +/- 0,50
a atmosphere(clouds) to +/-20

(problem of inversions)

- water content: 0 MW sounders only in lower
atmosphere

o multispectral measurements
of cloud water in top layers

1.3.2 Atmospheric Wind Fields
- cloud motion: o by geostationary satellites
- wind: o back scatter lidar needed, but

not feasible

1.3.3 Surface Properties
- wave height: o ERS-1 over oceans and coast-

al seas
- sea ice extent
- continuous snow cover
- vegetation index: o NOAA



1.3.4 Radiation

- vertical heat flux

- radiation budget

1.3.5 Precipitation

- cold cloud estimates
- measurements now

not possible

" only under clear skies to
+/- 0.5 to 10

a diurnal observartons required
hybrid models needed

a (cloud base, surface temper-
ature)

* uncertain
a IR & MW radiometers



2. Non Renewable
Resources and Geology

2.1 Demand

Mapping of

problem:

" geological stratification
o tectonics
o geomorphology
a drainage & erosion
o vegetation as indicator
o lithology
" pedology
o geochemistry
" ground water
" soil contamination
" sand transport
" hazards

most exploitable .resources
are not directly observable
(covered by soil, bedrock,
vegetation)



2.2 Obseivation Systems
- ground

a sampling of minerals
- aerial surveys

a photography (interpretation)
" aerial multispectral scanning

- satellite
a resources satellites (Landsat, Spot, space

photography)

2.3 Capabilities of Remote Sensing
- spectral information

a can differentiate geological stratification via vegetat-
ion in range 0.5 - 0.67 gm and as stress indicator in
0.7 jm

Differentiable are
a Fe in 0,87rm

. rock surfaces in 1,6 gm
a shales,micas, carbonates in 2.0-2.5 gm
a nitrates, sulfates in 3-5 gm
m volcanism, silicates, carbonates in 8-14 im

- textural information
is interpretable from a visual images (0.5 - 0.8 gm)

m in X-band radar (3 cm)
surface roughness in 25 cm

- stereo information
is useful for interpretation, drainage information

84-837 0 - 95 - 3



2.4 Summary for Non-Renewable
Resources and Geology

- Visual interpretation of images com-
bined with sampling and spectral
measurements in the field are the rule

- direct observations of minerals are the
exception

They are often not detected because of
" too small areas
" too low concentrations
o mixtures

Nevertheless the following finds have been
made by remote sensing:
- gold in Turkey
- oil in Pakistan
- sulphidic ores in Bolivia
- oil bearing rocks in Turkey
- faults for prevention of dam construction

hazards



3. Hydrology dnu Water Management

3.1 Demand for Hydrology
- Measurement of

a run off (temporal, spatial
a soil moisture
a evapotranspiration
a rainfall
" snow cover (yearly variations)
* snow depth

- Development of Hydrological Models
involving
" interception, infilitration, percolation of run off
" landuse, slope, aspect, ground state, vegetation type
a soil moisture

- Mapping of Flood Levels

3.2 Observation Systems for Hydrology
Ground
Most parameters need to be determined by ground
sampling
Satellites
Meteorological satellites, resources satellites and high
resolution systems are useful for additional information

Problem: There is a gap between the obtainable and the
required spatial and temporal resolution (e.g.
for mapping)



3.3 Capabilities of Remote Sensing
for Hydrology

- snow cover mapping
withwarea differentiation of 200 km2 for NOAA

10 km2 for Landsat MSS
2.5 km2 for Landsat TM

is feasible

- snow depth determination
is possible by passive MW at low resolution and in
profiles by x-ray spectrometry

- melting snow is visible in X & C band radar,
problem: topographic disturbance

3.4 Summary for Hydrology and
Water Management

- snow cover mapping has become operational
for the Alps and the Himalayas

- for other purposes temporal and spatial resolution of
existing sensors is insufficient.



4. Forestry
4.1 Demand

4.2 Observation Systems

ground
aerial sensing

satellites

sampling
aerial photography
thermal sensing
AVHRR useful for global studies only

type global national local
._ demand demand demand

forest cover AVHRR, TM
mapping TM

forest type - TM aerial
mapping (7 classes) photogr.

only aerial
photography

forest aerial
management - - photogr.

forest aerial
damages - TM photogr.

landuse aerial
planning . - TM photogr.

habitat aerial
studies - - photogr.



4.3 Capabiities of Remote
Sensing for Forestry

- Satellite Remote Sensing is useful
for global and coarse national inventories, not
all required forest types are classifiable unless
multidate imagery for phenological change is
used

- Preference is given to optical sensors rather
than radar

- Thermal Imagery is useful for fire control

- High Spectral Resolution requirements
have been overestimated

4.4 Summary for Forestry
- Aerial photogrammetry remains the most useful

interpretation tool for national and local
requirements

- Interpretation results are best incorporated into a
GIS



b. mgriculture
5.1 Demand
- agricultural monitoring at regional level (invent-

ories)
- control of crops

5.2 Observation Systems
- ground monitoring

slow, costly and unreliable reporting
- satellite survey area sampling

via Spot and Landsat images (ERS-1 under
investigation) using automatic classification)
53 sampling sites in the CEC in 1992, proces-
sing takes 10 days

5.3 Capabilities of Remote Sensing
for Agriculture

- satellite remote sensing is satisfactory for major
crops (wheat)

- for olive trees, vineyards aerial photography is
required

- sofar only sampling of major crops in sampling
sites has been feasible (cost & availability of
images

- continuous monitoring of crops via NOAA would
be necessary
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5.4 Summary for Agriculture

- Crop Monitoring of major crops by high
resolution satellite is feasible if
availability of dta is secured and the cost
question is resolved. Operational use is
promising.

- A GIS is required for data administration.



6. Tidal vvaters, Coastal
Areas, Inland Waters

6.1 Demand
- Water quality
- Ecological Monitoring of Water and Land

influenced by the Sea (sedimentation, erosion,
flooding)

6.2 Observation Systems
- In situ

measurements from ships
- Aerial Sensing

aerial photography, thermal sensing, airborne
SLAR

- Satellites
NOAA, Landsat, Spot, ERS-1

6.3 Capabilities of Remote Sensing
- NOAA (North Sea) u sea surface temperature

" suspended water
" algae

- Nimbus CZCS (1978-84) fuelidity, algae
- Landsat/Spot a sediment, currents, erosion,

geomorphology in intertidal zone
- SLAR * oil spills
- aerial photography a vegetation (false color)

m DTM, flooding
- airborne laser techniques a water quality



6.4 Summary for Tidal Waters,
Coastal.Areas, Inland Waters

- Satellite remote sensing is useful
for large areas (NOAA) and inter-
mediate areas (Landsat-Spot)

- It needs to be calibrated with in
situ samples
+/- 5 mg/I suspended matter
+/- 30 mg/I chlorophyll-algae
+/- 10 temperature
+/-20 cm transparency

- Airborne techniques are in general
more flexible

- Incorporation of the data into a
GIS is required



7. Lcaid Cover

7.1 Demand
Land surface data at national scales for
monitoring environmental change through
differences in land use. Conflicting demands
on land exist from agriculture, forestry, water
resources, recreation, industry, environ-
mental quality.
The C.E.C. has initiated the CCRINE pro-
gram for observation of 44 land cover
classes.

7.2 Observation Systems
- Mapping

* Maps can be several years out of date
* Maps do not contain all required land

cover classes
- Satellites

* Landsat-TM & Spot images (multi-
temporal archive) and their supervised
multitemporal max. likelihood classif-
ication based on field survey sites



7.3 Capabiloo if Remote Sensing

- In the U.K. 60 TM quarter scenes have
been used with 25 m resampled pixels

- 512field survey sites were used
- 25 classes have been derived
- the classification accuracy is 85 to 90 % for

25 ha areas
- The inaccuracy is due to

o mixed pixels
o misregistration
o differency in class definition (radio-metric

versus actual)

7.4 Summary for Land Cover Mapping
- TM & Spot is operationally usable
- automatic classification is cost effective
- use of the data is possible for

u bio-diversity
o modelling of ecological impacts
o estimation of pollutants
o cell phone network planning with a DTM
o catchment modelling
a habitat mapping



8. Cartography

8.1 Demand:
There is a general demand for topographic maps at
1:50 000 in developing countries and at 1:25 000
for developed countries.
For the 6 settled continents 56 % of the land area
are covered by 1:50 000 and 17 % by 1:25 000.
The update rate for 1:50 000 is 2.3 % per annum
and 4.9 % for 1:25 000 maps and to 83.4 % with
1:25 000 maps.
The European update rate is 6.6 % for 1:50 000
and 7.5 for 1:25 000.

8.2 Observation Systems:
The standard 6bservation method for mapping is
aerial photography.
The mapping standards are:

for for
1:25 000 mapping 1:500 000 mapping

position accuracy +/- 5 m +/- 10 m
elevation accuracy +/- 5 m +/- 5 m
object size 2 m 2-5 m
(detectability)



8.3 CapabnLy yf Remote Sensing

Satellite imagery has the following restrictions,
after appropriate geometric processing:

Landsat Spot-XS Spot-P KFA
sat-TM 1000

position +10m +/-6m +/- 3 m +-5 m
accuracy -

elevation -10 m +/-i 5 m +-I15 m
accuracy stereo stereo stereo

required required required
with with with

h/b =1 h/b=1 h/b=1

objectsize>30m >20m >10m > 5 m

8.4 Summary for Cartography

- Only Spot-P satisfies mapping requirements for
1:50 000

- satellite mapping is marginal in performance as
compared to aerial photography

- Spot-mapping is 4 times more cost effective
it has been used in developing countries (Africa)
for map updating 1:50 000



9. Conclusions
- Approach should be bottom-up, rather

than top-down

- requirements are for
. higher spatial resolution (2 m)
. provision of stereo
. more frequent coverage
" integration into GIS

- remote sensing is operational in the
Developing World
. with lesser quality demands

but not yet fully in Europe
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The experience gained from these programmes is proving to be very valuable in explaiting the

potential of the ERS-1 SAR data in these application areas. The plan for 1994 is to continue to work

with the established SAR groups, with interest focussed on the application potential of the ASAR

system planned for ENVISAT-1 (dual polarisation, phase difference and variable viewing modes), the

development of polarimetric SAR techniques and integration with optical imaging spectrometer

systems.

Experiment planning is still at an early stage of definition. However, multi-temporal data

acquisition wilt be an important part of the experiment, and efforts will concentrate on a small

number of test sites. Suggestions for possible test sites and collaborators in Eastern Europe are

welcomed.

The main emphasis will be on the acquisition of multi-temporal. muti-frequency SAR data, but

imaging spectrometer data acquisition will also be included.

2.2 Hydrology

Airborne romote sensing campaign activities are planned as part of the NOrdic hydrological-

meteorological Pilot EXperiment (NOPEX) concemed with studies of areal evaporation and the

interaction between land surface and atmosphere for understanding climatic processes. This Is a

major experiment with similar objectives to previous hydrologic-atmospheric pilot experiments

(HAPEXs), such as HAPEX-MOBILHY in France (1985-87). FIFE In Kansas, USA (1987-89). EFEDA

in Spain (1991) and HAPEX-SAHEL in Niger (1912). A continuation of the FIFE experiment, named

BOREAS. is being planned to take place in 1993/94 within the boreal forest of north Amorica. The

main measuroment period for NOPEX is to start in 1994, and this fits in wal with the schedule for

EMAC.94/95.

The main objectives of NOPEX are to develop an understanding of hydrological and meteorological

conditions poveming exchange processes on a horizontal scale of 50 - 100km sq.. Efforts will

concentrate on the interaction between a forest dominated land surface and the atmosphere. The

test area selected for NOPEX is located to the north-west of Uppsala, Sweden. and contains both

forest and agricultural areas.

Airborne measurements of sod water, snow and forest biomass are an important part of the planned

programme, with interests concentrating on the use of SAR and passive microwave instruments.

2.3 Snow and loe

Snow and ice experiments will be carried out within the framework of Microwave Airborne

Campaign on Snow and Ice (MACSt95) programme proposed by the Helsinki University ol

Technology (HUT). Some links with a programme of Sea Ice experiments planned by the Technical

University of Denmark (TUD) are also anticipated. The main objectives are to provide passive and
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3. Candidate Instruments

3.1 SARs

Technical details of the EMISAR being developed in Denmark as part of the EARSEC initiative are
provided in Appendix A. Other possible airborne SAR instruments to be used in EMAC-94/95
include:

* The ESAR operated by DLR Germany

* The French RAMSES SAR

* The PHased Array Universal Sar (Pharus) bming developed in The Netherlands

* Russian Tu-134 flying laboratory SAR

* The JPUJNASA AIRSAR

* The Canadian C/X SAR

* The Canadian Star 1

SAR operating freque ncles and polarlsatiss

Instlument Frequencies Polarisations

EMISAR 5.3GHz (C-band) W. HH. VH, MV

1.4GHz (L-band) (Full polarimetric)

ESAR 9.25Ghz (X-band) WV. HH. VH, HV

5.3GHz (C-band) (Full polarimetdc)

1.4GHz (L-band)

RAMSES 94GHz (W-band) VV. HH. VH. HV

35GHz (Ka-band) (Full polarimetric)

15GHz (Ku-band)

10GHz (X-band)
6GHz (C-band)

3GHz (S-band)

1GHz (L-band)

Pharus 5.3GH1 (C-band) VV, M. VH. HV

(Full larimetric

Russian SAR S.3GHz (C-band) HH, W. HV. and VH

WIF

AJRSAR 5.3GHz (C-band) HM W. VH, HV

1.25GHZ (L-band) (Full polarimetric)

0.44GHz (P-band)

C/X SAR 5.3GHz (C-band) WV, HH. VH, HV

9.25GHz (X-band) (Full polrimetric)

Slar 1 5.3GHz (C-band) HI
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Microwave radiometer operating frequencies and polorl ions.

Instrument Frequencies Polarisations

HUT wV&H

6.8Ghz. 10.65GHz. 18.7GHZ. 23.8GHz. 36.5GHz

Innacino

90GHz

UnI Imaging V
17GHz. 34GHz

V & H (channels 1 &2)

4.9GHz. 10.6GHz. 23.6GHz. 36.6GHz V or H (channels 3 & 4)

4. Submission of Proposals

Interested institutes and researchers are invited to submit an expression of interest to ESA and
JRC, providing information. under the following headings:

1. Subioct of Interest

2. Experimenters (i.e. Principal and Co-investigators).

3. Proposed test sites.

4. Instrument data renuirements.

5. Istu aa olecion.
6. Provisional study methonon

This information wit be used by ESA and JRC to help in defining the campaign programme in advance
of an Experimenters Planning Meeting in May/June 1993. All those responding to this preliminary
A.0 will be informed of this meeting, togethor with operators of oach of the Instruments described
in the previous section. Both measurement objectives and instrument capabilities will be considered
fully at the meeting, before finallsing the campaigns programme for 1994/95. A final call for
EMAC-94l95 experiments wit be issued fotowing the Experimenters Planning Meeting.

Proposals ahould be short and concise (maximum 3 A4 pages), and submitted by 16thiArl 1.99 to:

E.Attema

ESAIESTEC. Posibus 299. 2200 AG Noordwijk, THE NETHERLANDS

Tel: (31) 1719 84461 Fax: (31) 1719 85617

A copy of all proposals should be sent to:

A.J.Sieber

Advanced Techniques, inst for Remote Sensing Applications, JRC. I 21020 ispra, ITALY

Fax: (39) 332 785469
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Figure 11

RADAR IMAGE (PHOTOSHtM) OF AN ARID AREA

(in Turkmen region)
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Weltraum-Orthophotokarte
Berlin-Mitte

N-33-123-B-d-3

A
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ZRINA 7 755 1f 670 P.e0

SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, RUSSIA

Applied Space Physics Department

Maccow, 117910, OSP-7, Profsoyusnaya ad/92,
FAX (7)095 333-10-58,

Phone 333-52-79, TOlax 411498 STAR SU

FAX Number: 187 63 70

Tot Robin Armani, Douglas Rekcenthaler

November 8,1993

Dear Robin, Dear Douglas,

According to your proposal, I adnd both you my comments on letter

from senat .committee to Robin.

1. AS you know my opinion, free market of space radar images can

be used by new agressive countries like Libia, Iran or Iraq, for

breaking good relation between Russia and USA.

2. only Russia and USA have today possibility to produce all

types of high resolution optical and radar imagers including

resolution near 1 n. Suoh radar is not required for ocean, land

and "oil spot" control, but it can be used for military or

industrial intelligence (like US-Lacrosse satellite radar). Today

Russia proposed to market black/white images with z m resolution,

but, I think, you understand it isn't finish our 
possibilities.

3. According to p.p. 1,2 for "ptotecting US security interests"

it is necessary to have special G-0 US-RF agreement in field of

cooperation for producing and using of such satellites and

devices including us funding together joint "Space Monitoring

Systems" from goverment and business sources (for example,

according to our joint program for ISMA).

It can be first "material step" by including Russia in NATO.

(Read, please, our preprint "strategical 
cooperation ... ").

Sincerely yours,

V.Etkin
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Annex 6
Resolution on the Implementation of the European Long-
Term Space Plan and Programmes
adopted on 10 November 1992

The Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

HAVING REGARD to ESA/C-M/XCVIl/Res. 1 (Final) on the Euro-
pean Long-Term Space Plan 1992-2005 and programmes.
adopted in Munich on 20 November 1991.

HAVING REGARD to ESA/C-M/XCVIIIRes. 2 (Final) on program-
mes for observation of the Earth and its environment, adopted in
Munich on 20 November 1991,

HAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal for the Agen-
cy's policy and programmes (ESA/C M(92)3), submitted in
response to the instruction given by Council meeting at Ministerial
Level in Munich on 19 and 20 November 1991 to achieve the best
possible relationship between the requirements of cost and effec-
tiveness, in particular through a widened and strengthened
cooperation with States that have already developed advanced
space technologies.

NOTING the work already done in the Agency's delegate bodies
to prepare or adapt the legal instruments relating to the program-
mes on which decisions were called for in the above-mentioned
Resolutions of Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

CHAPTER I
Long-Term Space Plan

1. ENDORSES the Director General's proposal for the Agency's
policy and programmes referred to in the preamble, as a revi-
sion of the European Long-Term Space Plan 1992-2005 which
constitutes the strategic framework for the Agency's activities,
planning and programmes.

2. ENDORSES the introduction in the planning of the Agency's
major optional programmes of a stepped approach aimed at
reconciling the need to maintain continuity in the Agency's pro-
grammes and activities with the ability to respond, when need-
ed. to the changes taking place in the overall political, financial,
scientific and technological environment. This approach allows
the taking of immediate decisions on developing certain pro-
gramme elements and on reorientationactivities over the
period 1993-95, with a view to preparing for necessary com-
plementary decisions in 1995

3. RECOGNISES that the Director General's proposal ensures the
continuity of European space policy while allowing for a
gradual widening of international cooperation to the benefit of
the Agency's programmes.

CHAPTER II
Decisions on Programmes called for In Resolution

of Council Meeting at Ministerial Level of 20 November 1991

ENDORSES the decisions taken by the States participating in the
various programmes referred to in this Chapter. which are made
in accordance with the Director Generals proposal for the
Agency's policy and programmes (ESA/C-M(92)3) and permit the
continuation and satisfactory execution of those programmes in

Annexe 6
Rsolution sur Ia mis en oeuvre du plan spatial europ6en
6 long terme at des programmes adopt&e le 10 novembre 1992

Le Conseil sitgeant au niveau ministeriel.

VU Ia Resolution ESA/C-M/XCVIIRes 1 (Final) sur le Plan spatial
europien A long terme 1992-2005 et les programmes. adoplte
A Munich le 20 novembre 1991.

VU 'a Resolution ESA/C-MIXCViIRAs. 2 (Final) sur les programmes
d'observation de la Terre et de son environnement. adoptee A
Munich le 20 novembre 1991.

VU Ia proposition du Oirecteur general relative A la politique et aux
programmes de lAgence (ESAIC-M(92)3), soumise en r6ponse
aux instructions donnties par le Conseil sitgeant au niveau
ministenel A Munich les 19 et 20 novembre 1991 en vue d ateindre
Is meilleur rapport possible entre les imperatifs de co0t et def-
ficacitt, en particulier grAce A un 6targissement et A un renforce-
ment de la cooperation avec des Etats ayant dtjA developpti des
technologies spatiales avanc6es,

PRENANT NOTE des travaux dejA accomplis au sein des organes
d6fibtirants de IAgence en vue de pr6parer ou d'adapter les ins-
truments uridiques relatifs aux programmes au sujet desquels des
decisions ont 6th demandees cans les Resolutions du Conseil
siegeant au niveau ministeriel precitees.

CHAPITRE I
Plan spatial & long terms

1. ENTERINE Ia proposition du Directeur gbneral relative A la
politique et aux programmes de IAgence visbe au preambule
A tiore de r*vision du Plan spatial europ6en A long terme
1992-2005 qui constitue le cadre strattgique des activites,
plans et programmes de IAgence

2 ENTERINE I'introduction dans la pianification des grands pro-
grammes facultatifs de IAgence d'une methode par etapes vi-
sant A concilier ta n6cessite de maintenir la continuit6 des
programmes et activites de l'Agence et la capacite de r6agir. en
cas de besom, aux modifications intervenant dans le contexte
politique, financier, scientifique et technologique Cette
m6thode permet ce prendre des decions immhdiates en ce
qui concerne Ia realisation de certains 616ments de programme
et la conduite dactivites Ce reorientation sur la periods
1993-1995. en vue de pr6parer les d6cisions compltmentaires
qui devront 4tre prises en 1995.

3 RECONNAIT que la proposition du Directeur gen6ral assure la
continuite de la politique spatiale europ6enne tout en donnant
les moyens delargir graduellement la cooperation interna-
tionale au benefice des programmes ce IAgence.

CHAPITRE II
D~cisions relatives aux programmes appel6es par lea

Risolutions du Consell sl6geant au niveau ministIdel I
20 novembre 1991

ENTERINE les decisions prises par les Etats participant aux dil-
ferents programmes vis~es cans le present chapitre, tesquelles
sont conformes A la proposition du Directeur general relative A



accordance with the Resolutions of Council meeting at Ministerial
Lavel of 20 November 1991 referred to in the preamble

WELCOMES the decisions taken at this Ministerial Meeting by the
States participating in the programmes referred to in this chapter.
which constitute the agreed basis for amending the Declaration
applicable to each of the said programmes.

A. Programmes for Observation of the Earth
and Its Environment

1. NOTES the decision of the States participating in the POEM-1
programme that the work undertaken in 1992 pursuant to the
decision taken on 20 November 1991 by Council meeting at
Ministerial Level entails completion of phase 1 of the POEM-1
programme on 31 December 1992:

2. NOTES that the POEM-1 programme will comprise as of 1
January 1993 the two elements described below and that, in
accordance with the Director General's proposal referred to in
the preamble which fulfils the requirement for a report contain-
ed in Chapter III of Resolution ESA/C-MIXCVIIIRes.2 (Final),
both elements will use the Polar Platform developed under the
Columbus programme and use the Data Relay System (DRS)
for data transmission, telemetry and command:
(1) the Envisat-1 mission planned for launch in 1998, which will

be mainly dedicated to understanding and monitoring the
environment and to providing radar data as a continuation
of the data provided by ERS-2 through inclusion of the in-
struments referred to in the Director Generals proposal;

(2) the Metop-1 mission planned for launch in 2000, which will
provide operational meteorological observations, to be car-
ied out taking into account the requirements expressed by

the Eumetsat Council and in accordance with the terms of
an Agreement to be concluded with Eumetsat.

3 NOTES the decision of the States participating in the POEM-1
programme to execute the Envisat-1 mission with an allocated
financial envelope estimated at 1134.5 MAU at mid-1991
economic conditions and the preparatory activities for the
Metop-1 mission with an allocated financial envelope estimated
at 40 MAU at the same economic conditions, it being
understood that the corresponding envelopes will be financed
in accordance with the contribution scales in Table I attached
hereto, giving a total of 1174.5 MAU

4 INVITES the States participating in the POEM-1 programme to
decide before the end of 1994 to develop the Metop-1 mission
on the basis of a proposal from the Director General. accom-
panied by a cooperation Agreement negotiated with Eumetsat;
and NOTES that on current assumptions. the Agency's con-
tribution to Metop-1 development is estimated at 625 MAU at
mid-1991 economic conditions, which includes the costs of the
DRS terminal.

5 WELCOMES the Resolution adopted by the Eumetsat Council
at its meeting of 22-23 September 1992 confirming Eumetsat s
intention to cooperate with ESA in developing a second genera-
tion of Meteosat satellites and to contribute to the Metop-1 mis-
sion. The preparatory activities for the Melop 1 mission take
due account of the above resolution. The relevant parallel deci-
sions by the Eumetsat Council on financing Eumetsat s own
preparatory activities will be needed by mid-1993 Such

la politique et aux programmes de IAgence (ESAIC-M(92)3) et
permeslent de poursuivre at dex6cuter lesdits programmes de
faron satistaisante en accord avec les Rksolutions adoptees par I
Conseil sitgeant au niveau ministkriel le 20 novembre 1991 visees
au preambule

ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT les decisions prises au cours de
la presente session minist6relle par les Etats participant aux pro-
grammes viss dans le present chapitre. d6cisions qui constituent
la base approuvde pour amender ta D6claration applicable A
chacun desdits programmes.

A. Les programmes d'observation de Ia Terre at de son
environnement

1. PREND NOTE de la dcdision des Etats participant au pro-
gramme POEM-1 selon laquelle les travaux entrepris en 1992
en application de la decision prise le 20 novembre 1991 par le
Conseil siegeant au niveau ministeriel conduisent A lachve-
ment de La phase-1 du programme POEM-1 le 31 d6cembre
1992:

2. NOTE qua le programme POEM-1 comprendra, A partir du let
janvier 1993, les deux 616ments decrits ci-dessous et qua con-
formdment A Is proposition du Directeur general vis6e au
preambute qui fait droit A lobligation de faire rapport inscrite au
chapitre III de la Rsolution ESA/C-MIXCViIR6s. 2 (Final). ces
deux 616ments utiliseront Is plate-forme polaire realisbe dans I
cadre du programme Columbus at Ie systeme de relas de don-
nees (DRS) pour Is transmission des donnees. Ia t6l6mesire at
ta t614commande:
(1) ta mission Envisat-1. dont le lancement est fix6 1998 qui

aura pour principal objet la connaissance et la surveillance
de lenvironnement, ainsi qua la fourniture de donntes
radar en continuit6 des donntes d ERS 2 par 1emport des
instruments visds dans la proposition du Directeur general;

.(2) ia mission M6top-1. dont le lancement est fix A lan 2000
chargde d'observations m6teorologiques operationnetses
qui sera conduite compte tenu des besoins formules par e
Conseil d'Eumetsat at conformement aux termes d'un Ac
cord A conclure avec Eumetsat.

3 PREND NOTE de la d6cision des Etats participant au pro-
gramme POEM-1 dexcuter la mission Envisat-l dans les
limites d'une enveloppe financiire estimee A 1134,5 MUC aux
conditions bconomiques de a mi-1991 at les activirts
prbparatoires de la mission Mtop-1 dans les limites dune
enveloppe financibre estimbe A 40 MUC aux mdmes conditions
economiques, ce qui aboutit A un total de 1174.5 MUC. tant
entendu qua les enveloppes correspondantes seront financees
conform6ment aux bar6mes de contributions figurant au
tableau I ci-joint.

4. INVITE les Etats participant au programme POEM-1 A dodder
avant la fin de 1994 de realiser la mission Metop-1 sur ta base
d'une proposition du Directeur gendral accompagne d un Ac.
cord de cooperation negocid avec Eumetsat; et NOTE qua
selon les hypotheses actuelles, is contribution do lAgence A la
realisation de Mtop-1 est estimbe A 625 MUC aux conditions
economiques doe Ia mi-1991, coOts du terminal DRS compris

5. ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT Ia Resolution adopt6e par In
Conseil d'Eumetsat lors do sa reunion des 22 ct 23 septernbre



decisions by the Eumetsat Council are required in order for the
Agency to decide whether the Metop-1 mission will be con-
tinued unchanged beyond 1993 or will be modified.

& NOTES that, in accordance with the Director General's pro-
posal referred to in the preamble and in particular Annex 8
thereto the Envisat-1 ground segment will have recourse to
both the Agency's and national facilities developed for ERS-1
and ERS-2. will take account of the ongoing phase B studies
and will be further designed to provide efficient linkage with the
systems being developed worldwide. and in particular in the
environmental science community.

7. RECOGNISES that the Agency's activities and programmes in
the field of observation of the Earth and its environment play an
important role in providing suitable means for monitoring ice.
oceans and the atmosphere: and RECOGNISES further that
these activities and programmes contribute to a coherent and
effective European Earth-observation policy, which, among
other things, takes into account the uses that developing coun-
tries can make of observation data.

8 INVITES the Director General to take the initiative of consulting
with European entities active in the field. in particular the Com-
mission of the European Communities, Eumetsat, appropriate
national bodies and the user communities, with a view to ac-
quiring a solid basis for the formulation and strengthening of a
European Earth-observation policy as an element of a world-
wide strategy

B. The DRS Element of the DRTM Programme

1. NOTES the decision taken by the States participating in the
DRS element of the DRTM programme that the work under-
taken so far, pursuant to the decision taken on 20 November
1991 by Council meeting at Ministerial Level and including
tasks within the Data Relay Preparatory Programme. the
Technology Mission and phase 1 of the DRS Programme Ele-
ment, entails the completion of definition activities and con-
stitutes a satisfactory basis for initiating the development of the
Data-Relay System.

2. NOTES that the DRS Programme Element will comprise as of
1 January 1993 the full development of the first DRS satellite for
launch in 1999 in order to meet the requirements of the Earth
observation and other programmes; and INVITES the par-
ticipating States to take a complementary decision in February
1995 with regard to the integration and launch of the second
flight unit.

3 NOTES the decision of the States participating in the DRS ele-
ment of the DRTM programme to execute the full development
of the DRS system with an overall corresponding financial
envelope estimated at 945 MAU at mid-1991 economic condi-
tions (of which 199.4 MAL are the subject of the complemen-
tary decision mentioned in paragraph (2), it being understood
that the corresponding envelope will be financed in accor-
dance with the contribution scale in Table I attached hereto

1992 qui confirme quEumetsat a I'intention de coopbrer avec
I'ESA A la rtalisation d'une deuxi4me generation de satellites
Meteosat et de contnbuer A la mission Mdtop-1. Las activit6s
preparatoires de Ia mission Metop-1 tiennent dOment compte
de la Risolution precitee 11 conviendrait qua le Conseil
d'Eumetsat prenne d ici la mi-1993 les d6cisions paraliales per-
tinentes ayant trait au financement des activitbs preparatoires
propres A Eumetsat. Ces decisions doivent etr prises par le
Conseil d'Eumetsat pour que IAgence puisse decider si la mis-
sion Mtop-1 se poursuivra telle quelle au-del de 1993 ou si
elle sera modifie.

& NOTE que, conformbtment A La proposition du Directeur
g6n6ral visee au preambule et en particulier A son annexe 8.
le secteur sol d'Envisat-1 fera appel aux installations de
I'Agence et aux installations nationales realisees pour ERS-1 et
ERS-2, prendra en compte lea 6tudes de phase B en cours et
sera en outre conqu de manibre A assurer une liaison efficace
avec les syst~mes an cours de realisation au niveau mondial,
et en particulier dans le cadre de Ia communaute des
specialistes des sciences de lenvironnement.

7 RECONNAIT qua les activits at programmes de 'Agence
dans le domaine de lobservation de la Terre et de son en-
vironnement jouent un rdle important en matiere de protection
de lenvironnement. notamment en fournissant des moyens
adapt6s A Ia surveillance des glaces, des oceans et de lat-
mosphare: at RECONNAIT an outre qua ces activites et pro-
grammes contribuent A la coh6rence at A IefficacitI de la
politique europeenne dobservation de la Terre. qui tient com-
pte, entre autres choses, de lutilisation que lea pays an
developpement peuvent faire des donnees dobservation de Ia
Terre.

& INVITE le Directeur general A prendre I'initiative de consulter
les entitbs europ6ennes actives dans ce domaine notamment
la Commission des Communaut6s europiennes, Eumetsat, les
entitLis nationates comp6tentes et les conmunaut6s
d utilisateurs, afin d asseoir sur des bases solides elaboration
et le renforcement d'une politique europ6enne dobservation
de la Terre an tant qu616ment d une strat6gie mondiale

B. L616ment DRS du programme DRTM

1. PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant A 1616ment
DRS du programme DRTM selon laquelle les travaux executs
A ce jour, an application de la decision prise le 20 novembre
1991 par le Conseil si6geant au niveau ministiel at compre-
nant les IAches faisant parse du programme preparatoire de
relats de donnees, de la mission de tachnologie et de ia
phase-1 de 1'lment de programme DRS, conduisent A
fachbvement des activites de d6finition at constituent une base
satistaisante pour metre en route le developpement du
syst6me de relais de donnees.

2. NOTE qua 161ment de programme DRS comprendra. A partir
du ter janvier 1993, la r6alisation effective du premier satellite
DRS pour qu i puisse 6tre ianc6 en 1999 en vue de satisfaire
leas impratifs des programmes dobservation de la Terre et
d autres programmes at INVITE lea Elats participants A pren-
dre, en fWvrier 1995, une decision complementaire au sujet de
l'intgration et du lancement de ia deuxitme unite de dvol.

84-837 0 - 95 - 4



C. The Columbus Programme

1. NOTES the decision taken by the States participating in the
Columbus Programme that the work undertaken in 1992 pur-
suant to the decision taken on 20 November 1991 by Council
meeting at Ministerial Level entails completion of Phase t of the
Columbus Programme on 31 December 1992.

2. NOTES that the Columbus Programme will comprise as of 1
January 1993 the four elements described below:
(1) development and launch of the Columbus Attached

Laboratory, including the development of the ground seg-
ment and the conduct of operational and utilisation activities
up to the launch planned for 1999;

(2) development and launch, which is planned for 1998, and in-
itial operations of the Columbus Polar Platform. including
the ground segment necessary for its control:

(3) execution of the Columbus precursor-flight activities to
prepare for exploitation of the Columbus Attached
Laboratory and to provide intermediate flight opportunities
for th user community:

(4) execution over the period 1993-95 of system studies and
definition actirvities involving international cooperation on a
future crewed in-orbit infrastructure in order to prepare for
activities to be carried out in the second planning step

3 NOTES the decision of the States participating in the Columbus
Programme to execute development of the Columbus Attached
Laboratory with an allocated financial envelope estimated at
25168 MAU at mid 1991 economic conditions, of which
3500 MAU are allocated to the preparation for utilisation and
operation are subject to a complementary decision to be taken
by a double two-thirds-majority vote of the participating States
in February 1995 as indicated in Chapter III, and development
of the Polar Platform with an allocated financial envelope
estimated at 6940 MAU at the same economic conditions. to
proceed with exsecuton of Columbus precursor flights, in-
cluding MIR flights. with an allocated financial envelope
estimated a 3159 MAU at the same economic conditions and
the execution of studies on a future crewed in-orbit infrastruc-
ture. with an allocated financial envelope estimated at 30.0
MAU at the same economic conditions: it is further understood
in that decision that the corresponding envelopes, amounting
to 35567 MAU. will be financed with regard to activities under-
taken as of 1 January 1993 in accordance with the contributon
scales in Table I attached hereto

4 INVITES the Director General to take the appropriate measures,
possibly including prolongation ojthe development of the Col.
umbus Attached Laboratory by a maximum of one year so as
to reconcile the requirements of the programme with the finan-
cial resources made available by the participating States, as in-
dicated in Table I attached hereto

5 TAKES due account of the preliminary information, provided in
the Director General's proposal referred to in the preamble, on
the envisaged costs and principles for sharing the costs of the
exploitation programme for the Columbus Attached Laboratory
and INVITES the Director General to formulate a final proposal
in this regard so that a decision on the said exploitation pro-
gramme can be taken in due time.

3 PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant a 161ment
DRS du programme ORTM de mener A bien la realisation du
systime de relais de donnes dans les limites d une enveloppe
finandibre globae estime -5 945MUC ass conditions
Aconomiques de la mi-1991 (dont 199,4 MUC doient laire lob-
jel de a decision Complementaire mentionne au paragraphe
2, dtant entendu que lenveloppe correspondante sera
financte conform6ment au bar~me des contributions qui figure
au tableau I ci-joint.

- C. Le programme Columbus

1 PREND NOTE de la dmcision des Etats participant au pro.
gramme Columbus selon laquelle les travaux entrepris en 1992
en application de la decision prise le 20 novembre 1991 par le
Consed siegeant au nrveau minisboel conduisent A lachbve
ment de la phase 1 du programme Columbus le 31 decembre
1992.

2 NOTE que le progranme Columbus comprendra. A partir du
let janvier 1993. les quatre 6Aments dcrits ci-dessous:
(1) la rdalisation f e lancement du laboratoire raccorde

Columbus, Y compris la rdalisation du secteur soi et la ca-
duite des activitbs operationnelles et d utilisation jusqueu
lancement prvu en 1999;

(2) la ralsation et le ancement. prvu en 199. ainsi que e-
ploitation initiate de la plate-lorme polaire Columbus, y can
pris le secteur Sol ndcessaire A la commande et au contrile
de cele-ci;

(3) lexucution des vols prbcurseurs Columbus pour prlparer
l explolation du laboratoire raccord6 Columbus at foumir A
la communauti des utilisateurs des occasions de val in
termldiaires;

(4) lexecution. au cours de la pdriode 1993-1995 dactivilds
de d6finition el d6tudes systibma mettant en jou ung
cpoplration internationale sur une future infrastructure ar-
biate habilee. en vue de prbparer les activitis A execiule
dans la deuxi6me Atape du calendrier

a PREND NOTE de la d6cision des Etals participant au pro
gramme Columbus de proc6der A la rialisation du laboraloire
raccorde Columbus dans les limites d une enveloppe lier-
cibre estimde A 25168 MUC aux conditions tconomique de la
mi-1991, dont 350 MUC aflects 6l praparation de I'uldisaior
et de Ilexploitation feront lobjet d une decision complienaire
quo les Elats participants doivent prendre A la double majori
des deux iers en tWvrier 1995 comme it dit au chapiel I
eo A la rfalisation de la plate-forme polaire das lef ies'
d'une enveloppe financiere estirmde A 694.0 MUC ant mlmesj
conditions Aconomiques. A lexcution des vols precursAul
Columbus, vols Mir compris, dans tqs linites d une erteloppa
financibre estimbe A 315.9 MUC aux memnes ce.Atketa
Acononiques. et A lexcution deludes sur une futrehd i
frastructure orirtale habile dans les limites d'une ainveiopci
financitre estim~e A 30 MUC aux memes conditions
ques, ce qui aboutit A un total de 3557 MUC, r; tnt
aux termes de cete decision, que les enveloppes
dantes seront financtes, en ce qui coneme hes acivil~df
treprises A parir du ler janvrer 1993 conformment aug
barbimes des contributions qui figurent au tableau I omI



a INVITES the States participating in the Columbus Programme
to monitor closely the evolution of development of the Interna-
tional Space Station and to take decisions as appropriate to
provide for the necessary adjustment of the programme

7. RECOGNISES the Agency's responsibilities with regard to the
selection and training of astronauts; RECALLS that the Euro-
pean Astronauts Centre was created with the specific respon-
sibility of fulfilling those functions; NOTES that the costs
corresponding to the Columbus Programmes requirements in
this respect are covered by the said programme; and NOTES
further that the role and funding of the Centre will be reviewed
in 1995 in line with the complementary decisions to be taken by
the end of 1995 with regard to crewed space activities.

D. The Hermes Programme

1. NOTES the decision taken by the States participating in the
Hermes Programme that the work undertaken in 1992 pursuant
to the decision taken on 20 November 1991 by Council meeting
at Ministenal Level entails completion of Phase 1 of the Hermes
Programme on 31 December 1992.

2. NOTES that the Hermes Programme as defined in the Director
Generals proposal referred to in the preamble, introduces a
reorientation period of three years from 1 January 1993 for the
purpose of studying the following three strategic optionsfor im-
plementation of a future crewed transportation system:
- cooperation with Russia
- cooperation with the United States
- an autonomous European scenario

and comprises the following activities:

(1) system studies, primarily directed towards definition of an
ESA-Russian Hermes crew transportation vehicle and
development of critical technologies based on the Hermes
definition. for an estimated amount of 338 MAU at mid-1991
economic conditions;

(2) a detailed definition study for the ESA Assured Crew Return
Vehicle (ACRV), as an element of cooperation with the
United States relating to the International Space Station. for
an estimated amount of 45 MAU at mid-1991 economic con-
ditions;

(3) detailed definition studies and pre-development of servicing
elements, for an estimated amount of 94 MAU at mid-1991
economic conditions. . -

3. NOTES the decision of the States participating in the Hermes
Programme to execute the programme reorientation activites
with an overall corresponding financial envelope estimated at
567 MAU at mid-1991 economic conditions, including 90 MAU
for commitments made during Phase 1 of the programme, it
being understood that the corresponding envelope will be
financed with regard to activities undertaken as of 1 January
1993 in accordance with the overall contribution scale in Table
I attached hereto and that the Participating States contributions
will be called up in accordance with the separate contribution
scales correspondimg to the activities described under Section
2 above.

4. INVITE le Directeur g6neral A prendre (es mesures approprides
comprenant'i ventueflement to prolongation d un an au max-
imum de ta realisation du laboraloire raccorde Columbus afin
de concifier les impdratifs du programme avec les ressources
financitres mises A disposition par les Etats participants selon
I tableau I ci-joint.

& PREND bonne note des premieres informations fournies dans
ta proposition du Directeur g6n6ral visbe au pr6ambule sur les
cotts envisagbs at sur les principes de partage des cotts du
programme dexploitation du laboratoire raccorde Columbus et
INVITE le Directeur g6nbral A formuler une proposition finate en
ce sens afin qu une d6cision Sur ledit programme d'exploitation
puisse Otre prise en temps opportun.

6 INVITE les Etats participant au programme Columbus A suivre
de prtis la tagon dont se dbroule le developpement de ta Sla-
tion spatiale intemationale et, Ie cas 6ch6ant. A prendre des
dtcisions sur les ajustements A apporter au programme

7 RECONNAIT A lAgence la responsabilit6 de Ia selection et de
la formation des astronautes; RAPPELLE qua to Centre des
astronautes europbens a te cr66 sp6cifiquement pour
assumer ces fonctions: NOTE que les cotts correspondant au
besoins du programme Columbus A cat 6gard sont couverts
par ledit programme: et NOTE en outre qua le rble et to finance-
ment de ce Centre seront reexamines en 1995 en fonction des
decisions complementaires A prendre avant la fin de 1995 au
suiet des activittis spatiales avec 6squipage.

D. Le programme Hermes

1. PREND NOTE de la decision des Etis participant au pro-
gramme Hermes selon laquelle les travaux entrepris en 1992
en application de la d6cision prise Ie 20 novembre 1991 par Ie
Conseil siegeant au niveau minist~riel conduisent A l achave-
ment de la phase-t du programme Hermes 1e 31 dticembre
1992.

2. NOTE qua Io programme Hermes, tel qu'il est d6tini dans la
proposition du Directeur g6neral visae au prtambule, prevoit.
A partir du fer janvier 1993, une reorientation d une durte de
trois ans en vue dbtudier les trois options strattgiques
suivantes pour ta mise en oeuvre d un futur syst6me de
transport avec equipage:
- cooperation avec la Russia
- cooperation avec les Etats-Unis
- scenario europ6en autonome

et porte sur les activitts suivantes:

(1) 6tudes syst6me axes principalement sur Ia d6finihon d un
vhicule de transport dequipage Hermes ESA-Russie et
mise au point de technologies critiques basees sur la d6tini-
don d'Hermes. pour un montant estim A 338 MUC aux
conditions tconomiques de la mi-1991;

(2) 6tude de definition detaillee du vbhicule de secours pour le
retour de It6quipage (ACRV) de 1ESA en tant qut616ment
realisb dans le cadre de to cooperation avec les Etats-Unis
au sujet de la Station spatiale internationale pour un mon
tant estimb A 45 MUC aux conditions tconomiques de la
mi-1991:



4 INVITES the States participating in the Hermes Programme to
include in the corresponding Declaration suitable provisions for
the decisions to be taken on the development of the crewed
transport system and the servicing elements selected in the
course of the three-year reorientation period from 1993 to 1995,
and INVITES the Director General to prepare a final proposal
as a basis for the required complementary decisions in 1995.

CHAPTER IlI
Review of the In-Orbit Infrastructure Programmes:

Columbus Attached Laboratory, DRS, Hermes
1. AGREES to proceed in February 1995 to a review of the in-

frastructure programmes referred to inChapter II above, on the
basis of a report of the Director General concerning the status
of their execution and the results of the negotiations he will have
conducted with international partners.

2. HAVING REGARD to the Intergovernmental Agreement and the
Memorandum of Understanding concluded on the Interna-
tional Space Station. INVITES the Director General to negotiate
with NASA the terms of an agreement on the allocation of the
exploitation costs of the International Space Station which will
satisfy the following requirements:
- a commitment by NASA that the Agency contribution to the

Space Station annual common system operations costs will
remain under a firm fixed financial ceiling;

- a commitment by NASA to the effect that a significant por-
tion of the said Agency's contribution shall be made through
the provision of goods and service in kind, such as the
Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV), the Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV) using the Ariane launcher and the
Data Relay System (DRS). so as to minimise the exchange
of funds.

3 INVITES the States participating in the Columbus Attached
Laboratory element of the Columbus Programme to decide, by
a two-thirds majority representing at least two-thirds of the con-
tributions to the programme, the unblocking of the amount of
350 MAU, earmarked for preparation of utilisation and opera-
tions, referred to in Section 3 of Chapter IIC.

4 INVITES the Member States to agree, on the basis of a pro-
posal of the Director General, principles for the financing of the
exploitation costs of the Columbus Attached Laboratory

5 INVITES the Director General to negotiate with Russia the terms
of an agreement on the joint development of a crewed space
transportation system and to report on the status of these
negotiations to the Participating States concerned in time for
the review referred to in Section 1 above.

6 INVITES the States participating in the Hermes Programme to
determine, on the basis of this report, if the terms and condi-
tions negotiated respectively with Russia and the United States
permit the decision to be made on the options identified in Sec-
tion 2 of Chapter lID

7. INVITES the States participating in the DRS Programme Ele-
ment to decide, by a two-thirds majority representing at least
two-thirds of the contributions to the programme, the integration
of the second flight unit, and to decide the launch of the said
unit by a unanimous vote, as referred to in Section 2 of Chapter
IIB

(3) 6tudes de definition d6taill6e et travaux de prdd6velopp-
ment portant sur des 616ments de desserte pour un montant
estim6 A 94MUC aux conditions 6conomiques de ia
mi-1991.

3 PREND NOTE de la decision des Etats participant au pro-
gramme Hermes dex6cuter les activits de reorientation du
programme dans les limites d'une enveloppe financitre
globale correspondente estimbe A 567 MUC aux conditions
6conomiques de ta mi-1991. ce chiffre comprenant une somme
de 90 MUC pour les engagements pris au cours de la phase
1 du programme ttant entendu que l enveloppe correspon.
dante sera financ6e en ce qui concerne les activites en
treprises A partir du ler janvier 1993 conformtiment au bare
g6nbral de contributions qui figure au tableau I ci joint et que
les contributions des Etats participants seront appeles con-
formdment aux bartmes de contributions distincts correspor
dant aux activitts decrites au paragraphe 2 ci-dessus.

4. INVITE tes Etats participant au programme Hermes A inclure
dans la Dtclaraton correspondente des dispositions ad&
quates au sujet des dtcisions A prendre sur le dtvelopperent
du syst6me de transport avec tquipage et des 616ments do
desserte choisis au cours de ta pknode de reorientation de Imis
ans de 1993 A 1995: et INVITE le Directeur g6nral A pr6pare
une proposition finale devant servir de base aux d6cisions
comptmentaires A prendre en 1995

CHAPITRE III
Examen des programmes dinfrastructure orbitale:

laboratoire raccord6 Columbus, DRS, Hermes

1 CONVIENT de proc6der en fesvrier 1995 A un examen des
grammes d infrastructure vises au chapitre 11 ci-dessus, sur
base d'un rapport du Directeur gndral relatif A Ititat da i
ment de leur ex4cution et aux rtsultats des ngociations qu
aura conduites avec les partenaires internationaux.q

2. VU IAccord intergouvernemental et Ie Mimorandum d
conclus sur fa Station spatiale interatonale. INITE
Directeur gtnral A ngocier avec la NASA es termes d'un A
cord relatif A une affectation des cots dexploitation de
lion spatiale internationale propre A r6pondre aux impratie
suivants:
- engagement de la NASA aux termes duquel la cont'

de 'Agence aux co0ts communs annuels dexploitation
systemes de [a Station spatiale restera en-deqA d'un p
financier forfaitaire d6finitif;

- engagement de la NASA conduisant A ce quune
significative de ladite contribution de IAgence soil
sous la forme de biens et de services fournis en nature
que le vthicule de secours pour le retour de 14quip
(ACRV), le vthicule de transfert automatique (ATV)
appel au lanceur Anane et le systhrme de relais do
(DRS), afin de r6duire au minimum (es b6changes de

3 INVITE les Etats participant A ft16ment laboratoire
Columbus du programme Columbus A decider, A une
des deux tiers reprtsentant au moins deux tiers des
tions au programme, le d6blocage du montant de 350
vis6 au point 3 du chapitre IIC, rbservd% A la pr6pa
utilisation et de lexploitation.



CHAPTER IV
Other Programmes

STRESSi.G the need to explore with Member States ways in
which the development and launching of small satellites could con-
tribute to fulfilment of the objectives outlined in the Long-Term
Space Plan with regard to all the sectors of space activities referred
to in this chapter.

CONSIDERING that the private sector involvement in the utilisation
of available resources, and in financing and operating respon-
sibilities, is to be encouraged.

A. Science Programme

REAFFIRMS its support for the Science Programme and for full
and timely implementation of the Horizon 2000 Programme, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Resolution ESA/CIXCIII/Res.2
(Final) of 13 December 1990 and RECOGNISES that the Horizon
2000 programme, by furthering understanding of the Universe
through space astronomy and in-situ exploration of the solar
system, is the key element in implementing European space
science policy; and INVITES the Director General to submit in
1995. taking account of scientific technical and political
developments and after consultation with the scientific community,
a plan for the continuing implementation of European space
science policy.

B. Earth-Observation Programmes

1. RECOGNISES the need to start the Meteosat Second Genera-
son Programme in 1993 on the basis of the Director Generals
programme proposal, taking into account the terms of the
agreement to be concluded concerning Eumetsat s participa-
tion, and INVITES interested Member States to establish the
necessary legal instruments.

2. INVITES the Director General to submit in 1993 to Member
States a programme proposal concerning an Earth observation
data user programme.

3 RECALLS the interest expressed by the scientific community in
the Aristoteles programme as described in the Long-Term
Space Plan and RECOGNISES the need to continue minimum
activities to allow for execution of the said programme

C. Microgravity Programme .

AGREES that the States participating in the Microgravity Pro-
gramme shall proceed with the reorganisation of the said pro-
gramme to include the following two elements:

(a) a basic microgravity research programme (EMIR)
dedicated to scientific use of the microgravity environment;

(b) a programme to develop the facilities required for
microgravity experiments to be carried out in the Columbus
Attached Laboratory

4 INVITE les Etats membres A convenir sur ta base d une pro-
position du Directeur general, de principes relatits au finance-
ment des coits dexplortation du laboratoire raccorde
Columbus.

5 INVITE le Directeur general & nigocier avec la Russie les
termes d'un accord relatif A la rdalisation en commun d un
systbme de transport spatial habite et A rendre compte aux
Etats participants intdressts de 1itat davancement de ces
nsgociations en temps voulu pour lexamen vis6 au point 1 ci-
dessus.

6 INVITE les Etats participant au programme Hermes A verifier.
sur la base de ce rapport, si les conditions negociees respec-
tivement avec la Russie et les Etats-Unis permettent do prendre
une decision sur les options mentionnees au point 2 du
chapitre lID

7. INVITE les Etats participant A 161lment de programme DRS A
decider, 6 une majorite des deux tiers representant au moins
deux tiers des contributions au programme, de lint6gration et
du tancement de la deuxibme unite de vol. et A d6cider du
lancement de ladite unite par un vote A I'unanimit, comma il
est dit au point 2 du chapitre IlB.

CHAPITRE IV
Autreas programmes

SOULIGNANT Ia n6cessit6 de rechercher avec les Etats membres
par quels moyens la r6alisation et le lancement de petits satellites
pourraient contribuer A alleindre leas objectifs exposs dans te plan
spatial A long terme pour tous les secteurs des activit6s spatiales
visks au present chapitre,

CONSIDERANT quil convient dencourager ta participation du
secteur prive A lutilisation des ressources disponibles ainsi qu'a
lexercce de responsabilitbs en matibre de financement et dex-
ploitation.

A. Programme scientifique

REAFFIRME son soutien au programme scientifique et A la mise
en oeuvre, en temps opportun. de l'integralitA du programme
Horizon 2000 conform6ment aux dispositions de la R&solution
ESA/CIXCIII/Res. 2 (Final) du 13 d6cembre 1990, et RECONNAIT
que le programme Horizon 2000, parce qu'it am6liore notre con-
naissance de I'univers par l astronomie spatiale et lexploration in
situ du syst6me solaire, est 616ment cle do la mise en oeuvre do
ta politique europienne en matibre de science spatiate, et INVITE
le Directeur g6ndral A soumettre en 1995. compte tenu du contexte
scientifique, technique et politique, at aprits consultation de ta
communaute scientifique un plan ayant pour objet la poursuite de
la mise en oeuvre de la politique europ6enne en matire de
science spatiale.

B. Programmes d'observation de Is Terre

1. RECONNAIT Ia necessit de mettre en route en 1993 le pro-
gramme Met60sat de deuxirme g6n6ration sur la base de la
proposition de programme du Directeur general, compte tenu
des termes de laccord A concure au sujet de ta participation
d'Eumetsat. et INVITE les Etats membres intdresss a dtablir
les instruments jundiques n6cessaires.



0. Telecommunications Programme

1 AGREES the principle.of continuing the activities previously
undertaken within the Payload and Spacecraft Development
and Experiments (PSDE) Programme and the Advanced
Systems and Technology Programme (ASTP); NOTES the find-
ings of the Agency's working group on satellite telecommanica-
lions policy. which stress the far-reaching implications for
European industry of the European Commissions plan for
deregulation in this economic sector: and CALLS for close con-
sutation with operators, regulatory authorities and industry in
order to implement a consistent policy for improving the com-
petitivenessof the European telecommunications industry

2 NOTES the strategy described in the Director General's pro-
posal referred to in the preamble which seeks to achieve
greater coherence in the Agency's telecommunications ac-
tivities and to merge as far as possible programmes and ac-
tivities referred to in Paragraph t within a unified programme on
Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems (ARTES);
INVITES the interested States to establish the necessary legal
instruments and to indicate as soon as possible their level of
participation.

E. Launcher Programmes

1 RECOGNISES the need for continuous research and
technology accompaniment activities during the operational
lifetime of the Ariane launchers, so as to ensure their technical
reliability and performance as a responsibility shared between
the design authority and industry. and WELCOMES the Direc-
tor General's proposals in this respect; and AGREES in princi-
pie to set up before the end of 1995 the programmes necessary
for ensuring an ordeny transition from Ariane- to Ariane-5. as
well as those which are required to permit further evolution of
the Anane-5 launcher's capabilities

2 RECOGNISES that the Guiana Space Centre (CSG) is an
essental element in the Agency's strategy and EXPRESSES its
willingness to continue to build on the experience gained from
exploitation of the CSG for the benefit of the Agency s pro-
grammes;
RECALLING the report presented to Council by the Director
General on 8 November 1992 on the present status of the
discussions held with CNES on the execution of the CSG ac-
tivities beyond 1992, INVITES the Directors General of the
Agency and of CNES to finalise the terms of an agreement on
the continued funding of the CSG beyond 1992 and submit it
to the Agency's relevant bodies wth y view to early approval by
Council at Delegate Level.

a INVITES the Member States to pursue their efforts to define the
Future' European Space Transportation Investigation Pro-
gramme (FESctP) so that a decision on its start-up can be taken
as soon as possible

d Eumetsal. et INVITE Les Etarts membres interessts A 4tablir
les instruments jundiques nkcessaires

2 INVITE le Directeur glndral A soumettre aux Etals membres en
1993 une proposition de programme relative A un programme
pour tas utilisateuis de donnees dobservation de to Terre.

3 RAPPELLE lintkrit manifest6 par la communaute scientifigue
6 1'gard du programme Aristoteles tel qu-i est presente dans
le Plan spatial A long terme et RECONNAIT la ncessild de
poursuivre un minimum duactivites en vue de permetre Iexcu-
lon dudit programme.

C. Programme d recherche en microgravitd

CONVIENT qua es Etats participant au Programme de recherche
en micrograrti proc6deront A la restructuration de ce programme
afin d'y indure les deux 616ments suivants:

(a) un programme de recherche landamentale en microgravitA
(EMIR) axe sur lutilisation scientifique des conditions de
quasi-impesanteur;

(b) un programme ayant pour objet de rLIaliser les 6tuipements
ncessaires aux explriences en microgravite A mener 6
bord du laboratoire raccordo Columbus.

D. Programme d tl64communications

1 APPROUVE le principe dune poursuite des acivitfs dojA en
treprises dans le cadre du programme de d6velopperment et
d'exprimentation de charges utiles et de vdhicules spatiaux
(PSOE) et du programme de systImes et de technologies do
pointe (ASTP); PREND NOTE des conclusions du Groupe de
travail ESA Sur (a poliique de tellcommunications par satellOt
qui soulignent IV6tendue des consliquences pour lindustrie
europenne du projet de dorlglementation de la Commission
des communautes europitennes dans ce secteur Aconomique;
et DEMANDE une concertation 6troite avec Les exploitants les
autorites rhglementaires et Iindustrie afin de meltre en oeuvre
une politique cohrente visant A amilsorer la comptitivite do
lindustrie des I614communications europienne

2. PREND NOTE de la strategie expose dans la proposition du
Directeur gindral vishe au preambule. visant A renforcer la
coh6rence des actrietis de 'Agence en matiftre de tlicom-
munications et A fusionner, dans Ia mesure du possible, les pro
grammes et activilds vises au paragraphe t dans le cadre dun
programme unique de recherche de pointe sur Les systmes de
I414communications (ARTES): INVITE les Etats intaressis A
Atablir les instruments juridiques ncessaires et A faire cm
naitre ds que possible le niveau de leur participation.

E. Programmes de lancours

1 RECONNAIT to nlcessit6 de mener sans interruption des a
tivites daccompagnement de recherche at de technologe
pendant Ia dur6e de vie optrationnelle des lanceurs Arane d
manibre A garantir leur capacitl d emport at leur fiabilite tech-
qua au hire d une responsabiliti partag6e par Iautortl6 dome
caption et lindustrie, et ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT le
propositions soumises A cat 4gard par le Directeur griral; at,
de plus, CONVIENT en principe d'instaurer avant la fin do 1995
les programmes propres a assurer un transition m6thodqui
entre Anane-4 et Arane 5 ainsi que Ies programmes



F. Technology

WELCOMES the approval by Council at its 103rd Meeting of the
Resolution on the General Support Technology Programme
(GSTP). ESAJC/CII/Res. t (Final). and INVITES Member States to
subscribe expeditiousty to the corresponding programme
Declaration.

CHAPTER V
European Launcher Policy

WHEREAS the Ariane launcher developed by the Agency is a
strategic asset providing Europe with autonomous access to
space and must be preserved as a vital component of European
space policy and of the Long-Term Space Plan,

1. REAFFIRMS the principles of European space launcher policy
laid down in Resolution ESAIC/CIII/Res. 2 (Final), adopted on
23 October 1992.

2. INVITES the Member States to implement the principle of grant
ing preference to the Ariane launcher for their own missions
and those of European and international bodies in which they
participate in accordance with the provisions of the Declaration
on the production phase renewed on 21 May 1992 and to en.
courage the satellite operators, which they have entrusted with
the task of meeting the needs of the general public in fields
sacs as telecommunications. also to grant preference to the
Ariane launcher

3. INVITES the Director General to submit proposals designed to
further the principle of European preferential use of the Ariane
launchers.

4 INVITES the Director General to contribute in close cooperation
with both the Member States and the competent bodies of
European Communities, to the conclusion of an agreement, or
other form of terms and conditions, with the governments of
other space-faring nations to ensure fair conditions in the laun-
cher market.

CHAPTER VI
Industrial Policy

RECALLING the objectives of the Agency's industrial policy as set
out in Article VII of the Convention, namely to meet the re-
quirements of the European space programme in a cost-eflective
manner, to improve the worldwide competitiveness of European in-
dustry, to ensure that all Member States participate in an equitable
manner in implementing the European space programme and to
exploit the advantages of free competitive bidding.

1. CONSIDERING the industrial impact of the reorientation called
for in the Director General's proposal. DECIDES that the lower
limit for the cumulative return coefficient referred to in Article
IV6 of Annex V to the Convention, below which special
measures are to be taken in accordance with Article V of that
Annex, be maintained at 095 for the present three-year period
(1991-93) and be fixed at 096 for the following period
(1994-96). it being understood that the objective continues to
be to achieve an overall return coeficient as near as possible
to the ideal value of 1 tor all countries,

necessaires A Itavolution ulterieure den capacites du lanceur
Ariane-S

2. RECONNAIT qua Ie Centre spatal guyanas (CSG) est un 616-
ment essentiel de la stratagie de IAgence at EXPRIME so
volonte de continuer a tirer parti de expdrience acquise dans
I cadre de [axploilation du CSG au btsnafice des programmes
de lAgenca

RAPPELANT le rapport preseld au Conseil par le Directeur
general In 8 novembre 1992. qui fait le point des discussions
conduites avec le CNES au suet de Iexicution des activiths du
CSG au delA de 1992. INVITE les Drecteurs ghn6raux de
lAgence at du CNES A arrhter les modalites d'un accord relatif
a la poursuite du financement du CSG au dots de 1992 at a
soumetre cel accord aux organes comp6tents de lAgence an
ve de son approbation rapide par le Conseil au niveau des
d6l6gu~s.

3. INVITE les Etats membres A poursuivre leur action visant A
dlinir le programme europien de recherche appliqude sur lea
futurs systemes de transport spatial (FESTIP) afin quune doci-
sion sur sa mise en route puisse tre prise le plus tot possible.

F. Technologle

ACCUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT Iapprobaton par le Conse, lors
de sa 1036me session, de La Rdsotution habilitante relative au pro-
gramme general de technologie de soutien (GSTP),
ESAJC/CIII/Ris.1 (Final), et INVITE les Etats membres A souscrire
rapidement A la Declaration de programme correspondante

CHAPITRE V
Politique on mathire do lanceurs europiens

CONSIDERANT qua VEurope dispose, avec I lanceur Aiane
r6alis par lAgence. d'un atout strattgique pour un acces
autonome A fespace at qua ce lanceur doit rester un 616ment
essential de la politique spatiale europdenne at du Plan spatial A
long terme

1. REAFFIRME les principes de Ia politique europdenne en
matiere do lancours 6nonc6s dans la Resolution
ESA/CICIIIIRds 2 (Final). adopte le 23 octobre 1992.

2 INVITE lee Etats membres a appliquer, conformdment aux
dispositions de la Declaration relative A to phase de production,
renouvelele I 21 mai 1992, Ie principe consistant A se servir en
prorit du lanceur Ariane pour la conduite de leurs propres
missions at des missions dorganismes europens ou interna
tioiaux auxquelles ils participent at A encourager les ex-
ploitants de satellites A qui ifs ont confia t mission de rdpondre
aux besoins du grand public dans des domaines comme ceui
des telecommunications. A accorder Agalement la pr6fdrence
au lanceur Ariane.

3 INVITE le Directeur gdndral a soumettre des propositions visant
A promouvotr I principe de Ia pr6firence europienne pour
lutilisation des lanceurs Atiane

4 INVITE le Directeur general A contribuer. an collaboration
Atroite avec les Etats membres at tas organes competents des
Communautis europennes, A la conclusion avec les



2. REAFFIRMS the guidelines and measures concerning the
Agency's industrial policy which were decided upon by Council
meeting at Ministrial level in The Hague in 1987 and in Munich
in 1991, INVITES the Oirector General, in consultation with
Member States, to further evaluate and formulate proposals in
this respect. in particular proposals to minimise the overall
surplus and deficit situations, in order to allow the Industrial
Policy Committee and Council to take the appropriate decisions
and STRESSES that, when establishing and implementing pro-
cedures for fulfilling industrial policy objectives, the particular
situation of each Member States industrial infrastructure shall
be given due consideration

3 INVITES States participating in the Columbus and Hermes Pro-
grammes to insert in the relevant programme Declarations pro-
visions allowing for the application of the appropriate measures
to correct imbalances recorded in the programmes at the end
of 1992, bearing in mind the provisions of Section t above with
regard to the cumulative return coefficient, and ensuring that all
Participating States have a guaranteed return coefficient of 09
at programme completion.

CHAPTER VII
General Provisions

NOTING with satisfaction the statements made by Delegations at
the present Council Meeting regarding their participation in the
programmes referred to in Chapter II. together with the scales of'
contributions in Table I attached hereto

WHEREAS it is essential to take measures at an early date that will
ensure programmatic and financial continuity in the esecution of
the Agency's programmes,

RECALLING that the present Resolution introduces a reorientation
period for the purpose of evaluating new opportunities for interns-
tional cooperation and preparing for the adoption, before the end
of 1995, of complementary decisions that will be needed to ensure
satistactory'execution of a number of the Agency's optional pro
grammes,

A. Transitional Measures

1 URGES the States participating in the programmes relerred to
in Chapter II to adopt, by the end of 1992, the corresponding
1993 budgets on the basis of the present Resolution, which
shall thus constitute the legal basis for their adoption and en-
ecution until adoption of the corresponding amended 'pro-
gramme Declarations. using the financial envelopes and scales
of contributions contained in this Resolution.

2 INVITES the States participating in the programmes concerned
to complete their revision of the corresponding Declaradons by
31 March 1993 at the talest on the basis of this Resolution so
as to ensure the necessary continuity of the said programmes

a AUTHORISES the Director General to take without delay the ac-
tion needed to begin implementation of each of the program-
mes concemed, while taking care not to commit the Agency
beyond 1993 budgels as long as the corresponding Declara-
tion referred to in Section 2 above is sot finalised and entered
into force

gouiernements d'aultes puissances spatiales d'un accord ou
saute forme d arrangement garantissant des conditions 6quitables
sur le marchA des lanceura

CHAPITRE VI
Politique Industrielle

RAPPELANT les objectifs de I Agence en matibre de politique in-
dustrielle Anoncis A 'article VII de a Convention, A savoir r6pon-
dre aux besoins du programme spatial europ6en d'une manibre
Aconomiquement efficiente, ameliorer to comptitivitl de Nin-
dustne europienne dans le monde, garantir qua tous les Etats
membres participant de faori equitable a Is mise en oeuvre du
programme spatial europeen, et benhficier des avantages de Iap
pel A t concurrence,

1 CONSIDERANT les consequences pour lindustne de to
rionentation derrandae dans la proposition du Directeur
gindral, DECIDE que ta limite inftrieure du coefficient de refour
cumul6 mentionne A r'aticle IV. paragraphs 6 de IAnnexe V
de ta Convention, en de do laquelle des mesures spaciales
doivent stre prise en application de 'article V de ladile Au-
nexe. sera maintenue A 095 pour ta pdriode triennale actuelle
(1991-1993) et sera fix&e A 096 pour to pdriode suivante
(1994-1996), Atnt entendu qua ilobjectif vis6 demeure de faire
brn6ficier tous les pays d un coefficient de retour aussi proche
que possible de la valeur ideals Agale A l'unit

2. REAFFIRME les ignes directrices et les mesures relatives A It
politique industrielle de I'Agenca qui ont At arrties par le
Conseil siegeant au niveau ministdriel A La Haye en 1987 et A
Munich en 1991; INVITE le Directeur gineral A poursuivre en
concerlation avec les Etats membres Ivaluation At to formula,
ion de propositons alant dans ce Sens, el en particulier do
propositions tendant A rdduire au maximum les situations dex.
c~dent ou do dicit global, atin de permeattre au Corritl de to
politique industrielle At au Conseil de prendre leas dcisions ap.
propries; At SOULIGNE qua los de 16tablissement At de ta
mrse en oeuvre des procedures visant A atteindre les objecis
de politique industrielle, it sera tenu diment compte de la situa-
tion parficulibre de linfrastructure industrielle de chacun des
Etats membresa

a INVITE leas Elats participant aux programmes Columbus el
Hermes A inserec dans les Dclarations de programme cor-
respondantes, des dispositions prdwoyant les mesures spld-
ques A appliquer pour corriger les d6s6quilibres enregistrds
dans ces programmes A la fi de 1992, en tenant compte des
dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus relatives au coeficint
do retour cumul6 et garantissant A tous les Etats participants un
coefficient do retour de 09 A 'acthuvement du programma

CHAPITRE VII
Dispositions gibnrales

PRENANT NOTE avec satisfaction des dhclarations faites par tes
D616gations A la pr6sente session du Conseil au sujet do four par-
ticipation aux programmes visfs au Chapire II ainsi que des
barmes de contributions figurant au tableau I ci-joint.

CONSIDERANT quil est indispensable de prendre A une de
proche des mesures garantissant, au niveau programmatique el,
tinancier la continuit6 dexcution des programmes de IAgenoe

1



B. Other General Provisions

1. INVITES the Director General to implement the provisions Of his
proposal referred to in the preamble pertaining to the Agency's
ground infrastructure and to pursue the definition of that in-
fhastructura, making the best use of existing facilities and
available services of the Agency and of Member States as a first
priority. and of those of the Associate Member and Cooperating
Sates in accordance with the applicable arrangements; and
turther INVITES the Director General to formulate proposals in
due course with a view to establishing the basis for any dec-
sions that may be required in this respect. includig the Com,
plementary decisions to be taken by the end of 1995.

2. RECOGNISES that the size and importance of the major op-
tonal programmes together with the budgetary constraints ex-
perienced by Member States call tor further eflorts in improving
the management of these programmes; DECIDES to set up a
Council Working Group to examine proposals for impro"ing the
supply of intormation to Participating States conceming the ex-
ecution of the said programmes and for handling any structural
deficits that may anse in their financial coverage; the working
group shal also examine proposals aiming at reconciling the
budgetary planning of Member States with the efficient and
timely execution of these programmes with a view, in particular,
to accommodating those Member States that need to contain
their annual contributions within predetermined financial limits:
REQUESITS the working group to submit its findings to Council
before 28 February 1993; INVITES the States participating in
the programmes coicerned to incorporate in the correspon-
ding Declarations the measures adopted by Council. taking in
to account the specific features of each programme; AGREES
that the process described above shall not preudge the
finalisaton and entry into force of the said Declarations pur-
suant to Section A2 above.

3. RECOGNISES that the existing system of the Agency to adjust
contributions for variations in conversion rates should be
modified in order to cope with monetary iluctuations more at-
letively: AGREES to decide at its next session at delegate level
in December 1992 on interim measures to address the eflects
in 1992 and 1993 of the recent monetary fluctuations until a
fully modified system and its adoption procedures have been
agreed upon; and INVITES the Director General to make a pro-
posal to the said Council session, taking due-note of the views
expressed during this session, and which shal be based in
partcular on the following alternative solutions already lescrib-
ad, among others, in document ESAJC(92)92:
- in the first instance, to apply the retroactive adjustment to a

States contributions onty to the extent that amounts are not
actually spent in the State concerned.

- to apply a 50% abatement on adjuistients of contributions
both on the payments to the Agency as well as on reim-
bursement by the Agency;

DECIDES to set up a Council Working Group in order to report
before the end of 1993 with a view to proposing a reorm Of the
Agency's adjustments mechanism towards a more complete
and equitable system.

RAPPELANT que la presente Rfsolution instaure une prinode de
reorientaton avant pour objet d'devluer de nouvelles possibilitls
de cooperation intemationale et de mener des actisths
prdparatoires en vue d adoptec avant ta fin de 1995. les decsions
complementaires n6cessaires pour garantir la bonne exction
dun certain nombre de programmes tacultatois de Agence.

A. Mesures timnsitlores

1. INVITE INSTAMMENT lea Etats participant aux programmes
visas au Chapitre I A adopter, avant ta fin de 1992. les budgets
1993 correspondants str ta base de a prsente Rdsolution. qui
constituera dainc le fondrement juridique de leur adoption et de
leur execution jusquA ladoption des 06daratons do pro-
gramme amendbes correspondates, at ce en utilisant lea
enveloppes financibres at lea bar6mes do contributions figurant
dans la prsente Rasolution.

2. INVITE les Etats participant aux programmes an cause A pro-
c6der Ia 31 mars 1993 au plus lard A ta r&vision des DClara-
tions correspondantes sur la base de la presente R6solution.
de laron A garantir la continuit6 indispensable desdits pro-
grammes.

3 AUTORISE le Directeur glndral A prendre sans larder les
mesures necessaires pour metire en route lexcution do cha-
qua programme concemrn tout en prenant soin de he pas
engager lAgence au-del des budgets de 1993 tant qua Ia
d6Claration correspondante, vishe au point 2 ci-dessus. naura
pas "tt deinitivement arrilh16e et no sera pas entbs an vigueur

B. Autres dispositions g6nirales

1. INVITE I Directeur g6nral A metire en oeuvre lea dispositions
dosa proposition vise au pr~larbule relatives A finfrastructure
ot do lAgence at A poursuivre la definition de cae infrastruc-
ture, en faisant le meileur usage possible en pnort des
mayens exislants at des services disponbles A IAgence et
chez len Elats membres puts do ceux des Etats membres
associs et Cooplrants, selon len arrangements en vigueur: IN-
VITE en outre In Directeur ganeral A formuler. en temps oppor
tun, des propositions visant A jater len bases do toute decision
pouvant se reveler n6cessaire A cat 6gard. y compris len deci-
sions complementaires qui dorvent 6tre prises avant ia fin de
1995

2. RECONNAIT qua la taille at Importance des grands program.
mes facultatifs ainst qua len contraintes budgttaires rencon-
traen par lea Etats membres demandent des efforts
supp6mentaires pour am6liorer la gestion desdits program-
mes DECIDE do crier par la pr6sente Rsolution un groupe
de travail du Conseil charg6 dexaminer des propositions visant
6 ambliorer ia communication aux Etats participants des infor-
masons sur feshcution desdits programmes at A faire face A
tout doficil structural qu pourrait survenir dans leur couverture
financietre; le groupe de travail examnera 6galement des pro-
postions visant A conciliar la planification budgtaire des Elats
membres et lendcution de ces programmes do tagon elficace
et dans len delais. en vus nolamment do tenir compte des Etats
membres qur dorent maintenir leurs contributions annuelles
dans le cadre de tiies financibres pr6determinres;
DEMANDE au groupe do travail de soutnire ses conclusions
au Conseil avant Ia 28 vrier 1993; INVITE les Elats participant



4. INVITES the Director General to assist the scientific community
active in the field of Earth observation in the definition of its
priorities and to explore in due course in consultation with
Member States and Finland. the possibility of incorporating the
science and research parts of the Earth-Observation Pro-
gramme in the Agency's mandatory activities and to make pro-
posals to Council to that effect: and further INVITES the Director
General to pursue simtlar actions as appropriate with regard to
the field of microgravity

5 DECIDES to consider the complementary decisions required
for the programmes referred to in Chapter II of this Resolution
at a meeting at Ministerial Level to be held in 1995

aux programmes concernes A intgrer dans les Declarations
correspondantes les mesures retenues par le Conseil. en te-
nant compte oe la specificit de chaque programme: CON-
VIENT qua le processus decrit ci-dessus se deroulera sanis
prejudice de la mise en forme d6finitive at de lentree en
vigueur desdites Ddarations en application du point A(2) d-
dessus.

a RECONNAIT qud taudrait moditier le systame actual de
IAgence concernant Iajustement des contributions pour cause
de variations des taux de conversion pour pousir r~agir plus
efficacement aux fluctuations moretaires: CONVIENT d
decider lam de sa prochaine session au niveau des det6gues,
en decembre 1992. de mesures intrimaires ayant trait aux el-
fets des recentes fluctuations monataires an 1992 at 1993 yj-
quA ce quit art ta convenu d'un systeme entirement modil
at de sea procedures dadoption; at INVITE le Direciur
general A fairm, lors de fadite session du Conseil. une prop-
ion prenant bonne note des vues exprimbes au cours de la
prsente session at qui se fondera notamment sur faltenative
suvante, dei expose entre autres dans Ia document
ESA/C(92)92:
- en premier lieu, appliquer l ajustement retroactif aux coar

tributions d'un Etat uniquement pour les montants qui nort
pas are effectivement Aepenses dans IEtat en cause;

- appliquer un abattement de 50% sur les ajustements des
contnbutions. tant en ce qui conceme les paements A
tAgence qua les remboursements par IAgence;

DECIDE de creer un Groupe de Iravai du Conseil charg6 d
faire rapport avant la fin de 1993 an vue de proposer une
rdforme du mecanisme daustoement en vigueur A lAgence a.
vant aboutir A un syst6me plus complet at iquitable

4 INVITE le Directeur general A accorder son soutien a la con
munaute scientifique oeuvrant dans le domaine de l observa-
lion de la Terre pour Ce qui est de definir sea prontes at A
explorer en temps opportun. en concertation avec les Elair
membres at avec la Finlande la possibilita dincorporer s w
tivits scientifiques at de recherche du programme dobseria-
tion de La Terre dans les actividts obligatoires de IAgence et A
faire au Conseil des propositions A cet efet: at INVITE en oure
le Directeur general 6 mener, an lonction de la situation, des s
tons similaires dans le doraine de la microgravith

S DECIDE dexaminer les decisions complementaires requises
par leas programmes visks au Chapitre It de la presents Rescht
tion qui devront are prses A une session au niveau minslatriIl
devant se tenir en 1995
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TABLE I

The Delegations declare that their respective States will participate Les delegations dctrent que leurs Erats respects parsoiperont
as follows in the programmes referred to in Chapter II of this aux programmes vises au chapitre 11 de a prsente R6soluhon
Resolution and will ensure the continuation of the said program- slon le bartme sumant el assureront la poursuire desdits pro-
mes on the basis of the corresponding amended Declarations. it grammes sur la base des Nclarations arendees correspon-
being understood that full financial coverage for the Agency's pro- dantes, 6tant entendu quone couverture financi6re ntagrale des
grammes is essential for their orderly execution: programmes de lAgence est indispensable A leur bonne

execution.

A. The POEM-1 Programme

Participants Envisal-1 Mission Metop 1 Preparation

A 100 100
B 400 400
DK 05-1.00 05-100
F 25.00 2500
D 1740 18-22.00
I 12.00 1600
NL 214 460.
N 130 1.50
E 700-800 700-8.00
S 510 335
CH 400 400
UK 21-2500 1460
CDN 2.7-500 -
SF 1.20 -

TOTAL 104.34-112.14 9955-10505

B. The DRS Element of the DRTM Programme

Participants Scale. %

A 1.50
B 400
F 120001
D 1200
1 4500
NL 2.00
E up to 4.00
S 180
CH 0.10'
UK 100
SF 040

TOTAL up to 91.80

This figure corresponds to the Swiss contribution of 20%b to the * Ce chiffre correspond A la contribution de 2% de la Suisse A
former Phase 1 of the ORS Programme Element of the DRTM tancienne phase 1 de I'616ment ORS du programme DRTM.
Programme
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C. The Columbus Programme

Participants Attached Polar . Precursor Future Overall
Laboratory Platform Flights Station Average

% % % % % S

A - [100 - 0-09
B 3.80 945 500 302 500
DK 1.00 100 100 100 100
F 1000 23.60 (1000] [2000] 12.74
o 3800 1780 1500 35.0 3199
I 3100 880 1400 12.00 2500
NL 050 400 1.00-3.00 400 1,26-1.43
N 048 030 - - 0.40
E up to 300 up to 6.00 - - 0-3.29
S 1.00 1.00 - - 090
CH - (200) - 018
UK up to 100 2260 - - 4.41-5.12

TOTAL up to up to 49-5100 7502
89.78* 94,55

The shortfall will be covered in the following manner: a) savings Le dehcit sera couvert come suit: a) Liconomies reprdsentanl
representing 5% of the financial envelope of 2516.8 MAU, and 5% de lenveloppe inancire de 25168 MUC, et b) contribu
b) voluntary additional contributions to bring the covered por- ions supplmentaires votontaires visant A porter Ia part
tion to 95% of the said financial envelope; it is understood also couverte 595% de ladite enveloppe finanoire; it est Sgalerent
that the actual level of contributions to be paid by the par- entenda que le nivea rel des contributions S payer par Ins
ticipating States concerned for the period 1993-1995 shall not Eras participants concernis pour Ia pdriode 1993-1995 ye
be affected by the increased contributions scale sera pay afnect par Ia hausse du barbme des contributions

D. The Hermes Programme

Participants Overall Scale

A [050
a 580

* DK 045
F 4350
D 2200
1 12.10
NL 600
E Up to 4.10
S 050
CH 2.00
CDN 200

TOTAL up to 9895



Resolution on international Cooperation
adopted on 10 November 1992

The Council meeting at Ministerial Level.

HAVING REGARD to Resolution ESA/C-M/XCVII/Res. I (Final) on
the European Long-Term Space Plan and programmes. adopted in
Munich on 20 November 1991, which reaffirmed the need to inten-
sily international cooperation, taking into account the evolution of
the geopolitical context. with a vie to achieving fully the objec-
lives of the European Long-Term Space Plan with the best possible
relationship between the requirements of cost and effectiveness
while optimising the use of European space resources available
within the Agency and the Member States,

HAVING REGARD to Resolutons ESAvC.MICIVIRes.1 (Final) on
the implementation of the European Long-Term Space Plan and
programmes and ESAIC MICIviRes.3 (Final) on space coopera-
tion ein the Russian Federation, both adopted this day.

RECALLING the conclusions of the Report on the prospects lor
widening international space cooperation (ESAIC(92)74) from the
Council Working Group on international cooperation set up on 12
December 1991,

HAVING REGARD to Articles II and XIV of the ESA Convention,

1. INVITES the Director General and the Member States to
strengthen the coherence and coordination of their activities
and programmes in the space field, and to make optimum use.
in implementing these programmes. of existing resources and
expertise within the Agency and the Member States.

2. INVITES the Director General to pursue his efforts to achieve
synergy between the Agency's activities and those of the Euro-
pean Communities in areas where those activities complement
each other, in particular in the area of observation of the Earth
and its environment.

3. EXPRESSES THE WISH that the results of the Agency's pro-
grammes be put to the best possible use by other European
space organisations such as Eutelsat and Eumetsat, under ar-
rangements for making these available to be determined
together with these organisations. in order in particular to avoid
the duplication of research and development work.

4. INVITES the Director General to seek, together with those
responsible for cooperation in the Member States concerned
and with the appropriate international bodies, ways of making
available to the developing countries. on mutually acceptable
terms. appropriate data obtained through the Agencys pro-
grammes that can be of use to them, in accordance with the
provisions of the Agency's Rules on information and data; and
INVITES the Director General to prepare a report on the
aforementioned cooperation with developing countries so as to
enable Counal to discuss the Agency's policy in that area.

5 EXPRESSES SATISFACTION at the extensive cooperation
engaged in with Canada and Finland.

6. RECOGNISES that the execution of the Agency's programmes
during the years ahead in line with the Director General's

Resolution sur Is coopdrtlion internationale
adoptie Ie 10 iovembre 1992

Le Conseil, sikgeant au niveau ministeriel,

RAPPELANT qua Is Rtoluton ESAIC-MIXCVIIR6s 1 (Final) sur
Ie plan spatial europ~en A long terme et les programmes adopte
A Munich le 20 novembre 1991 rkaffirmail to nkcessit d intesifier
la coopdration internationale tout en prenant en compte I'6nolution
du contexte gdopolitique. en vue de realiser pleinement les objec-
tIs dudit plan A long terme avec I meilleur rapport possible entre
les imperatifs de colt et defficacite. tout en optimisant lutilisation
des ressources spatiates europeennes disponibles au sein de
IAgence at Gans les Etats merbres,

VU les Rksolutions ESAJC MICIVIRds. t (Final) sur to mise en
oeuvre du plan spatial europken A king terme et les programmes
et ESA/C.M/CIVIRes. 3 (Final) sur la cooperation spatiale avec ta
Federation de Russie adoptees ce jour.

RAPPELANT les conclusions du Rapport su fes perspectives
d'un elargissement de to cooperation internationale das I do-
maine spatial (ESAIC(92)74) du Groupe do travail du Conseil sur
ta cooperation internationale etabli le 12 dbcembre 1991.

VU les articles II et XIV de ta Convention de IAgence

1. INVITE le Directeur general et les Etats membres A renforcer Ia
coherence et ta coordination de teurs activites et programmes
Gans Ie domaine spatial, ainsi qu'A laire un usage optimal,
dans to mise en oeuvre de ces programmes. des moyens et
comp6tences existant A IAgence et dans les Etats membres.

2. INVITE I Directeur g6ndral A poursuivre ses efforts pour
dovelopper une synergie entre les activitks respectives de
I'Agence et des Communautes Europeennes dans les do-
maines oC ces activites sunt compl6mentaires en pariculer
dans I domaine de lobservation de to Terre et de son en-
vironnement.

3. SOUHAITE qua les r6sultats des programmes do IAgence
soient utilis6s au mieux par les autres organisations spatiales
europkennes telles Eutelsat et Eumetsat, selon des modalitis
de mise A dispositon A d6inir avec ces organisations, pour
evrter en particulier une duplication des efforts de recherche et
developpement.

4. INVITE le Directeur general A rechercher, de concert avec les
responsables de Ia cooperation des Etats membres intresses
et avec les organisatons internationales competentes, les votes
permettant de matre A ta disposition des pays an doveloppe-
ment dans des conditions mutueltement acceptables les don-
nes pertinentes obtenues au mayen des programmes de
I'Agence qui pourraient leur 6tre profitables selon les disposi-
tions du Rdglenent sur les informations at donnees de
I'Agence; et INVITE I Directeur general a preparer un rapport
sur to cooperation avec les pays en dkveloppement visae ci-
dessus afin do permettre au Conseil de dscuter to politique de
IAgence dars ce domains

5 SE FELICITE de to cooperation tres large qui se poursuit avec
I Canada et Ia Finlande.



proposal on the Agency's policy and programmes (ESAJC-
M(92)/3) will promote a deepening of the long-standing
cooperation with the United States, will make it possible to carry
out joint activities with Russia. and will allow the foundations to
be laid for closer cooperation with Japan.

7 NOTES with interest the achievements of many countries, in
particular those in central and eastein Europe. in areas of
space research and development and EXPRESSES THE WISH
that the Agency continue to maintain and develop relations with
those countries .

Resolution on Space Cooperation with the Russian
Federation
adopted on 10 November 1992

The Council meeting at Ministerial Level,

WHEREAS ESA/C-MIXCVII/Res. 1 (Final) on the European Long-
Term Space Plan and programmes, adopted in Munich on 20
November 1991, reaffirmed the need to intensity international
cooperation with a view to achieving fully the objectives of the
European Long-Term Space Plan with the best possible relation-
ship between the requirements of cost and effectiveness, while op-
limising the use of European space resources available within the
Agency and the Member States.

HAVING REGARD to ESA/C-M/CIVIRes.1 (Final) on the implemen-
tation of the European Long-Term Space Plan and programmes
and ESA/C-M/CIV/Res.2 (Final) on international cooperation, both
adopted this day

TAKING NOTE of the diplomatic note dated 28 April 1992 by
which the Russian Federation explicitly declared its wish to exer-
cise the rights and fulfil the obligations stemming from the Agree-
ment concerning cooperation in the field of the exploration and
use of outer space for peaceful purposes, signed by the Agency
and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on
25 April 1990.

WISHING to increase the existing cooperation between the Agen-
cy and Russia and extend it not only in all the areas already
referred to in the aforementioned Agreement, but also in the areas
of manned in-orbit infrastructure, crew transport and the
associated communication facilities.

HAVING REGARD to the joint statement signed on 12 October
1992 by the Director General of the European Space Agency and
the Director General of the Russian Space Agency (RKA).

6 RECONNAIT que 'exicution des programmes de IAgence au
cours des prochaines annes conform6ment A to proposition
du Directeur gdndral sur la politique et les programmes de
I'Agence (ESAJC-M(92)3) favonsera lapprotondissement de la
coopdration 6tablie de longue date avec les Etats-Unis, permet-
tra de mener des activitds en commun avec la Russie et de
leter les bases d'une cooperation plus dtroite avec le Japon.

7. NOTE avec intrdt les realisations de nombreux pays. en par-
ticulier ceux situds en Europe centrale et orientale, dans les do-
maines de la recherche et du ddveloppement en matidre
spatiale et SOUHAITE que IAgence continue dentretenir et de
ddvelopper des relations avec ces pays

Rdsolution sur Ia cooptration spatiale aon la F646ratign le
tussie

adoptee le 10 novembre 1992

Le Conseil, sidgeant au niveau ministeriel

RAPPELANT que la Rdsolution ESA/C-MIXCVIIiRds. 1 (Fina) sur
le plan spatial europden A long terme et les programmes adoptde
A Munich le 20 novembre 1991 rdaffirmait la ncessit6 d intensifier
ta cooperation internationale en vue de r6aliser pleinement les o
jectifs dudit plan A long terme avec le meilleur rapport possible en-
Ire les impdratifs de co~t et defficacit6, tout en optimisant
Itutilisation des ressources spatiales europdennes disponibles au
sein de IAgence et dans les Elats membres.

VU tes Rdsolutions ESA/C-MICIVIRLs. 1 (Final) Sur Ia mise en
oeuvre du plan spatial europden A long terme et les programmes
et ESA/C-MICIVIRs. 2 (Final) sur ta coopdration internationsial
adoptdes ce jour

PRENANT ACTE de la note diplomatique du 28 avril 1992 par Is-
quelle la Fddration de Russie a expressdment ddclard sa volonlt
d exercer les droits et de respecter les obligations qui ddcoutent do
IAccord entre IAgence spatiale europdenne et Ie Gouvernement
de I'Union des rdpubliques socialistes sovi6tiques relahif A Is
cooperation dans le domaine de l-exploration et de tutiisation d
lespace extra-atmosph6rique A des fins pacifiques signid I 25
avril 1990.

DESIREUX d amplifier la coopdration existante entre IAgence ella
Russie et de Id6endre non seulement dans lous les domaines dij
vis~s dans IAccord mentionn6 ci-dessus mais aussi dans les do
maines de I'infrastructure habitde en orbite des transport
d'6quipages et des moyens de communication associds,

VU Ia D6claration commune sign6e Ie 12 octobre 1992 par ls
Directeur gdndral de IAgence spatiale europdenne et par tI
Directeur gdndral de IAgence spatiale russe (RKA), J



HAVING REGARD to Article XIV1 of the Convention.

1. EXPRESSES SATISFACTION at the results obtained so far in
the framework of the cooperation activities undertaken in the
fields of space science, space biology and medicine.
microgravity research. Earth observation and crewed space
transport systems; and WELCOMES the prospects for intensify-
ing cooperation between the Agency and the Russian
Federation.

11. ENDORSES the Director Generals proposals, as described in
his Proposal for the Agency's policy and programmes (ESA/C-
M(92)3). to widen and strengthen such active cooperation with
the space institutes of the Russian Federation during the period
1993-95. in the following main areas:

(a) in-orbit -infrastructure
(b) crew transport faciliies
(c) communication facilities associated with the in-orbit in-

frastructure
(d) missions onboard the Mir station, including the flight and

accommodation of astronauts and payloads, to prepare the
Agency for the use of inhabited space infrastructures.

III. AGREES that all the cooperation referred to in Section II above
shall be reviewed by Council by the end of 1993 on the basis
of reports by the Director General.

IV INVITES the Director General to negotiate and submit to it as
soon as possible the practical procedures for the cooperation
activities identified in this Resolution for the period 1993-95.
which shall be laid down in implementing arrangements within
the meaning of Article 6 of the Agreement referred to above,
and to be concluded between ESA and the Russian Space
Agency (RKA), as well as in contracts with Russian industrial of
research centres more specifically concerned with each of the
cooperation themes selected, all the legal instruments concern-
ed to be approved by the appropriate Agency bodies.

V STRESSES that space cooperation of this kind between the
Agency and the Russian Federation must safeguard the in-
terests of the space industry of the Member States, including in
the launch services sector

VI. INVITES the Director General to make sure that such coopera-
tion over the period 1993-95 proceeds in accordance with the
objectives of the European Long-Terrm Space Plan, to report
periodically on progress made in the corresponding work, and
to propose any changes or reorientation which he may con-
sider necessary

VIILAGREES to undertake in due course, a review of the main
results of the cooperation activities conducted pursuant to Sec-
tion II, so that the complementary decisions referred to in
Chapters II and VII of ESA/C-M/CIVIRes.1 (Final). adopted this
day, can be taken by the end of 1995 and INVITES the Director
General to take the measures needed to make it possible for
cooperation between the Agency and the Russian Federation
to continue beyond 1995. if so desired, under the terms of a
new Agreement.

VU Iartide XIV1 de la Convention.

I. EXPRIME SA SATISFACTION devant les resultats obtenus A ce
four dans le cadre de la cooperation entreprise dans les do-
maines de la science spatiale, de a biologie et de ha medecine
spatiales, de la recherche en microgravi, de lobservation de
a Terre et des systemes de transport spatial habit6. et AC-
CUEILLE FAVORABLEMENT les perspectives d intensification
de cette cooperationentre IAgence et la Fed6ration de Russie

It. FAIT SIENNES les propositions du Directeur g6ndral. telles que
d~criles dans sa Proposition sur la politique at les programmes
de IlAgence (ESA/C-M(92)3). de6largir at de renforcer cette
coopdration avec les institutions spatiales de la Federation de
Russie au cours de la periode 1993-1995. dens les principaux
domaines suivants:

(a) infrastructure en orbite
(b) moyens de transport des 4quipages
(c) moyens de communication associds A 1'infrastructure en

orbite
(d) missions A bord de a station Mir. y compris Itemport at le s4-

jour d astronautes at de charges utiles, afin de preparer
IAgence A 'utilisation des infrastructures spatiales habitees.

Ill CONVIENT que lensemble de la cooperation d6crite au
paragraphe It ci-dessus fern lobjet d un examen par le Conseil
avant la fin de 1993 sur a base de rapports du Directeur
g6neral.

IV. INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral A n6gocier at A lui soumettre au
plus tOf les modaliths concretes des cooperations idenhifes
dens la pr6sente R6solution pour la periode 1993-1995,
modalitfs qui devront 6tre reprises dans des arrangements de
mise en oeuvre au sens de farticle 6 de IAccord de coopera-
tion susvis6 A concure entre IAgence at IAgence spatiale
russe (RKA), ainsi que dans des contrats avec les centres in-
dustriels ou de recherche russes portant plus spdcifiquement
sur chacun des themes de cooperation retenus, tous in-
struments jundiques devant atre agrees par les organes com-
patents de IAgence

V RAPPELLE qua la conduite d une telle cooperation spatiale en-
tre IAgence et la F6d6ration de Russia doit sauvegarder les in-
terets de l'industre spatiale des Etats membres, y compris
dans le secteur des services de lancement.

VI. INVITE le Directeur general A sassurer qua le deroulement de
cette cooperation sur la periode 1993-1995 seffectue en con-
formite des objectifs du plan spatial europ6en A tong terme, A
faire periodiquement rapport sur t'avancement des travaux cor-
respondents, at A proposer les modifications ou r6orientations
qu il juge ncessaires.

VIlCONVIENT de proceder, en temps utile, A un examen des prin-
cipaux rfsultats des cooperations engag6es au titre du
paragraphe It ci-dessus en vue de permettre la prise avant la
fin de 1995 des d6cisions complementaires viseas aux
chapitres It et VII de la Resolution ESA/C-M/CIV/R&s 1 (Final)
adopt&e ce jour, at INVITE le Directeur general A prendre les
mesures n~cessaires permettant 16ventuelle poursuite de la
coopdration entre tAgence at a Federation de Russie au-dela
de 1995 selon les termes d un nouvel Accord.
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AOR,;.UNCEL,.GIT, IBED, UNGA, RS
ED VIRONMENTAL"MONITORING FROM OUTER

7HARtEClIVET A LETTER DATED SEPT 27 FROM THE
ISSION ENCLOSING A IRAFT RESOLUTION TO BE -

IITT.3DTOUNGA BY THE CIS STATES UNDER AGENDA ITEM
40'fALLING FCR THE ESTABLISBMINT OF A SYSTEM OP
ZTIRONMENTAL MONITORING FROM CUTER SPACE AS A FOLLOW UP

UNCEr LITTER REQUESTS THE SUPPORT OF USG FOR THIS
IPE." TEXT OF DRAFT RISCLUTION TOLLCWS.

TEXT:

O ,N,.RATT ESOLUTION O THE CIS STATES

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECISIONS ANE RECOMMENDATIONS OF
HE UNCEL"

E7GINIRAL~ ASSEMILY,

7KEEPING IN MIND THE PROVISIONS OF THE "AGENDA 21", IN
ATrCU;AR* PAPAS 9.6, 9.8 C , 10.11"A" AND 17.97,

0GROIIING FROM THE UNEFESTANIING THAT RISPECT FOR THE
ArtNCE OF-INTERESTS BETWIN ALL GEOUPS OF CCUNTRIES,
NtLUTNGECONOMIES IN TRANSITION, IS A PRiCONIITION POR.
UCCESSFUL7IMPLEMINTATION CP THE DECISIONS AND
ECOMMENDATIONS 07 THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON
. M- ENT AND DEVELOPMENT,

. TTITIN THE IMPORTANCE 07 ISTALISHING AN ECOLOGICAL
ONITOEING7PROM OUTER SPACE AS A KEY ELErENT 01 THE
0 OW *U7TO'THE UNCIE,

It-rrS'UPON MEMBER-STATIS TO EPRESS READINESS TO
XRTICIFATE ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS IN ESTABLISHING A
YSTEMTOR-COLOGICkL MO.NITORING FROM OUTER S \CE,
ASING (SIC) ON SPAC, CIiNTIFIC A,:t OPThATIONAL
OTIN.TIAL, WHICH THEY PCSSISS;

.APPEALS'TO THE WCRL BANT. GLGPAL !NVIRCN-ENT

ACILITY AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ICR MATERIAL
PORT.IN -STABLISHING SUCH A SYSTEM;

QUESTS THE UN ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM TO DEVELOP A
RAETIPRDJICT FOR ESTABLISBING AND FUNCTIONING 07 THE
YSTEOYRECCLCGICAL MONITORING FROM SPACE, AS A
IEST PRIORITY ELIMENT O ITS PICGRAM AND TO REPORT ON
HRERSULTS 07 THIS WORK TG THE 49TH SESSION OF THE
ENIEAASSEMBLY.

ND TEXT OF DRAFT RESOLUTICN

OrGERS'

NNN

GENEVA 008942UNCLASSITIZEt
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SPACE ENERGY INFORMATION

KEI - FOUNDATION EvUl

Issue NO Global Ecological Monitoring
Date:

INVITATION

Dear Mr. Rekenthaler

An international conference entitled "International Project for Global Ecological
Monitoring" will be conducted in Sochi from 2 - 8 May 1993. This conference is being
organized by the Russian Worldwide Ecological Laboratory Branch (ESKOS) and by the KEI
Foundation (Space, Energy, Information).

The theme of the conference will be "The Use of Military Conversion and Dual-Use of
Defense Systems for the 'Global Ecological Monitoring [GEM] Project'".

Conference participants will be provided comfortable rooms at the "Green Grove" vacation
facility. Meals and an interesting cultural program will also be provided.

Organization fees are 20,000 rubles cash or 25,000 rubles (check].

Account number- N467465 at the KEl bank, correspondent account 161298 at the Russian
Federation Central Bank [RKTs GU MFO] 201791, KEI Foundation. -

We invite you to take part in the conference and discussion of GEM Project papers.

Participants will arrive on 2 May and depart 8 May 1993.

Travel by air will be Moscow - Adler, Moscow- Sochi, with transportation by bus to the
"Green Grove" facility.

Please confirm your conference participation by calling 245-31-76; 246-78-82 245-01-63
(Valentina Borisovna Sevko), or write to 119048 Moscow, 24 Usachev Street. Apt 419.

Respectfully,

V. Dzhanibekov
Chairman, Organization Committee



International Project fo
"Global Ecological Monitoring" (GEM)

Project Development Stages

Development of the basic ideas nd principals of the project was initiated in 1990 at the
suggestion of Dr. E. Teller, Director of Livermore Laboratory (U.S.), who suggested using the
SDI monitoring subsystem 'Brilliant Eyes* to resolve a number of ecological issues. In order
to develop these ideas under the aegis of an international organization, "Worldwide Laboratory",
working groups were formed, comprised of U.S. and former USSR experts who then conducted
working meetings in Erici (Italy, 1990-91). Stanford, Livermore, Colorado Springs (U.S. 1991-
92), and Dubna (Russia, 1992).

As a result of these meetings, scientific and technological principles were developed to
create a single system for Global Ecological Monitoring, combining spaceborne, airborne, land-
and sea-based monitoring systems, that would use a common data base and problem solving
system to reduce the ecological risk to lif (including humanity).

The Project actually proposes the creation of national networks of land- and sea-based
standardized ecological monitoring centers and posts, varying in degree of complexity, combined
to form a single worldwide network and ingrated into a system of satellite and airborne
ecological monitoring using a common system-wide data base. Although these posts would be
located throughout regions and countries, they would form an international information network.

The creation of such a system on a global scale must occur through maximized use of
military conversion and dual-use of defese systems.

The inclusion of land and air assets in ecological monitoring, integral components of the
GEM system, will allow countries which do not have their own space industry to become active
project participants.

During the project's various stages of development, Russian and former USSR participants
included representatives from the Ministy of Ecology, Ministry of Defense, Russian Space
Agency, the Committee on Water Resources, the USSR Academy of Sciences (later known as

the Russian Academy of Sciences), the State Committee for Hydrometeorology, the Scientific and
Production Conglomerate (NPO) Ehnergiya, NPO Mashinoswoenie, Lavochkin NPO, NPO
EhLAS, the Salyut Design Bureau, NPO Taffun, Zhukovsldj TsAGL the Myasishchev EhM
Factory, and others.

Representatives of state institutions, Academics of Sciences, and public organizations from
Kazakhstan. the Ukraine, and Lithuania also participated in project development

U.S. participants included representatives from the Department of Energy, Department of
Defense, NASA, Environmental Protection Agency, the Bureau of Land Management (U.S.
Department of the Interior), Presidential Comminces on Space, the Environment, and SDL and
National Livermore and Los Alamos Laboratries.
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(Text] The coordinator of all the work and conferences on the part of
the former USSR and then Russia was the Ecological Environmental
Monitoring Station (ESKOS) of the "World Laboratory" Branch,
on the part of the United States - the Livermore National
Laboratory.

In 1992 the project received official support. of the president of
Russia B. N. Yeltsin (in a message to participants in the
International Conference on the GEM Project in Dubna), the government
of Russia (in a letter signed by the prime minister Ye. T. Gaydar),
governmental organizations in the Ukraine and Kazakhstan, the prime
minister of Lithuania, etc.

A committee of experts on this project was organized at a session of
the Intergovernmental Council of CIS Countries (Alma-Ata, 1992).

Present-Day Status of GEM Project. Prospects and Problems

A detailed analysis of the projects implemented by military-
industrial complex organizations, experimental development work and
facilities now in operation which can serve as a basis for work in
the ecology field, indicated that on the basis of military-industrial
complex work, with additional support, it.is possible to organize a
real GEM system meeting all international standards.

The organization of such a system will make it possible to
concentrate a considerable part of the conversion of defense-oriented
(space, aerial, surface, based above and below the water surface)
facilities and resources around a prestige highly intellectual
project oriented on improving the state of the environment and health
of the population in Russia.

In itself the projqct, generalizing the best achievements of our
country's scientists, specialists and industrialists, will be an
important practical contribution by Russia to strengthening of the
bonds among the CIS countries, brought together by a unified
ecological space.

Supplemented by the development oork and material capabilities of the
United States, the project will signify real cooperation between the
United States and Russia on the basis of conversion and the joint use
of the scientific-technical potential of these two countries.

1.
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For information call:
Professor Grigoriy Matveyevich Borenboym, telephone 137-23-82
Candidate of Technical Sciences Oleg Nikolayevich Pivovarov,
telephone 245-31-76

Information on the international conference "International Global
Ecological Monitoring Project,* which is to be held at Sochi at the
vacation facility "Green Grove" during the period 2-8 May 1993,
organized by the Ecological Station of the World Laboratory Branch in
Russia (ESKOS) and the KEI (Space, Energy, Information) Fund.

1. The GEM Project is the basis for bringing together and practical
implementation of Russian ecological programs, efficient use of the
environment, information collection and dissemination and integration
with international programs.

2. The purpose of the meeting is the exchange of opinions, working
out of uniform approaches to the project, preparation for and
adoption of a draft resolution. In the course of the meeting plans
call for examining the following matters:

-- scientific-methodological basis of Global Ecological Monitoring
and the principles for the possible use of conversion;

-- scientific-technical level of development work in the field of
global geophysical and ecological monitoring in the world and, in
particular, in Russia;

-- use of military conversion and dual use of defense systems in the
GEM Project;

-- development of communication systems for geoecological problems on
the basis of conversion development work;

-- possibilities of the GEM Project for predicting environmental
changes, working out optimum strategies for efficient use of the
environment and for ensuring global safety;

-- national part of the GEM Project in Russia;

-- regional and departmental ecological programs, their
interrelationship to the GEM Project;

-- concept of control of environmental use objects at federal and
regional levels and technological aspects of use of conversion
systems for control;

-- geoecological monitoring as a mechanism for making political-
economic decisions;

-- organizational structures of the GEM Project, sources of
financing, commercial aspects of the project as a whole and dual use
of defense systems.
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You are invited to participate in the work of the conference.
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Materials for Session of Expert-Consultative Council of Russian Union
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Introduction

The session of the Expert Consultative Council of the Russian Union
of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RUIE) is being devoted to the
scientific-technical, organizational and international aspects of
implementation of work on global geophysical r-nd ecological
monitoring (GEM), brought together under the GEM Project. The
concept of implementation of the GEM Project within the framework of
the International Nongovernmental GEM Program under the aegis of the
World Laboratory, oriented primarily on nongovernmental forms of
organization and implementation of the work, is being examined.

The problems involved in ecological monitoring and the formulation of
ecological policy at the present time are at the center of attention
of such organizations as the Commission on Problems in Preserving the
Environment of the European Economic Community, European Space
Agency, NASA, UN and UNESCO. Major international and national
programs have been developed and are being implemented both in the
field of ecology and in research on global changes in the environment
and climate (programs "Mission to the Planet Earth," "Global Change,"
FOS (Earth Observing System) Project, SPOT (France), LANDSAT (US),
METEOSAT and UARS (US-Canada) Projects) which provide for active use
of space methods and vehicles. The Russian side will participate in
many of these programs and projects. The principal direction is
related to assurance of global safety despite the intensifying impact
of the anthropogenic medium on environmental changes, as well as an
increase in the efficiency of economic activity with allowance for
environmental factors.

Governmental structures intended to ensure efficient use of the
environment and to solve ecological problems have been established in
Russia. A decision has been made to establish a Russian Unified
Governmental Ecological Monitoring System.(UGEMS) and two variants of
the UGEMS concept have been conceived. Such republic-oriented
programs as "Ecology of Russia," "Ecological Safety of Russia" and
"Ecology and Conversion" have been. developed and are being
implemented. Many major enterprises constituting part of the
military-industrial complex (Space Instrument Making NPO, Elas NPO,
Machine Building NPO, Kometa NPO, Lavochkin NPO, Central Special
Design Bureau, Energiya NPO) have presented proposals on the
organization of different global ecological monitoring space systems,.
ecological monitoring and efficient use of the environment, warnings
and informational support during extraordinary situations. Under the
direction of the Russian Space Agency and the Ministry of the
Environment attempts are being undertaken to bring these projects
together into a unified republic-aide system.

Equally checkered and diverse is work on the solution of
methodological problems, on the creation of an instrument base for
surface monitoring and in general on the implementation of regional
ecological programs.
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Despite the scales of the developed organizational, research and
practical work in the ecology field, the situation is causing great
concern.

First there is the great number of global projects directed to
solving similar problems (global ecological monitoring problems) or
proposing the organization of large space systems for solving local
problems (such as the detection of fires or earthquake precursors).
Due to the impossibility of implementing all the projects, the work
is limited only to the preproject stage; however, already finalized
projects are in fact being implemented.

Second, concern is caused by a situation when despite failure to
solve a number of fundamental problems long-term programs are being
drawn up to satisfy the decisions of the moment. For example, up. to
the present time there is no unanimity of opinion, backed up by
careful project development work and economic computations, with
respect to the relative roles of surface, aerial and space
monitoring. The adopted formula for the use of multilevel monitoring
gives evidence of an interim compromise among the different sides,
but not a solution of the problem. But this problem to a great extent
determines the structuring of the Governmental Monitoring System. For
this same reason until now no concept of a Unified Governmental
Monitoring System has been developed and the proposed projects do not
have a convincing specific content.

Third, concern is caused by the strict dependence of practical
ecological monitoring work on budgetary financing. Under the
conditions of economic crisis prevailing in Russia this makes it
impossible either to carry out a major long-term program or to ensure
the responsibility of enterprises for the final result and, in
addition, orients work on the development of ecological systems for
the most part by governmental organizations, thereby from the start
limiting the possibilities for switching this work to at least
partial self-financing.

Finally, £oncern ip caused by the lack of a many-sided program for
the long-term development of technologies with strong scientific
requirements which later on will ensure successful implementation of
ecological projects. All this will result in a standstill and gradual
destruction of scientific-technical and engineering potential and in
the long run to losses of Russia in the international system of the
division of labor in the high-technology field.

The desire to solve the mentioned problems has brought together
specialists in the field of systems engineering, space technology,
instrument making, physicists and ecologists representing different
organizations and receiving support from some commercial
organizations. The possibilities of creating technical systems and
apparatus in support of governmental programs and at the same time
being of interest for different branches of economic activity also
have been analyzed. The basis adopted for the work was
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nongovernmental forms for implementing the. work in which on a
noncompetitive basis it is proposed that better use be made of the
achievements of scientific organizations and industrial enterprises
in the high-technology field and with orientation on broad
international cooperation. The results of the analysis which was
made also constitute a subject for examination by the RUIE expert-
consultative council.

Why is preference given to nongovernmental forms of work
organization?

First, this makes it possible to impart a stable, long-term
character to the work.

Second, this strengthens the pragmatic direction of the work and
orients it on the broad user, and also increases responsibility for
the final result, providing a rigid system for selecting the most
effective solutions, forces it to be oriented on such a structuring
of the project which to a considerable degree will be capable of
ensuring its step-by-step self-financing and the ability to pay its
own way.

Third, under the conditions of political and economic crisis being
experienced by Russia this will create a stable basis for
international cooperation.

Fourth, this will make it possible to accelerate the introduction of
the scientific-technical attainments of the project at the
enterprises participating in support of the project.

Finally, fifth, this will make it possible to establish new
organizational structures free of many historically developing
shortcomings inherent in Russian scientifically demanding investment
programs.

We will discuss the sources of the proposals presented for
consideration.

The practical development of the many-sided concept of global
ecological monitoring was initiated within the framework of the
international project "Global Ecological Monitoring" (GEM). The
Russian block of this project is being developed by the ESKOS
Ecological Center, being a branch of the World Laboratory in Russia,
under the direction of Professor G. M. Barenboym. By the term
"global ecological monitoring" is meant the process of many-sided
observations of changes in the state of the living world of the
planet (biota) and the entire environment as a result of
anthropogenic and in part natural processes for the purpose of
ensuring normal vital functioning of the biota and global safety. The
GEM project was widely discussed at a series of international working
meetings (the last was held at Dubna, 8-12 August 1992) and received
support from Russian governmental organizations and a
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number of leading countries of the world. This project made it
possible to bring together the efforts of many organizations, laid
the basis for effective international cooperation, attracted the
attention of the public and created positive precedents for
interaction between ecologists and the administrations of regions.

In solving conversion problems and proceeding on the basis of a
general systemic approach, specialists of a number of industrial
enterprises, organizations and institutes (Salyut Design Bureau,
Atomic Energy Institute imeni Kurchatov, Institute of Practical
Problems in the Development of Society, KEI Fund, Institute of Space
Information Technologies, Russian Space Industry Scientific Research
Institute, Vympel MGAK, Polar Geophysical Institute, Siberian
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio Wave
Propagation, Novosibirsk State University, Institute of Computational
Mathematics and others), at approximately the same time there was
development of a systems engineering and organizational concept for
establishing a predictive information system for geophysical and
ecological support (IS GEO). In this development work it is proposed
that use be made of mathematical models of general circulation of the
atmosphere, models of the upper and middle atmosphere, models of
transport, transformation and accumulation of pollutants, on an on-
line basis receiving information from the multilevel monitoring part
of the system. The predictive information received as a result,
supplemented by monitoring information on the state of natural
resources, would make it possible to detect processes and factors
forming the ecological conditions, to analyze and predict their
dynamics, and on this basis solve a wide range of practical problems
both in the interests of the governmental services related to use of
the environment and warning of extraordinary conditions and also in
the interests of specific economic activity. It is proposed that the
organization and direction of such a project be accomplished by
nongovernmental organizations. This work received considerably less
attention, but the project was examined and received approval at a
number of working conferences, including at the international working
conference held in Murmansk during the period 11-13 March 1992.

The proposals presented for consideration by the expert consultative
council of the RUIE were formulated as a result of filling of the GEM
Project, developed by the Russian Branch of the World Laboratory,
with a specific systemic content by the proposed IS GEO project, the
possibilities on a noncompetitive basis of applying the attainments
of Russian enterprises in the high-technology field and the Academy
of Sciences and the possibilities of international cooperation. This
is the essence of the scientific-technical and organizational concept
of implementation of work based on new, nongovernmental forms for
carrying out the work and intended for the solution of many problems
characterized by effective forms for conducting such work. We will
present these proposals for consideration by a nongovernmental
organization and we intend, in the case of their support, to develop
and present a finalized project outline and work program for
consideration by all interested governmental and nongovernmental
organizations.
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Prediction of Technological and Social Processes

The presented GEM Project is formulated as a long-term, self-
developing program. In order to develop the technical and
organizational structure of such a program in its general features it
is necessary to take into account the principal trends in
technological and social processes which in the long run will be
important for its realization.

1. The sociopolitical processes transpiring in the leading countries
having the principal intellectual, technological, telecommunication
and industrial resources, based on formation of a "social democracy"
society, will be drawn upon. The principal features of such a
community will be:

-- broadening of the level of satisfaction of the needs of human
society with active defining of the reasonableness of these needs;

-- development of industrial production with maintenance of a balance
withthe environment;

-- assurance of global safety of both the entire community and each
entity;

-- broadening of the role and place of scientific prediction and
modeling with practical control at all levels of society, and as a
result, an increase in the role of international, extragovernmental
"intellectual elite clubs" with real control of political and
economic activity, which will stand out as a factor stabilizing
social processes. The influence of such a community on the remaining
countries will increase primarily by means of informational and
technological control levers.

2. In the technological field there will be an increase in the role
of- resource- and energy-conserving technologies, ensuring a minimum
pressure on the environment, and there also will be an undeviating
broadening of production ensuring implementation of global safety
technologies, scientific development and implementation of cosmogenic
projects.

An increase in the dependence of the efficiency of production on
environmental changes, which requires strengthening of adaptive
control technologies on the basis of prediction of such changes. In
the field of preservation of the environment and efficient use of the
environment the predominance of [so-called] advance tactics,
predicting and warning of ecologically dangerous events prior to
their onset, which will enhance the role of scientific, predictive
methods for systemic ecological analysis on the basis of global
predictive mathematical models.

3. In regions of strife there is a movement of the center of gravity
from the area of confrontation of states and groups of states into
the area of "global security" groupings, including:

6
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-- preservation of the stability of natural cycles by means of

optimum integration of technologies for use of the environment and

natural environmental processes;

-- restoration of elements of impaired interaction;

-- increasing the level of protection of the human community and the

results of economic activity against environmental changes and

against global natural catastrophes by means of development of the

technologies for their prediction and the abatement of negative
aftereffects;

-- development of defense technologies, including the appearance of

cosmogenic safety functions (such as the prevention of collisions
with asteroids).

The material resources of society, earlier allocated for military
needs, are being redirected to the development and application of

technologies for the assurance of global safety and preservation of

the environment as a component part of global safety. The material

basis by means of which these trends will be manifested and realized,

will be, first of all, global information collection and
dissemination, which will make extensive use of space technology.

Matters related to new energy sources and resource-conserving
technologies are becoming the second key factor. The problems

involved in geophysical and ecological monitoring (GEM) and

predictive informational support accordingly must be examined within

the framework of the information collection and dissemination
category.

The problems involved in the collection and dissemination of

information are acquiring not so much a purely technical as a

political importance because the efficiency in control of society

under modern conditions is all dependent to a great degree on the

volumes and routineness of the analysis of information and the

adoption of decisions and the quality of these decisions will be

determined by the degree of use of automated adaptation methods for

the processing of information and the adoption of decisions and by

the level of training of those specialists who will perform such

work and who will objectively become participants in the political

process. Moreover, we assume that there will be a continuation of the

process of choice of optimum decisions on the basis of quantitative

mathematical and simulative modeling methods, also including
socioeconomic processes, supplanting the expert evaluations and

"brainstorm" methods which at the present time are in most common use

both in an analysis of economic and social activity and in the

planning of ecology and the formulation of a scientific-technical

policy.

By the term "global information and dissemination" [Russian

"'informatizatsiya") we mean:
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-- telecommunications;
-- global monitoring of natural processes, the economy, finances and
the social sphere;
-- predictive mathematical codels of the environment and later
predictive simulation models of the economy and social processes, as
well. as models of global cosmogenic processes;
-- predictive mathematical codels of interaction between the
anthropogenic and natural environment and choice of optimum
strategies for development of the anthropogenic medium;
-- global computer systems with which these models operate, the input
information arriving from the monitoring part of the system;
-- technologies and levers for use of the collected information for
real control.

The new scientific information obtained as a result of environmental
monitoring, as well as "monitoring" of data on economic and social
processes collected by such neans, and the formalized models created
on this basis for seeking optimum administrative decisions, will
become a powerful stimulus for the development of science and new
technologies and will stand out as a factor in formation of new
systemic thought.

With allowance for what has been said the following distinguishing
characteristics of the presented proposals stand out as applicable to
ecological monitoring:

1. The technological form of global ecological monitoring must be an
information system interacting with all governmental, industrial and
social organizations, bringing together the multilevel monitoring
part of the system, the global telecommunication segment and the
surface network of information and subscriber centers. The nucleus of
the information segment will be global predictive geophysical and
ecological mathematical models and optimum adaptive control models,
but the form of structuring of the work will be the GEM Project, not
programmed planning;

2. Such informational support in the future will make possible
tactics of advance detection of change in ecological conditions, will
make it possible to carry out an analysis of scenarios of
sanification of ecological conditions and will provide possibilities
for many-sided adaptive control of all economic and social activity
with allowance for natural and anthropogenic changes in the
environment and will ensure solution of a variety of global safety
problems.

3. In constructing social control and global safety systems it is
necessary to examine such an information structure as their
component part, taking into account objective principles for
constructing information systems.
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Special Features of Geoecological Monitoring and Informational
Support in Russia

Here we will set forth the special features of Russian conditions
which first must be taken into account in choosing the organizatic
principles and in determining the place of Russia as a participant
international programs.

First. Ecological conditions in many regions of Russia even now ar
threatening. Taking into account the extent of Russian territories
this constitutes a danger on a universal scale. The emergence from
the economic crisis in Russia and the rise in industrial productic.
associated with it under conditions of a market economy may
precipitously intensify the ecological catastrophe. Accordingly, e-
now it is necessary to create objective means for optimum control t
monitoring of use of the environment which are integrated with
international systems.

Second. In a case if there is a renewal of the processes of
transformation of Russia into a supplier of raw material and
intellectual resources, an inexpensive work force and a place for t
disposal of the wastes of industrial production of other countries,
the expanse of Russian territories will require highly competent
measures for regulating the use of the environment for the purpose

,preserving ecological safety on a planetary scale. The implementati
of these measures will require highly competent bodies of personnel
which can be organized only with implementation by the Russian side
of our own ecological projects, being part of international
ecological programs.

Third. In Russia, especially in the scientific-technical and
engineering circles of the military-industrial complex, in
institutions of higher education and in the Academy of Sciences, a
high level of engineering skills and general systemic thought
processes has been attained which should not be swept aside for the
solution of international problems. It is likewise undesirable to
destroy those technological attainments, especially in the field of
unique machibe building, which have been accumulated in Russia. It i
necessary to consolidate the place of Russia in the international
division of labor in the high-technologies field. This, moreover,
will facilitate strengthening of international monitoring of the
spreading of high technologies, failure to control which may become
factor in the weakening of global safety.

Fourth. The great extent of the Russian territories and the
underdevelopment of telecommunication structures require different
technological approaches to ecological monitoring. In Japan, for
example, it is possible to use surface observation points ensuring
the organization of an observation network of 10 000 points. The samf
can be done in the European countries and in North America. But for
Russian conditions it is necessary to be oriented on combined
technologies and models of solution of ecological problems which will
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ensure spatial coverage by means of a combination of the surface
monitoring network with contact measurement methods, methods for
computing the transport of pollutants and space methods. This same
model is applicable for many other countries of the world (Brazil,
India, China) whose territories exert a substantial influence on
planetary processes of environmental change. With predominant.
orientation on the organization of a'surface network it must be taken
into account that there is a need for creating a complex
organizational structure for its servicing, and as a result, in
choosing an ecological monitoring concept for Russia there must be a
careful technical and economic analysis of all the aspects.

In addition, the already developing extremely serious ecological
situation in-individual regions of Russia can be used as a sort of
"test range" for the many-sided study and perfecting of applied
ecology methods.

And finally, the last. Ecological monitoring requires a well-
developed technical base. For its creation and introduction the best
prepared enterprises are those of the military-industrial complex,
since they are high-technology enterprises. The deformations of
social processes during recent decades also resulted in corresponding
deformation of the most important body of military-industrial complex
structures. During the last few years there has been an outflow of
young personnel from the enterprises of the military-industrial
complex who potentially are capable of satisfying these shortcomings.
However, precisely the enterprises of the military-industrial complex
have traditions of coming together when implementing major national
programs. The proposed nongovernmental "shell" of the GEM project
will make it possible to bring together the efforts of different
enterprises, precluding groundless antagonisms, among them those
arising from unjustifiable arrogance. The organizational "shell" of
the GEM project will give rise to conditions for the bringing
together of specific specialists through a system of scientific-
technical and expert councils ensuring adoption of the technically
most justified and effective decisions.

GEM Project

The technical form of the GEM project is a global information system,
which brings together:
-- multilevel environmental monitoring systems,
-- integrated telecommunication networks,
-- predictive models of environmental changes and search for optimum
control schemes for increasing production efficiency under
conditions of a changing state of the environment and which will
serve for ongoing monitoring of ecological conditions, .for developing
and monitoring the implementation of environmental restoration
projects, for monitoring the state of natural resources and their
use, for a closer study of changes in the environment and,
accordingly, for development of its models, for warning of and
predicting extraordinary situations (atmospheric catastrophes,
forest fires, mudflows, floods).
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Along humanitarian lines the GEM Project can be regarded as a

component part of international nongovernmental programs for the
development of new technologies, adapted to the specific conditions
prevailing in Russia, directed to improvement of the system of

interaction between anthropogenic and natural environments.

In addition, the high, primarily laser information, electronic and
precision optical technologies, and also resource-conserving
technologies for the production and transformation of energy, are
dual-purpose technologies and can be regarded as means for

maintaining global safety and also as new forms of force which can be
applied in local conflicts. Reference is to techniques for

reconnaissance and observation, communication and monitoring and new

generations of systems for inflicting ultrahigh-precision damage.

The GEM project includes the following principal blocks:
-- telecommunication;
-- scientific-methodological principles and global monitoring,
ecological safety and efficient use of the environment;
-- multilevel monitoring technologies;
-- informational technologies for predicting environmental changes
and adaptive control;
-- technologies for restoring the environment and global safety;
-- development of governmental services, improvement of legislation
for introducing ideas into the broad social consciousness.

Conceptual and Technological Aspects of GEM Project

Integrated Telecommunications System

It is proposed that an integrated communication system, combining
satellite communication, mainline and local surface networks, be used

in the collection, processing and dissemination of the information
product to the user. It is desirable that this work be coordinated
with the programmed collection and dissemination of information in

Russia.

The data communication and dissemination channels, those already
existing and those planned, in the final stage must be filled with
economic information, information ensuring control.of social
processes and predictive geoecological information, in addition to

financial-production and everyday information, that which at the

present time dominates in communication channels. The objective
process of growth in the network of information channels will create

the prerequisites for generating a mass user of geoecological
predictive information.

The system must be organized on the modular principle. The principal
components of such a system should be:
-- systems of mainline satellite communication using geostationary
satellites and high-orbit satellites for high-latitude regions.

Orientation will be on the use of national systems with the

coordination of new development work and data dissemination

11
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standards. The' use of the Gorizont, Most and Ekran systems is

proposed for the RussianFederation and the CIS. Surface~reception
stations must be integrated with the established wire and cable
telephone network;
-- optical communication systems, whose creation for the time being
is in the development stage, will.be used for mainline information
exchange between space vehicles;
-- in inaccessible regions nobile satellite communication will be
used for telecommunication support of users in areas with an
inadequate telecommunication cable structure. For the conditions

prevailing in the Russian Federation, with an inadequate development
of the telecommunication network, this may be regarded as the I

principal direction in broadening of the user network. It is proposed,
that the "Kondor" Project obile satellite service,.'which is in the

development stage, be used for the.Russian Federation and the CIS;
-- the principal component of the surface structure must bemast , *
telecommunication centers, which can be combined into honeycomb ,
structures, have an output to mobile satellite service facilities
with portable subscriber equipment and vhich will provide 100-200

users with voice communication, means for transmitting data, have a

capability for automated data collection from the network of

monitoring stations, ensure communication with moving subscribers
with a simultaneous determination of their coordinates and have an

output to local telephone networks. Active development work, is being
carried out in this direction in different variants:' by means of

licensing, coordination of this development work and market

competition there will be assurance of-the mass reproduction of the

technically and economically most successful variant;
-- for broadening of the communication network with'la'limited number

of mobile subscribers with ainimum weight and size parameters of

subscriber equipment it will be possible;to use low-orbit
communication systems which at the present time are being set up on a

commercial basis (Gonets, Iomos, Globsat and other projects.) The
efficiency of such systems in comparison "with mobile communication

via a geostationary satellite and mast subscriber centers. is

determined in the process of'their operation and competition.

Under the conditions prevailing in the Russian Federation, with a low

level of development of telecommunication resources, the combination

of a mast subscriber center and mobile iatellite communication should

become the principal method for meeting .the needs for
telecommunication resources. At the level of the GEM project,'with

interaction with governmental licensing agencies, there 'should be

coordination of activity on the large-scale production of subscriber

equipment. The information block of the GEM project will be developed

in close coordination with the "Information Collection 'and

Dissemination in Russia" program.

The development and production of subscriber equipment should, proceed.

along the following lines: free market conditions for development,

production and sale.. In the first stage there will be priority

12
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introduction of imported equipment in Russia, with the simultaneous
development of our own competitive production through the creation of
joint enterprises, privately held and stock-holding Russian
entrepreneurial enterprises. Organization of a coordinating council,
which through the regulation of governmental licensing activity will
reduce development work to a sing1 i standard and ensure support for
the most successful variants.

Scientific-Methodological Principles of Global Monitoring, Ecological
Safety and Efficient Use of Environment

The development work and research carried out in this direction are
combined in the programs "Ecology of Russia" and "Ecological Safety
of Russia." The structure of federal and territorial agencies
carrying out ecological activity was defined in the formulated
concepts of the UGEMS. It is necessary to supplement these programs
by provisions ensuring their integration with the GEM project
(appropriate proposals exist and may be presented) and to develop
measures ensuring the coordination of such research and other work
under the GEM project.

A number of model regional centers for ecological monitoring of the
environment are being organized for perfecting methods and technical
equipment for monitoring, calibration and identification of satellite
observations. One of these centers will be the center in the
Pereyaslavl-Zalesskiy region of Yaroslav Oblast, about whose
establishment a decree was issued by the Ministry of the Environment.
Regional centers are being established on the Kola Peninsula and in
Krasnodar Kray.

Technologies for Global Geoecology Monitoring, Prediction of
Environmental Changes and Adaptive Control

In order to understand the special character of the proposed GEM
Project and its distinguishing features it is necessary to dwell on
those physical premises which serve as its basis. Traditionally by
"ecological monitoring" is meant the carrying out of a
physicochemical analysis of the environment, generalization of these
data in the form of maps and summaries and the use of this
information for evaluating biological danger, state of biocoenoses,
ecological risk (incidence of disease) and organization of a database
and technical equipment facilitating the adoption of optimum
decisions using mathematical models, ecological risk and ecological-
economic scenarios, databases and other information technologies.

Virtually independently of ecological monitoring hydrometeorological
monitoring is carried out and information systems are organized for
weather prediction.

Also independently solved are problems involved in use of
environmental monitoring methods for warning of extraordinary
situations (detection of forest fires, warning of floods, mudflows),
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for monitoring radiation conditions, for predicting conditions for
radio wave propagation, etc. Means are being created, including space
techniques, for carrying 'out scientific research on: the ozone layer,
climatic gases, solar activity, for studying the carbon and
hydrological cycles, for studying typhoon generation processes, etc.
All these problems are brought together by the common physics of the
processes in the environment and the use, to one degree or another,
of similar measuring methods and apparatus, as well as the active
involvement of telecommunication resources.

In the GEM Project it is proposed that an examination be made of a
unified global information system for monitoring and predicting the
state of the environment, taking'in weather-forming and climate-
forming processes in the atmosphere, radiation conditions, transport,
transformation and accumulation of pollutants and their influence on
the state of natural resources and biota., In this. case. not only the
aspects of environmental pollution, but also the equally important
aspects of the influence of weather changes on the efficiency of
activity of transport, power production, mining branches, recreation
industry, safety, etc. are acquiring practical importance, as are
aspects associated with the development of "dynamic" scenarios of
environmental change with one or another local or global processes
associated with environmental change -and impact on the environment.

The predictive informational nucleus of the system is mathematical
models of the 'environment and especially models of general
circulation of the atmosphere and ocean currents. The resources of

space and surface monitoring systems supply information on the
current state of the environment to the input of the models on an on-
line basis.

In such a formulation ecological problems are regarded as a problem
in transport and accumulation of pollutants from the entire ensemble
of localized sources, which is solved both by the instrumentation of
the direct measurement (contact and remote) networks and:by
computations using models and data on generalcirculation of the

atmosphere, models of transport and accumulation of pollutants in

ground water, in water bisins, in'soils and in the vegetation cover.

The computed data are calibrated using data from the network of

surface nd aerospace observations, but'in this case the density of
the surface network may be considerably reduced. Data on pollution

sources can be certified, or measured by surface remote observation

instruments. In such a scheme, by computation methods breaking down
the contribution of individual sources of pollution for each region,
it is possible. to determine the most significant sources of
unfavorable impact on the environment and accordingly.work out

optimum tactics for preserving and exploiting-the environment.'The
ecological monitoring problem for the specific conditions prevailing
in Russia is viewed somewhat differently in this formulation. The

impossibility of establishing a dense network of surface observation

points is compensated for by the possibilities of collecting data on

the transport and accumulation of pollutants, which are obtained
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predominantly using data on general circulation of the atmosphere.
These computed data make possible a more precise determination of

zones of more detailed surface monitoring. In addition, the opinion

has been expressed that space monitoring methods make possible direct

effective detection of about 10% of the most important "pollutants."

Accordingly, the conclusion is drawn that space monitoring in general

is ineffective. However, in the proposed formulation in the

computation monitoring method for solution of the problem it is

precisely space remote sensing which will make it possible to

organize the necessary network of initial data for mathematical

models of global transport. In this case lidar sounding methods,

which for the time being are regarded as secondary, acquire great

importance. The hydrometeorological prediction.obtained as a result

of operation of the predictive information system, in combination

with adaptive control models in different fields of economic

activity (transportation, power production, agricultural production,

etc.), whose efficiency to a considerable degree is dependent on

weather-climate changes, will make it possible to work out optimum

control at the level of an automated information system. A

combination of the predictive simulation procedure with the widely

used means and methods for evaluating natural resources and different

types of pollutants will make it possible to organize objective

surveys of natural resources and to improve technologies for the

production of food products', raw material, forest products, etc.

Predictive models of general circulation of the atmosphere also can

be used for predicting the occurrence of atmospheric catastrophes.

Monitoring techniques can be used in monitoring natural resources and

also for detecting and many-sided warning of such dangerous phenomena

as forest fires, mudflows, floods, etc.

The use of predictive modeling in the development of projects for the

preservation and especially the restoration of the environment will

make it possible, first of all, to determine the priorities in

implementing specific projects for purification of the.effluent of

different kinds of aproduction, proceeding on the basis of the degree

of their many-sided impact on the environment, which will make it

possible to select an optimum strategy for the financing of this

work, and second, will make it possible to carry out an objective

ecological expert evaluation of new projects associated with

substantial pressure on the environment.

The technical and information systems brought together by the project

for the first time will create a unique tool for global scientific

investigations of the environment and the results of such research

will constantly improve the system. Thereby the project will create a

technological "shell" bringing together the processes of learning and

practice.

The proposed approach will give rise to a system of criteria which

will make it possible to analyze different costly projects for
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organizing definitive monitoring systems, regarding them from the
point of view of correspondence to the requirements, proceeding on
the basis of the informational, modeling nucleus of the, system and
the formed information.product.

Still another distinguishing feature of the GEM project is a.
combination of multilevel monitoring with the integrated
telecommunication system. Such a-,combination, is responsible for the
special features of the economic model.of the project. In the .initial
stages some of the profit from the operation of the .telecomihunicatori
structures may be used-in financing the remaining, components of the
project. Later the financial expenditures on implementationof the,
project may be recoveredeby economic efficiency from the,
dissemination of the information product formed by the system.

Technologies for Restoring the Environment and Global .Safety

By this is meant the organization and implementation of programs
directed to the development of, methods, the creation of technical
systems and the.forming.of special organizational forms for the
efficient use of the environment. Reference issto the construction of
special machines. and creation of technologies for restoring the
environment, technologies for the processing of wastes, technologies
and systems for restoring land resources, industrial technologies df
the closed cycle- type and technologies for the purification of
wastes. Wdrk on the -search for and introduction of. new energy-
conserving technologies, search for new.princi*ples. for the creation
of. ecologically safe and highly efficient energy sources, 'as well as
the development of such promising power sources as- atomic energy, but
under the condition of -ensuring the safety of nuclear. power plants,
must occupy a special place. A detailed discussion of'these miatters
will be the subject of an independent report.

Much has already been, done and is being done in this direction.
However, as for the global ecological monitoring technologies
considered above, the proposed.concept of the GEM ,project forms a
basis for the ordering and.strengthening of the purposeful direction,,
of this work.

Within the framework of the project plans call not only for the
development of new technologies and coordination of the activity of
organizations and services applying these technologies, but also the :
formation of an organizational system ensuring their effective
introduction and implementation of :adainistrative decisions made as a,
result of functioning of the information block of the GEM project.

In the field of development of governmental services, improvement in
legislation and introduction of ideas into the. broad public awareness,
practical work will be carried out at the level of organizational
structures of the GEM, which will be discussed below.

In the initial stage of the GEM project the "test ran'ge for the,
perfecting of technologies for the efficient use of the environment
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should be model centers for the monitoring of the environment, the

first of which will be established at Pereyaslavl-Zalesskiy.

Concept of Organizational Model of GEM Project

General Principles

The organizational model of the GEM project must provide conditions
for its financing and self-development, must create conditions for

the most effective. solution of technical problems and conditions for
effective interaction with governmental organizations.

The impact of the GEM project on Russian ecological policy will pass

through participation in the formation of government programs and by
means of practical participation in their implementation, providing
an information product and the technical systems of the GEM project,
as well as by making use of the intellectual potential embodied in

the GEM project, and work on the training of special bodies of
personnel.

A nongovernmental, noncommercial GEM fund is proposed as the
principal structure of the GEM Project.

The organizational structure of the GEM project must be established

on the basis of the following principles:

-- organization of independent expert councils for examining the
finalized project proposals and setting priorities;

-- governmental organizations by means of tax concessions and

centralized financing should ensure realization of these priorities;

-- organization of independent commercial organizations for systemic

research, carrying out research and development work, relying on

specific individuals and groups (development of author's projects);

-- separation of governmental and commercial production organizations

from the project developers and coordinators;

-- organization of specialized implementation organizations;

-- orientation on military structures in the operation of

"collective" elements of the system (space complexes, computer

centers, communication lines, individual components of the surface

monitoring system);

-- organization of permanently operating schools, seminars, etc. for

examining the different problems which arise in the project.

Organizational Structures of GEM Project

It is proposed that the structures enumerated below be activated in

the organizational stage of the GEM project.

17
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Russian participation in the GEM project will occur under the aegis
of the World Laboratory.

The GEM Fund is being established for implementing the-project; it is
proposed that the founders be:

RUIE, Atomic Energy Institute imeni Kurchatov, Ecological
Environmental Monitoring Station (ESKOS).of the World Laboratory
Branch in Russia; Institute of Practical Problems in the Development.
of Society, KEl -Fund, "EKOKORDON," Kola Ecological Association, Kuban
GET, Salyut-KEI-Holding stockholding company, KEI BANK, KUBAN BANK,.
Kondor stockholding company, Cosmonaut Training Center, Programmed
Research Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, other interested
enterprises and organizations.*

It is planned that the structure'of the GEM Fund include an
Obseivation Council, Board of-Directors, Management Office and
Scientific-Technical 'Council.

The work of the GEM Fund will be accomplished in interaction with the
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, agencies in the
office of the president; organizations of the Supreme Soviet and
government of the Russian Federation. The tasks of the consortium
will include the financial and resource support of the project,
direction of the overall scientific and practical activity of the
project and support of coordination of international and Russian
governmental programs-and work under the GEM Project.

A system of scientific-technical and coordinating councils and
committees also is being organized: International Scientific-
Technical Council for-the GEM Project, coordinating committee for the
project, responsible for interaction between the GEM project and the
World Laboratory.',

It is proposed that subcomittees in the following fields be
organized within the framework of the coordinating council:

-- systemic-strategic research on global safety and efficient use of
the environment, problems in global modeling and adaptive control;

-- problems in efficient use of the environment, restoration of the
environment; : -

-- problems in practical ecological analysis;

-- telecommunication technologies, global monitoring techziologies;

- humanitarian'problems, juridical support, means of mass
communication and education;

- conversion and developeant of high technologies;
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-- international cooperation.

A coordinating committee on the problems involved in nuclear and
alternative forms of power production is being established.

Working groups and expert councils are being established in the
coordinating councils and subcommittees. Among the expert councils
plans call for establishing the following:

-- expert council on space information technologies and satellite
communication;

-- expert council on surface monitoring methods and instruments and
apparatus employed;

-- expert council on systemic planning problems;

Implementation-coordination functions for the project as a whole are
divided in the following directions:

-- scientific-methodological principles, aerospace and surface
monitoring, global aspects, interaction with the structures of the
Ministry of Science, Ministry of Ecology, State Committee for ChS
[expansion unknown], Russian Space Agency and subdivisions of the
World Ecological Laboratory;

-- surface medium and regional aspects and programs;

-- systemic planning, telecommunication system, surface monitoring
facilities, surface subscriber information complexes, regional
centers, coordination of work on new technologies, coordination with
organizations of the Ministry of Defense and Federal Safety Agency;

-- computation complexes and systems;

-- means of mass information, organization of seminars, conferences,
schools and issuanoe of publications;

Permanently operative seminars and conferences are being organized
within the framework of the consortium. Journals are being founded.

Regional Structure of GEM Project

The GEM project is open for proposals on the organizing of regional
centers and structures. The regional structures of the GEM project
must operate in interaction with UGEMS organizations. With allowance
for the established contacts and developments within the framework of
the GEM project even in the initial stage the following regional
structures are being planned:

Under the direction of the ESKOS a model regional center for
environmental monitoring is being established in the Pereyaslavl
-Zalesskiy region of Yaroslav Oblast. The model regional center

19
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center will serve for perfecting methods and the instrumental-
apparatus base for physicochemical analysis and remote sensing, for
working out methods for the identification of satellite observation
data and determining the state of the environment (pollution of water
bodies, forest diseases), including using simulation of standardized
pollutants in local sectors, in working out information systems, data
collection systems, for establishing a center for ecological teaching
and training of personnel for making ecological expert evaluations,
for working out methods for joint satellite, aerial and surface
monitoring. The Pereyaslavl-Zalesskiy region, in addition, has
capabilities for perfecting methods for background ecological
monitoring and working out ecological reference standards. Here, in
addition, there are broad possibilities for working out geographical
information technologies for the processing of regional monitoring
data obtained from mobile laboratories.

Work is being carried out for establishing model regional centers:

Northwestern region (Kola Peninsula) on the basis of the Kola
Ecological Association.

Southern region (Krasnodar Kray) on the basis of the Caucasus
Regional Ecological-Information Center (director V. V.Abrashkevich)
and the Kuban GET firm.

Siberian region (Krasnoyarsk Kray) on the basis of the Krasnoyarsk
State University Scientific-Technical Center and the Kristall
Scientific Production Center.

Ural region, oriented on the perfecting of radiation safety methods
and methods for monitoring nuclear power plants.

In addition, the Russian part of the project is open for
participation to all states of the former USSR, which will make it
possible to solve problems which are in common for all, which would
be beyond the capabilities of individual states, and also will make
possible the restoration and improvement of communications in the
high-technology field. Thus, already in this stage it would be
feasible to bring in the Republic of Kazakhstan, where work on the
collection and dissemination of information is being developed
actively. [Large part of sentence illegible] and high nonuniformity
of stress of ecological conditions and presence of ecologically pure
zones are making it possible to carry out broad experiments for study
of the factors involved in the transport of pollutants, including
carrying out model experiments in poorly exploited territories, whose
danger will be incommensurably less than when nuclear tests, tests of
chemical weapons and hydromeliorative "experiments" were carried out,
where enormous zones were formerly alienated for the needs of the
military-industrial complex. But these specifics of Russian
territories are creating unique possibilities for the practical study
of ecological problems which neither the European, nor North
American, nor most Asiatic well-developed countries have.
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Technological Support for GEM Project

In the practical realization of the GEM project it is proposed that
key Russian high-technology enterprises, institutes of the Academy of
Sciences and branch institutes will be involved and different small
production organizations will be established and drawn into work on
implementation of the project. It is planned that the use of high-
technology enterprises will be within the framework of conversion
with allowance for their developing field of specialization.

It is proposed that the following directions be defined within the
framework of the project:

-- control of the space monitoring and communication part of the
project, the global data transmission system (Vympel MGAK, Kometa
NPO),

(Sentence completely illegible.]

-- space and surface ecological instruments (Elas NPO, RNII KP),
multifunctional spectroscopic surface monitoring techniques
(Spectroscopy Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences), surface
techniques for calibration measurements of atmospheric parameters
(Atmospheric Optics Institute, Atmospheric Physics Institute, Russian
Academy of Sciences);

-- space platforms of light and intermediate classes (Lavochkin NPO,
Central Special Design Bureau);

-- multifunctional space platforms with power plants (Mash NPO --
radar equipment, Salyut Design Bureau -- lidar equipment);

-- apparatus for lidar sounding of the atmosphere (General Physics
Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Atmospheric Optics Institute,
Tayfun NPO);

-- apparatus for remote sensing in the radio range and geophysical
apparatus (Electronics Institute, Special Design Bureau of the Moscow
Power Institute, Applied Geophysics Institute);

-- mobile satellite communication system (Salyut Design Bureau);

-- launching facilities (Salyut Design Bureau, Energiya NPO);

-- systems for the processing of satellite information (Planeta NPO).

[Sentence completely illegible.]

For the development, initiation and implementation of the GEM
Project it is proposed that extensive use be made of defense systems,
as dual-purpose systems, and also the involvement of organizations of
the Ministry of Defense in participation in the project,
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in particular in the organization of the launching of space vehicles,
in organizing aerial monitoring and in the operation of the technical
equipment for control of the multicomponent monitoring and
telecommunication parts of the project. This will mean the defining
of a new function of the armed forces for ensuring global safety.

A detailed determination of the organizations participating in the
project and their field of specialization will be determined in the
course of development of the systemic work project and program.

Economic Model of GEM Project

The scheme for financing of the GEM project assumes primarily
extrabudgetary forms, realized through the GEM Fund, with involvement
of the resources of commercial and investment organizations and
regions and use of the profit from the step-by-step setting up of the
project. The sources of profit in the GEM project will be
communication systems, furnishing of subscribers with
telecommunication resources and the information product, as well as
implementation of local information collection and dissemination
projects within the framework of the GEM project. An important source
for support of. the project will be its balanced. participation in
international programs. With respect to budgetary sources, the GEM
project, having advantages over alternative projects, will make
possible the more purposeful use of the allocated sums, which in
combination with other sources of financing will provide advantages
when carrying out governmental programs such as "Ecology of Russia,"
"Ecological Safety of Russia," "Information Collection and
Dissemination in Russia" and Russian Space Agency programs. In
addition, with allowance for international cooperation the GEM
Project will ensure the development of high technologies having
importance for defense.

The stage of development of the systemic work project .and program, as
well as the implementation of individual regional programs, are
planned without drawing upon budgetary sources. Later on the GEM
Project will use budgetary financing only in the event that the
technical solutions and possibilities proposed by it exceed the
similar projects developed within the framework of governmental
programs.

It is proposed that use will be made of resources from enterprises
and organizations carrying out vigorous activity in use of the
environment, for example, as in the case of the ecological activity
of the European Economic Community. The working out of this scheme
could begin with the project for exploiting the gas deposits of the
Arctic, drawing the Rosshelf consortium into participation in the GEM
Project.

Thus, the scheme for supporting the GEM Project is intended for
transition to self-financing as the rate of its implementation
accelerates.
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Priority Measures

The support of the proposed project by the international community,
Russian industrialists and entrepreneurs, and also by commercial
financial organizations will provide conditions for its
implementation with a definite autonomy from the policy of
governmental organizations.

Upon receiving support for the proposed project, first of all plans
call for carrying out work in the immediate future on the final
structuring of organizational forms, on providing conditions for
participation of all enterprises and organizations interested in the
project.

For the detailed structuring of the project, more precise
determination of its general humanitarian content and technical
content and more precise clarification of the distribution of
participation among producing enterprises it is necessary to develop
the systemic project with respect to Russian proposals and to
coordinate them with international projects. As the sources of the
systemic project it is proposed that use be made of materials from
the EOS project, the IS GEO project and the "Global Russian
Monitoring Systems" projects.

The completion of the first stage in the work will be the holding of
an international conference on the Russian part of the GEM Project in
April-May 1993 at which the principal problems defining the
practical content of work, its rates and financing methods must be
solved and put into finalized form.

Summary

In summarizing what has been said, we once again will mention the
attractive features of the presented proposals:

-- for the first time a many-sided purposeful project has been
proposed which is oriented on extrabudgetary forms of financing,
[words illegible), bringing together the attainments and capabilities
of very large Russian industrial high-technology enterprises, Academy
of Sciences, colleges, [word illegible] organizations and
enterprises, which is integrated into international programs and will
facilitate the more efficient implementation of governmental
programs in Russia;

-- this project is bringing together the best conceptual attainments
in the field of model representation of global processes, interaction
between anthropogenic and natural environments oriented on advance
response to the onset of ecologically dangerous events, adaptive
control of economic activity with allowance for natural environmental
changes;

-- the conceptual structuring of this project provides for a many-
sided purposeful orientation of ecological activity, involvement of
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the mass user in a truly advantageous use of its results, and it will
make it possible to organize forms of industrial activity and mass
ecological awareness corresponding to the general world level;

-- this project offers .a orthy undertaking for the participation of
all key high-technology enterprises in Russia; the organizational
shell of this project, proposed in the form of a consortium, will
make it possible to override unnecessary competition of enterprises
and the struggle of departmental ambitions due to the participation
of highly professional representatives in a system of coordinating
committees and expert councils, ensuring the adoption of the most
objective and validated solutions. The project affords new
possibilities for the purposeful participation of both Russian
enterprises and specialists in the international scheme for division
of labor in the field of highly scientifically demanding technologies
and will make it possible to preserve and multiply the scientific-
technical and engineering potential of Russia.
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3POTOK 0 3 0 BAM PEH H 3 X

ropoA MDCKLBA ceHTRspb 1993 r.

El0 KOMETA C PoccARCKon cropoHs H RTA CORPORATION c AMepH-

KasicKoIt CTOPCH, HMeHyeMbe B AazbHegeM "CTOPOHW" otcyzuA!

npeAMeT Bo3MOMFOA cOBMecroH aeATelbHoCTX no npoeKry GEES "rzic-

OaZbhase HccAeAcBaHns oipyzammeg cpeAi H oaormi" x cuana am.H0

3a9BAs 0 cBoeC d YqaCTHIM B peamsiH npoeKTa H SaKEum or' HacTC-

AUxI2 npOTOKo o HamepeHnax B neax:lx:

- =aewKTHBHoro apumeaems paspaWOTOK OdOpHHX orpaczen npc-

MUhmeasoCTH B HTepecax yxAymeaHs aKojorHH oKn7mammeft !pezi x

noBBifmeHHus GesonocTHoCTH O6ewx CTOPOH;

- yKperseH;us AOBepHR X BaamonoI?.aHna mey Pocce2 a CM;

- ycKopeHHorC BHeApeHs A npaMeHeHMA crzpemei=V opeacTB

pAcTaHlM4oHHoro soampoBaHns nosepxHaCTH oKeaxa, cyz x aH Mceepbi

B caCTeMax ABotycro upwHeeHt.

CTPOH aOCTrH 1ioroBopeHHocTH 0 HRMa~eceYM:U1&
1. CropoRn ccraCHHxcb c HOeO6XOHMOCTbM paZpaCOTKH CHOCTEMEO-

PO IPOEKTA GEES Ha nePBOM wane.

2. -Tan paspadoTKH CCTEMEPI'O DPOEKTA BnoziaeTcs PccoCuton

cTOpCH2 c Koonepa1reA H BYJgaeT upoBeneHie 'acrHnx .er-

HO-MOPCKMX HCfNbTaHM9 Ha o00 OHaX HCIIOZHHTeXAAH BC3O800 taKaS-

LtIEL. Han-ipaBeHHux Ha yrogueHse pa~ee oxyr'eHHx aKCnepvmeHeaz-

HbIX aHHHX. -

3. B CCTEMHOM DP0ERTE Aoan 6rTb UpoaHaJMS1pOBaHE SKCnepH-

MeHTasAbHe aMUie H paBpatOTaHa apxTaeKTypa nOica CZCTeMH,

BsmIas KocmwecKHe z aBxRoHi nBT opmu, HtopMaiHmme ripH-

0p1 AM uncTaHLnOHHoro soHAMpoaHns, nporpammHoe o~ecneveHxe z

Apyrme qacTH CHCMen
4. ,Tan PaapasOTKX CMCTEMOPO DDEMTA it npeAnapHreaHuX ze-

MoHCTpani.aHHbuX HcniTraHA OapnEaeTCs 700 000 o.ZZapon CMA H DH-

HaHCHpyeTCs epes RTA CORPORATION sa CeT aCcurHoBanHx2 6mera

CMA.
5. AmepHKaHcKas croposa npasMaeT Bce aeo6xoIHHie Mepsb K

cKope~fmemy sammoleHn KOHTpaKTa mexAy RTA CORPORATION H IIMO K-



META Tia pasPE6TKY CX{CTEYME0 1POI~ERTA P oOZa&abCTBM Hia o6myo
cymmy 700 000 ;IozzapoB CilA C HBaqJIom onznaTbi rio -tieraM 3a EbouIO-

HeHxzS 3TaflOB cpaay nocjne flo~tIcaEz iKoH-paiKTa. Ila Kamzom 3arne

P86OTbl AOliWH 6bim flpeACTaBj1eH OTqeT rHO 4cpme, onpezeagemoa
KOHTPaKTOh.

6. OPoK npeZCTaBjfleHHH H pa3pa6OTKO4 CCTE1Mi0F MIOERTA

POCCZ2CF.02 CTOPOHOR I roz c Hata~a bHBcmpcBaiim.

7. CTOPOHbl O~metiaw Heo6xoAHimoCTb Heme~zeHxoro cosjaHZm op-

raui3iOHHOIR CTPYlvrYPE4, ycopz~eRi~ por~eco o6meHa oilepaT4BHClf

H11pmaijxeR m paspa(5oTaHHog flpo~Wi~Mef B pawmx nipceFTa GEES.

flopAZOK nepegaxix ZOKYh~eHTaLHm, rPOBe~IeHMi BBBmmopaCt1eTOB,

Pe-4M AClCJIb3oBaHM1 XHO~pmaw, aepeaBaemog1 CT'OPCHaM! jPTpy zpy-.

r'y zx zpyrxme aCn-eKori COTpywgMeCTBa CTopoii. HerBpe. B

HaCToAizem llPOToKoaie, oripegeznrcz reHepanbHhA MemopaHlymCm rio

nipoeKy 6=7E, K saKzot4eHHE IKOToporo CTOPOHbl "''r CTpemHTbc.

OT lTO= KOMETA OT RTA CORPORATION
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C' CT~c5E BCI!PrXA

COB&AeCTHR poc^HCKcO-amepxmHCKW rIpce.;ZL rzyacaHue Mwce-

goa-im o~pymwce2 cpe~s i 3aorHK!" ('EE) r~eT lmrxpaseH H-1

Cc:BaE-e apOlOMIt~eCM2 CA!CTeM I.ZCraE.ZC.Oro sCHzBfC5&F~m z~C-

Be CXHOCTHl o~ceaia, CYiMH A aT-Mcc~epb 3 KHTeDeCaX : AzcmeCK:wi v~C-

HBITOPHH:ra, m4cciezoBawmA iip,,poin~rc pecypoL, Eca4z!, ao.;j-eie e

,gaiib Z~l tTH&AeHT3ajww xccCzegonaB2, ?KCWnIe!KC~cro PaSBL1TI

czc-em o~opoHHoro ,iHaxi~ewa flAB riofepm!x r~cO~zeruzm crpaTerwmec-

KOPrC OaB:OBeCX1B. OteCaeqeHXA CeSC QTH0tCTX 'TI A PC C 7 BCB-

MCE~Hala~eHML 00 CTOPOH4l TpDe~LMc CTPaH.

3 : CH~uee BoeWa 06eW&i crnpaaw~ iiaoneg ~ u

B papdTm 3#tEeKTKBabi ii(DpM!CHHBC( X2!Ce U! flp;6C.PO .

flHCTSI{IfiAOHHoro Hab.meuz 3e.wD1, ocoteHHC B XH~e:PCaX ctopoiHH,

KOTOpue moryT c yc.-exom HZHWHAmCa lJt Xi Xccle,:C~a-

Hm a.BcmBaziA OKPy~mW OCfl1 Ha BCZHC2 flC~e-,XEz-CrI, CYMI X B ST-

Roome TOM' coaflaH y7Hx~azHbTie mc?.teciome aaaTdrpbu x a3a-

ItMc'E'Tie ZeT3Ion=e zabcpaTopm! Ha FZTCPEC peEJfaC!A!rH

ULMCHHoro M4CCil OB8I1M~ oKpyxamg.0 cpezbL. Pocxoyma z awezx1l'.c-

KTm 74eRbom pazpa6OTaHMi Uwaxecr~e a micpa1~oxae mCozeirn

pasaiijx ofteKTOB Ha6=IfeHmB I KOH~rOAA KC170,O1:e flO8BC.MVT" OlTZ4-

.ma~z.HblA oepaaom npoeKTxpoBaTb a;pcmqe.z_ gatur xl imatc

MbL. FlBTOMY, c izbam o6'~e~HeHxz Hati~o-TexBW4ecrifx fl0TeHLTTAP-.OB

Pocc-zi m OCA B o6AaCTH AHCTBSI~!HEoro MOHXTopmfra, pOc~cXl~,ciMA K

amepHKBHCKHI4 yqeH6aiH npeAaraeTCR OCYUCTBZ'-b COBmeCTH;M npoeF'r
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GEES, B paw~ax KOTOporo OM oabw 6& peme~hl BORPOCH, C3B3aHHse C

pa3WaOTW1l KOHIIIIHH COSA)aHMH CKCTem AHCTan.HoHHoro 3OiHPOBa-

HHH npOse~eHMeu TeopeTwleCKKXx H Kdniep~meHrabHbix xccJieZOBaHXR

allomaiA OKY~= cpe~u, co3azHHme OaHKOB ammepivehHoA z4 M0

IejbhHoR HH(opmwzm M6 4HdcpmaTmBHHx riapa-%e~pax oKDym=!XCI cpeal,

CoagaH~eM arlflapaTYpDHI CPeflCTB Ha~JIozeHHH~, C;4CTeM% o6paoTM x

xra~seHM2 Ojmhm4 IITOKOB HitopmB=, ocyzeCTBeHiM 4eMCHC~pa:i140H-

HBU HpoeKTOB C AeACrBYVOIMMM CXCTemamz, pacrnpocmpaHegHeM flTony'eH-

HOR WH(topmaLum
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IIEZ4 X 3AUD MTPOLTA

leam £IpoeKTa GEMS zBmleTcH IIPO~e Teye HEY!-x-ccjieoBaTeab-

CKAX X4 011h"TE0-1CHCTPYKTOPCfMX pa6OT n1 Oa;o oz HA. COflePfflHCT3OBa-

HIV41 a.P OKO.04Mec1=14 cZcTCM ZHCTa.:-AoHIrc ac14l1zpc-ma4IL' OCewm. Z-L

PeMC-ne Sa~aT4 3K0AI~lrTCcro mo~~Tcon-ra, !c~5Ea:1~~

e~m C'ZPiaerM'I6CFM B00PY.e12 UfLZ~ Paspa(0TE- .,YT pexei !cezy1--

mTe OCHC)BH14e sazaxai:

i.. Pazpat-OTaHa KCHteiLT5r aZ3PCKCC.T'4eoC.:C: 1rM 2z 0oua.'Y-

2. Coaza~a on aazm14a apxxTezcT7ypa o14cqew, 3 2 Kcc-

MNt~ecK-;e aBa:JioHiie Xi AIPYrie flIIaTtC?&, C aX-H-lC~W Z&Ta-.t

Ka?41, o~ci~mm Ha~Amo.eae sa pa M Mb1 6enasm 3 CnTV-

tieol-tO.m xi PaI~araOa cnelPa 3aeK-Tpomar--11r14oiro xq.V-.ex~ c

Ma'KC141Aa1J~MH 140HTpaCTaA, Bb[CzOKniP0RSBCZ!T.-e-n.Eie BbrqCA1,,e.7tb14'-:

KC-.eK~lOP.CK m~p~~ic~1cphp1L4 nopaMH- OPTW-0?c C

nle rIe-HM.

3.fTpCoezc-H a~au-a cyYMoCT3y,,ome*. m4oz~wr4i c.,:2 v,,, cP wi L1&! n C

pasnm'uhbl o(5,eKTam4 FaOiemva. pacniojio;%e:i:na B cmalie Ha cy1fl x4

aTmoctDepe Hi nPOBege~u amiepmemi 3avia a 31-aTp14g ol'eaHa.

HaZ Pa23J14W Yt1CTKaMt CYI H B aTMA0C1De~l Z.1 YTOt0{eH14 ST01~

14HOOPaM81M

4. OCY~eCTBJfleHa paapadOTKa CXOTem X 14X GT;e~bHhI COCTBHhLC

'qaCTeiR.

5. llPOae~eHbu AeM0BCTpaWufoHHbie HaTYPH~1e ;!1Tar~ai 1cC A '~lc3s-



IIPBDOtqPE~ IIE UM HAM3OIEL DPOEKTA GEES.

3 pawwax ripoeia GEES Oy~iyT r npc~ezemiEfe~ 4Ha'EA Z0-

zezoBaHm XaPa&vrepHCTHK IIJCMM . nioBepx~oTi,-^-7 ii aTo~eb

ilez.n geMOHCTPaUH2 BOSMOXHOCTeg aspoKocmImec.LIx oCXTeM UO OIIPe4--

zeE~luo iaPa~e'rPOB allOmazig B oKpyxumf cpe~e Bb!B8aHHM flPPOH.M

i-aTB' a3f~KTBHOCTb flOCTPOeHxR aspo~ocofuec~ix oC!cTeMA g.a Pe~e-

H~,ocoto E&Kpsz saati B o~mzant oKealiojorw, i'npoxormi. Me'rec-

pojiorm~, Kmmaoicm6(esonacT C'rpaH - ytI3cTHYYCB nnceF~a.

* 3aaa 1. 1. l!cciiA~ae EaaoAeAtCTBM oi-eai~a xi aTmoc(Depbi B

aOE3x ai~m~oro s~eproo6wF&A

ejb: Hom'poeme OmffMqe-X mozeJzeR Tenzo- z

Bllaroo65Mesa MM O~eaFOM ii a-Tmoctepol.

3aAatia 1. 2. WMCCAOnaE[We npoCTPaNcTBeH~oR CTPYKTPbl M~OPCKorO
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BOAu~eEME, nB~ePeHMe nWoZ=M Z Temnie,-aTrpbi rio-

BepxHoc-?zL

flejm: Oupe~eajeHme rpaH=n -7 CFZ:)OCTH Teiti

pacakePCB 2 COC'p-ref ZBWWHM~ pm~roB, MAea~ripoB.

BMeA, ECZCEOPOTOB CZHfflT;r4aCKOro MaC=8ra!C3,

CMnPOCTM Li rnoBePXHocTlrIc Ee-pa.

2,-tatqa 1. 2". XfCCJ.e4OBaEfle Bama e~CmTBH aeC~eHHN7ir rXZMc-

UtJ3ff~eCi'IX npoteCCOB C MOPCOAC nOBePXHOC~b~.

ejib: I j!YzeL-Ae zaHiruc nz cc~z-aHF! moze.Be?

Baamo~e2CTBAS BH-jnpeHHH ncz! c Mcoci!m

BoZH'eHXe0.

3azaqa 1. 4. 1!cczAO~aHMe 6HmoiporpazEGcrn oKea1~a, sarpH3He-
irift mopeg oprammecKma z -- eT--H raxeiH.\.

Rezim: Ibjnytlenme AaHnH1x o aar-p~sHeMqxx oGeBan Hiefj-

TenpoUy~?aw X CT0!aWA 0VPCH3BCCB, COCTCRH~e

meJM4OBblX BOH aKTHBHoro pbtC=CBC-.Ba x IXcCKYCTBeHhZX

CCOP.yM~ (riOPTOB, KYPOPT7WC SOH, He,-rtuba rizaT(Dpm

H T.A.).

2. 3am'i B o6mec~m mwreoPo~ori N KmOATO.2EflaL

Sa~atla 2. '1. XcczAoBa~rMe AH*OSKH O(5Aa'niOrO !IOlPOBa

Z~en: OlnpeAeeK~e Bepx~ea rpamim odzua'moro rioKPO~a,

CKOPOCTR PaCflPOCTpaaeHmfl COJIa.OB, BlarO- Z BOAO-

co~Iepmflm, TO=DUIM, aamdezo.



3-laza~a 2. 1. ;Hccae4cnae irazOBBU K azpoacb.iiz KC~lOHeHT aT-

fleab: Uozemie m coaame OaliKa zaiumo no

BEC~OTHO pacflpeeieumc H K~:.'HTPa~rA BEzorAoO

napa, yraeK~ic.jioro raaa, CECHa. aaOT~iE CoeZY-e-

Hz2, x.icpf,'rzptAeTa~ia z~ zpy-rz..

aarm~ 3. 1. cc-IezoBam~e anOcpIH K epxzol

~O2.H~L~1 3CHG2Cj~e.7iL

em: PaaWOT~a xA cc3zaHe ,Wmx-tecKmx m4ozeaeIT

alommaziH mopc~oR cpemi, BIBaii.-Bc ZBZHSeM

niorpye r-OZBOHbIX X H 3CZ-B04: Ofte?=0.

3azatia 3. 2. Xcc.r~e~oBaire I)HoBO-nle~eBOP~ :)CCTaHOBr.4 Ha aK'-a-:

Ite.xm: Paapao-,F XHP.%,AIOHiaOt mozeaiea XO Aim

cosaani azpoImc~oecKo2 CXOeNO .McTa.,tfl"AOH~oro

aoC14POBaM..

3,a~ata 3. 3. HCC-rAoaE[Ke CTPYKTYPbl flo~ePX!OTIX CjeZOB AIBH-

zOJ1!aCs floABoAWuxx H EzloxEiax 06'beKTOB.

hlelm: CoBAaH~e alrOPHTMOB a CXDI= Cb oeKTOB
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vTArffHOCTE PABOT.

CTCOOHN jorOBarm~aurcso 03OTafHOM Bhri0A'HiM PEOCT, KOT~phle

C5YZY- BMflOJIHeHbi B tiwilpam~eEm peaxUmaLvl a3;rcKccGqecK0,'* C;CCM

a.MCTa-uH0HHcro aoazxp~cE~s. Ha Fata. '.t: aq-,ax pa6OTb! ripopaca-

Tba,- H aHaZH3Xpy cCA B03mo.,%Fae 37Ta aTSH1 BapIxaF.-.i ll.Cc-

poe~ima CHCT61M C FqeTOM 203MC-02 mKCHCI04.LI DpZCTB H marzmMELI

HCIo.ThaOBaHl'eM Cy~eCTBYI=r0 HayLHo-TexH~mieOF07o Za~ejia B pCZ

anuaLr,:K mi Kcc~qr-ecIm4 FocnexeP m njiaTf,&p. IFDPV~z7aI --oHilD

gaTta*FB, CHC~eM x uporpaw.m otpa~orv zaHHix .. ;-esa7TTa--m

pacCIVGT ailf BCeX aa.-HafirOB HI AelAHC~paLH,*-lc HCCzen.BaHHz L.

inooieym=w~ s-aflax ZEM MIETA :i RTi CC FCF.,ATOC -07-nC Ca as cc-

MnzeCKY70 CXcTewy, nOEC=T AeMCHC T'CHH~ie 3Cfle-PRMeBT.i X i

JnjyaTajL41O SKCnepXAeTBJlhHL~e gauiuhe, 2ozy'ueHEL- B urpoueCce pac5CTbl

CHCTeMUI, Pa~rnPOCTPaERVTCS LEB Komepqecmc$i oc!oPE-. C~bem $x~aricHpc-

BaH14A Kazzoro 3Tana zc~ oupezemincH B KoHLL- npe~biy-,ero STa-

na&

Pa5OTa Haz iipoeirom MS nponO=CRc no0 CJeXMMM STarlam

1"b2 3Tan - Bupa6oTa IOHttefIZ GES N flpe~eH- - 3- 4 KB. 93 r

TaLM npoeKra

2-0~1 aTa[I - tUP0BeAemxe ttaOTHUX 3aKiiepome!Taimhi - 4 KB. 94 r.
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;IcczAO~amW c CY0CTBYOUW.'H CXCTe

.- ;M Mr.~ - Paapa6OTKa C'ACTemHoro inpoeK~a EApo-

Kocm.GecIW2 C'ACTemu

4- 3 TanI - C'Osza~re ama c~m zA mcrtr

pln~eHTOB

6-o2 .=Ta-r - -Kor~yp,ecAa s 3cnzya=S8I C;ICTeMbI

-3 n~. 95 r'.

- CO r6.



OEMEB Y-EOPMAOI

TZPH BhflOMfliHi! norpammbi 3kClePWMCHTa-B.!EX PaCOT Me:KUY k±e-

PX2H? i~ FOCCaC.KOl CTC;OiaMl Q'YZe-' ~CTBJ TI)Ca 1E1cfl:n2

ZBYX7-OPCHHM2 XHOPMEifliCHg Go6meH B a&a ZMeT~ c~

.MeHT-CB. JL Ote~fle,-:HIF CCEMSec 11ACT,! uiZ.ma=3: CTCPCHE;S;~S

TbI8.1OT Z4 Z!CfOJB3Vr O=MKBhie KHTC-PCPe2Cbi _Z~ :TOCPaxeHXi, X~

s z 06, 3~C-nTI ruiwpmz E-csA--o B3CM 3 aMAic :;ce T -r

COKPaineHHH CPOKOB cosza:-x, a-o~ccw~eCKC2 U&~~~ lcc~oazio.

Id A c&~ie oc~cx-fcm x amepxa.cKc fa-mP L

OnI'r Haicr.AEiB zpx zeTHE7C cez:: Ha aarxs-

flax ZCaMH b! 6 m cascJ~BaH r1px coG3 zai-; x4 S' * "'! :c*,ye-,c-

MMICK1GOleHZA CZCTeMbL ZUI SToro coz~aeTCH CG*BMeCTHaz rpy~ra naa-

HZGa M1 YTIPale3S.



aHTO KIhETA rpomuaeza ipeaapH4TezbH,. OtZe~lmY CTO1MOCT1Y

NpCe!cra SEZS EPX iC:oPC2 TQ'aXCB .eze YMV-4 ZCHCBiiie fIliC~!-HZ':

-CTCZMCCTb papatOTKX L~08.{ ~ex coaa;;HCeZECT,

ooec,-eqKBacEx BbmomleHMe TPE 0BE;42 TeXHZ-MecKro aazaix ;ia

nIPOe.K B fleJIcM,

- "1CTTE~ *ie L~ C:--LMeliTamwi X pa(50T c yv-2om

flpvszieqmeHx KciAec.-ma =Top~m, aBzaL7,Ac=E:ix u-3cX-reaefl, rlyHK~oB

ripuiema zi opac oT- MH Ophe-l ', B0M'ai Te,.-ir4E:,ze taereccHome.%ile,

pa3patI0TKY ripcrpauocrc odereties~z HO&-;~hL~i 3P;CT3 CBFBZ,

- CTOZMOCTb pasacosrr HlP~rpaM Md SK~fneP;3*E!TQ3

- C'IT0WTb paO0T !KoonepaZMA, npVB::eKE.-AC2 Ha OT8je~bHEfl

3TaflSx pafObi,

- CTOMMOCTL xs-r0T0E~eHMM HeCKOaKWZ KCM-7, ~-GB 3aMaPaTypbI,

- AeRTeJ~bHOCTb coB?&CTHOR rpynnbi Koop Azm X flJA 14P0BaHxr,

B Tep4,cz pa~paOTVZ TipoeKTa.

C YteTOM EMEe x4ajomHH0r0 CTO1PTh4CTB irpoe~ica MMT COCTBHBM

OT 115 Ao 190 MZZZIOHOB AO.MaPOB CMLA OT:: oi eHFM RBASTCH

npeABap1TezhHog X ?4CT ZMeHRTBCZ KaK B CTODGH{Y YBeZFN8HZA - rIP1H

YCJ0BZX Bb1MBAeHHE A0fl0 eiibHux PaCXOAO3, TaK K B CTOPOHY

yMeHBffeHHH - IIPH YCAOBMH OflTHM..THoIo HCfl0Ab30BaHHH

HaYt1Hc- TexHxxiec~oro If Tex~oorzqecKmro sa~Ieja, Hakcon.aemor B

UH0I K0OTA.
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ATTP1ACIHMENT 12



SeAL.t N ESEARCH INSTITUTE

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, RUSSIA

Applied space Physics Department

MoscOW, 127810, USP-7, Prosaeyuanaya 04/2,
PAX (7)095 333-10-35,

Phone 333-52-70, Telex 411498 STAR SU

FAX Numbart 187 83 70

TO: t.Rskethalsr, DARNAUKA, 1SA
Robin Armani, audapest, Hungary

October 21, 1993

Dear Douglas, Dear Robin,
I received Douglas PAX October 1,1993.
1. I agree with all "general torma in r.3. Especialy I'd like to
note that according to neor-Chernomyrdin Space Commerce
Agreasant" market sellinqs from Russia are limited by cost (from
belowl) and in numbers. Do investigate, please, this agreement in
detail. Sines this agreement is existing, it will be better to
work through Russian space program with using American money,
better through ISMA-IKI with participation Mr.Porter in ZSMA at
first step, and next - to establish "Geospace Foundation" with
Mr.Porter as the President, and Douglas a the Vice-President.
This Foundation will collect money from private and govermental
organisations and worx in Russia through ISMA-IXr and other
similar structures.
In auch frames costs can be like you want.
2. US-TM can be launched by Russian satellite during next two
years by cost less than 60 (including launch).
3. Us-T can be installed on special Almaz together with 2-3
frequency SAR and mv-radiometers by cost 150M (including launch)
in 3 years.
4. Russian satellite with BAR of 3 or 10 a wave length (with the
same resolution as BRS-1 but lesas swath) can be launched in next
two years by cost 6bN (including launch). -
5. To start Othe study progress" and to ma~ke it in 2-3 month it
is necessary to get not less 200K, it will depend on particular
details of your requirements and organisations which I can draw
into such work.
6. Wave. lengths chosen for Almas-IB BARs according to our
recomandations are optimal for saveral tasksa
a) soil moisture, structures of vagetation and forest Can be
better determinated by SAR-10 and 70 om;
b) oil seeps and slicks on water surface - SAR-3 and 10 cam;
c) internal ocean phenomena, bottom mapping - DAR 10 and 70 cam;
d) pological survey, undersurface water detection, and mapping -

8AK 70 and 10 cc;
e) determination of Wind velocity/direction. sea-surface
temperature and thickness of oil spots - by radiometer
(multibeam) at 6 and 0,8 am (laster with polarimetar), and
polarimeter-spectromater 0,8; 1,51 2,25 on.
7. Global space monitoring of Environment according to "Gor-
Chernomyrdin Agreement" will be realised by state structures'
NASA, NOAA, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russian Space Agency, US
and Russian *xinistry" of environmental protection.
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I. thn it L Vil DO much much betrit You and Mr. Porter
invieci ma (with Xnna) in neuft t'40 WOOk to Visit USA CWe havo US-
virjol) - h ope tha~t togiothow Mr.Povcr bothi of you and some
othors we cani irk one-two weak to Ciad optimal Plan for our
oeaporation an opace and ecoloqical problem.

Siricoroly yours
V.Eti

.......................................................................



*P HnOmAWCTmoom
HAY4H0-nPONBORCTBEHHOE

051bEWHEHM To : Mr. Douglas Rekenthaler
MAWNHOCTPOEHg RTA Corporation

143952.Macsactaxoava~ryroa s3rarapna)33 President
MAKC: (095) 30240t

No ff oM . 199/r. Fax: ( 301 ) 854 - 6250

Dear Douglas,

Thank you very much for the detailed comments and information
about the scope of the ex iting in your country qpinions
concerning the remote sensing rograms continuation.

In this letter I would like to tell you our view, first of
all in regard to the third part of your fax, dated October
19,93.
We think t os 71l to cons der the variant of creation of a
commercia ftsht slfte on the ase of the Almaz plat orm with

In this case, partiiti of the parties could be as
follows:

Russia
Manufacturine, iround tests and munch of the satellite.
Completing tie spacecraft with the supporting NyzLts,
namely: novement c ntrol

-nwer su y
- onboard lutomatics
- telemetry

Remote sensin and data transmission systems:
-th e-frequency AR
- atl ata ch lector
-onar eice for radar data synthesis
- search e uipen for data transmission via

- h ata transmission channel equipment

USA

The spacecra ft coapIe4n with ~Lnattp
-remit'-sens n Systems or ada-y

e s ct o he channel for data transmission to
Land at around Station.$

- en or correlation of signals coming from
A st led sensors

- data collector.

Such variant corresponds to prices and terms indicated by

shall be pleased if these data are of use for you.

Respectfully yours

Pa 1 .A. hirokov
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NOVEMBER. '17, 1993

MR. DOUGLAS REKENTRALER
PRESIDENT AND CEO
RTA CORPORATION
3400 JENNINGS CHAPEL ROAD
WOODBINE, MD 21797 USA
FAX: 1-703-418-8262

AND

MS. ROBIN ARMANI
MANAGING DIRECTOR
VITRO-SAAS, LTD.
MAGYAR U. 36
H-1093 BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
FAX: 36-1-266-9225

DEAR COLLEAGUES:

I AM APOLOGIZING FOR MY TOO LATE ANSWER TO YOUR FAXES OF
NOVEMBER 2, BUT CONVENTIONAL RUSSIAN NOVEMBER VACATIONS
ALONG WITH PREPARING AND BEGINNING MY VISIT TO ITALY
INTERFER ME TO MANAGE GIVING APPROPRIATE COMMENTS TO YOUR
IMPORTANT PRESENTATION AT THE SENATE COMMITTEE.

HOWEVER IF IT POSSIBLE AND MAY BE USEFUL IN FUTURE I WOULD
LIKE TO PROPOSE TO YOU ONE THING IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN
EXISTING AMERICAN DOMINANCE IN THE FIELD OF REMOTE SENSING.
IT WILL BE QUITE NATURAL TO SEEK FOR A GOVERNAMENTAL
ASSISTANCE TO SUPPORT THE COOPERATION RAVING ORGANIZED YET
BY YOU IN THE FORMER SOVIET UNION HAVING IN MIND BOTH THE
TECHNOLOGIES DEVELOPED IN RUSSIA BEFORE AND A FUTURE
PROSPECTIVE MARKET IN THIS COUNTRY FOR THE RELEVANT
PRODUCTION. EUROPEAN EXTENSION OF THIS COOPERATION CAN BE
FIXED IN THE LIMITS OF A GENERAL NETWORKING PROGRAM WITH
PARTICIPATION OF KEY WESTERN AND EASTERN SPECIALISTS
INCLUDING BUSINESSMEN. I THINK THAT YOU HAVE SIMILAR IDEAS
BUT WE SHOULD HARRY TO FILL THE VACUUM SINCE SEVERAL PURE
EUROPEAN PROJECTS ARE NOW STARTING.

YOURS SINCERELY,

KONSTANTIN I. VOLIAK
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
HYDROPHYSICS COUNCIL
RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES



STATEMENT OF ROBIN ARMANI, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
VITRO-SAAS KFT

Ms. ARMANI. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
As you know, I am the Director of an American-Hungarian joint

venture corporation, and so I. have quite a different perspective,
being a small company and being based in Europe. I have had to
make both a conceptual and a cultural leap to establish this com-
pany and to compete in Europe. I went to Europe from a back-
ground that included time in DOD. And I went to Europe looking
at the systems market, the software market, and the scientific ap-
plication market, including but not limited to remote sensing.

When I went to may first European remote sensing conference in
Hungary, I expected to teach. Instead, I was taught.

From my perspective, having been both a user and an applier
here and now serving the European market from Hungary, I think
that Europe in general appreciates commercial imagery and remote
sensing in a way that we in the United States do not. The Amer-
ican view has always been and remains as you hear today, from
the national systems perspective. Historically, these commercial
sensors like LANDSAT have been viewed as competitive and not
complementary to our national systems. This has hindered our po-
sition in what is a growing and very important future market.

The different types of imagery under discussion today of course
are complementary. The power and the synergy in this information
comes when they are integrated. And as Mr. Araki pointed to one
technology, the Geographic Information System area, this is the fu-
ture market: the integration of different data sources to get the an-
swer.

The commercial customers in Europe are not so much focused on
what kind of image or what the resolution of the images is. They
have questions-land resource questions, environmental ques-
tions-and they need an answer. They want the most bang for
their buck. And it is through these technologies, integration tech-
nologies using sources, some of which are behind you today, that
they get these answers. In my view, the market will be dominated
not by companies who focus overly on the data or the imagery
sources, but on companies who focus on supporting these informa-
tion requirements.

You have a few product samples behind you, Senator. I have
been impressed by the advanced nature of the applications I saw,
particularly in Hungary and Russia. I would like to point just to
one of them, which is behind you and also in the written testimony:
it is a topographic image map produced by the Hungarian Remote
Sensing Center in 1987. This was during the COCOM era, a time
when our own applications were as restricted as the technology we
were seeking to protect. I was very surprised to see the level of ca-
pability, knowing they had no Sun Workstations, only PCs on
which to do this work. But they were doing it. And their work
today is equally excellent.

Let me look briefly at the three segments of the commercial im-
agery market, because I was asked to address the European mar-
ket specifically. In terms of multispectral imagery, of course, we
hold a tremendous market share with LANDSAT imagery. This has
been, for 21 years, our biggest market share. It is an important



market. It is used in Europe and in Asia for many applications, in-
cluding resource applications. It is particularly important for a re-
gional view.

Radar imagery, on the other hand, as you know, Europe, Canada,
Japan, and Russia have invested significantly in commercial radar
systems. This is an area where we are not playing today. The Rus-
sians in particular have taken a different approach both to the sen-
sors and to the processing of the data-an approach which they
claim is superior to our own for both military and for resource ap-
plications. I have at least one customer in Europe-in Western Eu-
rope-who is buying that Russian technology because he and we
are convinced that it is superior for a particular application, which
is the detection of water in deep underground locations in a desert
environment.

In terms of the panchromatic imagery, of course there is a mar-
ket for higher resolution data, because today our applications are
limited to what can be done with SPOT, for example, at 10 meters,
to sharpen LANDSAT imagery. Higher resolution imagery is espe-
cially important for cartographic applications because of the posi-
tional accuracy.

My colleagues in Europe tell me that only 17% of the world is
mapped at the scale of 1:25,000, and the reason there is such a def-
icit is in part because the cost of flying the aerial photography is
so prohibitive that it just doesn't pay to update these sources. We
could contribute, of course, with higher resolution data.

We need to recognize, of course, that Russia is already in that
market with two meter data from their national systems. I have an
example of that data to my right, to your left-Gary Sojka is point-
ing to that-which a German company has processed as a digital
orthophoto. The Russians have made a point to let. us know that
they are re-sampling their national imagery. This is far less than
its potential, of course. They are talking about the release of two
foot imagery in the context of the U.S. decision on commercial im-
agery. If we decide to release our national imagery, then of course
they will re-sample their imagery differently.

Now we need to also note that the Russian two meter imagery
is not selling well now. This may be partly due to the poor market-
ing and the distribution problems. But it also could reflect some-
thing about the price of the data and the readiness of the market
to absorb it.

There is a business lesson in the Russian experience that we
need to look at before we consider our own commercial systems or
the viability of our own national data. Price and the ability to de-
liver the product to the customer is critical. It is more critical than
the resolution of the data. And it is something that we have to be
prepared to do, whether we do it commercially or whether the gov-
ernment has a role. We have to be able to keep pace with the mar-
ket, consider the response-if, for example, the Russians release
more capable data-to remain competitive. In short, if we are going
to do it, we have to do it right and to succeed.

I was asked to address the European strengths and intentions in
the commercial remote sensing market. I see five or so strengths.
Europe, like the Canadians, have targeted space technology as a
strategic area for the future. They have a comprehensive space pol-



icy and a long term plan that includes earth observation. And this
policy that specifically includes a strong industrial policy that is
targeted on making their industry-the European industry and of
course the Canadian industry in the case of RADARSAT-competi-
tive on the world market. They have a global focus. They are grow-
ing a new generation of users throughout the world.

At one conference I attended in the Netherlands, there were over
a thousand representatives from 79 nations. The participating
countries spanned the continents and included China, Iran, Libya,
other countries in Africa, the Far East and South America.

Russia has made some overtures that are unprecedented for us
in terms of offering joint remote sensing programs. They have of-
fered to jointly develop our next generation remote sensing systems
at a capability starting with a LANDSAT 6 look-alike and adding
different capabilities up to a combination of a LANDSAT 6 with a
three frequency imaging radar, which they believe they could
launch in two to three years, for between 60 and $150 million.

One of the important questions I received was how we can assure
U.S. dominance of the commercial imagery market while protecting
our security interests. I think we first have to recognize that we
are not pre-eminent in commercial remote sensing today, particu-
larly when we look at the application and the ability to integrate
the multiple data types. I think we have to get back in the game,
re-establish our leadership. But we can probably do it best through
a policy of inclusion and not of direct competition. In other words,
I would like to grow the remote sensing pie instead of cutting it
into smaller slices and fighting over those slices with the French,
the Japanese, the Russians and so on.

I have some specific recommendations in my written testimony,
which include that the United States should create and fund a joint
integrated remote sensing program with the participation of U.S.
industry and government and with Russian industry and govern-
ment. I think we might also consider inviting Europe and the Japa-
nese to participate, perhaps in terms of building the duplicate pro-
gram we need to be sure we succeed.

It is essential that we maintain LANDSAT data continuity and
add capability. This is our market today and this is an area where
we risk losing our market if we don't act to restore program integ-
rity and to replace LANDSAT 6.

We also need to shift our focus from sensor design to data use.
The Europeans have changed their focus under the pressure of
budget reductions. We require similar budget action.

We need to revitalize our exploitation and application tech-
nologies. These are a little bit stagnant. Today they are too expen-
sive to compete in Europe and they are somewhat limited in pro-
duction capabilities.

To summarize, I have had an exceptional opportunity to witness
and work in the European environment, and I see them very com-
mitted to establishing space leadership. They have plans, policies,
budget commitment, high level support. They have got their infra-
structure built already. They have included industry in a key role.
They have developed their own global market by training students
from the Third World. They have it all, right down to glossy adver-
tising brochures that clearly state the mission, which is to support



global environmental monitoring and sustainable development, and
specifically to promote growth of the European industrial base.

Thank you.
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. I appreciate all the testimony.
I guess to open, I would like to have the three American rep-

resentatives-Martin and Itek and Lockheed, if he could respond.
I mean, I hear in Ms. Armani's testimony a kind of a wake up call.
But I would* be curious and very interested to know how you re-
spond to the brief description that she has provided as almost a
doctrinal thesis as a part of the testimony. I would be very inter-
ested to know how you respond, particularly whether or not you
feel some urgency-increased urgency. You may already have had
this information, but I would like to know whether or not you see
this as a significant competitive challenge.

Mr. TEETS. I'd be glad to start, and I would say yes. I see it as
a very significant competitive challenge. As I mentioned to you ear-
lier, we have a joint venture company call EOSAT, which is in the
process of distributing and marketing commercially data from
LANDSAT. And it is imperative that the LANDSAT data stream
have continuity and that we continue to be able to market it.

The competition from foreign sources is severe. And I think there
is a certain time critically to get on with moving forward with solid
policy that would allow us to exploit our inherent advantage we
currently have with respect to the technology that the United
States possesses.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Mr. Frey, Mr. Araki?
Mr. FREY. Yes, I would like to generally agree with that. I am

reminded of an example I sometimes use that often when you hear
the computer industry analyzed, IBM is thought to have estab-
lished a very dominant position in mainframes and then lost the
future by defending that position as technology and applications
moved forward. I am afraid that could happen to us here. We have
the mainframe. We are the best. We have the best technology in
the world.

But we seem to be creating-we seem to be adopting the "defend
the status quo" mentality that if we can just keep things the way
they are, they've been pretty good for us. And you know, I think
in effect we are building a protected market barrier, a trade tariff
if you will, around the world, only its a reverse one. We are protect-
ing our competitors from competition from us while they catch up.
And when I listened to Dr. Armani, I hear what is going on in Eu-
rope and much of that is new to me. You know, I just sense this
technology becoming disseminated and moving forward on all
fronts, while we tend to maintain this national system view of it.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Do you hear in Dr. Armani's testi-
mony an opportunity about to be lost? I mean, do you-

Mr. FREY. Yes, I do. Yes, I do. I had that feeling before I heard
that testimony. But I hear some more dimensions of that in her
testimony.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. You were particularly concerned
and eloquent about the potential for government competition and
how the government, if we were to do things incorrectly, could
snuff out the private sector's both interest and opportunity.



Dr. Armani, on the other hand, seemed to described a very spe-
cific way not only to eliminate the competition, but eliminate the
potential for the government competing, but to do it in a way that
requires initially more collaboration. It would appear to require an
explicit collaboration from the beginning in order to sort out and
avoid the kind of competitive efforts that I must say I fear may
occur if that collaborative effort doesn't begin rather quickly.

Mr. FREY. I think there has got to be a collaborative element. We
have encouraged in the draft implementation directive prepared
and the government agrees that the government ought to be an en-
thusiastic partner and-supporter of what industry is doing here.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Don't we have to explicitly have to
say how that is going to occur? I mean, it is almost counterintuitive
to say that in order to avoid having the government compete with
me, I need the government more involved as a partner to begin
with. Doesn't that require us, if in fact that is the case, to explicitly
define what that partnership is going to be, and try to put the de-
tails of the partnership together rather quickly?

Mr. FREY. Yes, it does. I think, and I wasn't very articulate on
that point, but I think if we don't very well understand what role
the government is going to play, industry can't find a role, and I
think it will be most effective for this country if it is a collaborative
role.

The French-when I call on certain foreign customers that have
shown an interest in this, we go with the story that says here's
what we'd like to do for you, but we can't talk to you more about
it until we get an export license for data. We are followed into that
country by the French, who come with their government and
pledge government support for their industry in that area. And I
think this is an area where there is going to have to be govern-
ment-industry collaboration.

I was talking with Mr. Jeff Grant, one of the members of the gov-
ernment community today, who is thinking along those same lines,
and we have not been able to articulate, I think, a sufficiently de-
tailed architecture for that so far.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. But you think the draft policy has
reasonable constraints?

Mr. FREY. Yes.
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. That the DCI's draft policy has

reasonable constraints in place. All four of you agree with that?
Mr. FREY. Well, let me qualify that. The policy, it needs to be dif-

ferentiated from the implementation directive that followed the pol-
icy. I think the implementation directive that's been prepared in
conjunction with industry defines reasonable constraints. I think it
could be more articulate on the collaboration issue, but it does call
for collaboration.

Mr. TEETS. I think the policy provides a good framework from
which we can proceed, but what we need are clearly defined poli-
cies and procedures, licensing arrangements, etc., that will allow
technology, which has up to now been unable to be made available
to the commercial market. We need the clear procedure, the clear
definition of what it is that the United States government wants
to protect and what is available to be put into the commercial mar-
ketplace.
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Senator KERREY of Nebraska. I must say my own sense of it is
given the divided nature of responsibility over technology in the
U.S. government, that unless we force an explicit partnership,
we're not likely to see one occur. I mean, if we simply get involved
in a debate of whether or not we're going to reassign regulatory au-
thority to the Department of Commerce or maintain the status quo,
it seems to me that that's not the kind of argument that we ought
to be engaging in. That the more important question is whether or
not we are going to have an explicit partnership between the U.S.
government and the private sector, some kind of a direct effort to
promote the development of these industries.

Mr. ARAm. I would like to make a comment on the segments of
market that require government interaction and segments of mar-
ket that clearly should be pursued by private enterprise. I break
this market into three categories. The first category is defense and
national security. The second category is geographic
informaticlearly on a track that is going to lead to that. And it is
a terrible time for us to give up leadership in this industry, I think.

Could I also comment on your security concern?
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Yes.
Mr. FREY. I have given that a lot of thought, and I think that

at the one meter level is without concern. And I know there's other
views of that. But it is without concern for several reasons. First,
one meter class data is going to be available from the French and
the Russians and others. Secondly, one meter class data is not real-
ly indicative of the capabilities of the United States in either quan-
tity or quality, I understand. And thirdly, I think just the general
availability of imagery.

I think maybe one-of the lessons of the Cold War is that Open
Skies isn't a terribly bad idea from a security standpoint. If we pro-
vide those systems, we retain some measure of control that we
don't retain if we allow foreign competitors to become the leaders
in providing those systems. I think the way to protect security is
to be the provider.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. I tend to agree with you and I am
anxious to hear what the Administration witnesses have to say on
that. And I for one appreciate very much all four of you providing
very thoughtful testimony. I think it is an extremely important
area both from the standpoint of maintaining our technological
edge for security reasons, and from the standpoint of making sure
that we do the second most important thing that people are asking
for that I hear all the time which it create increased job opportuni-
ties in America. And I think there is-obviously there is tremen-
dous employment opportunity and job opportunities. I would add
the third that I am trying to provoke some response to as well, and
that is that I think it is exceedingly difficult for citizens to make
decisions today. It is very hard to make decisions, given the com-
plexity of most of the issues.

And I know that when again, when I am briefed on Somalia or
Haiti or wherever else it is, my staff, either because they.assume
I am illiterate or because they assume that I learn faster with vis-
ual images, do it with visual. They don't provide me with 500 pages
of text. I think we have somewhere in this mix a very powerful new
tool that would help citizens make decisions.



Chairman DECONCINI. Senator, thank you for handling and
chairing this. I appreciate it very much.

I would like to ask just a couple of quick questions. Sorry to keep
you so long. But Mr. Araki, I understand that your company has
this one meter capability right now, is that correct?

Mr. ARAKI. We are getting ready to build one as soon as we get
the license.

Chairman DECONCINI. Now do you have any estimates of what
the market is for this?

Mr. ARAKI. The one meter market, as we estimate it to be today-
and a lot of it is in the aerial domain-is about $1.7 billion annu-
ally. And we are looking forward to a market which will grow into
the $2 billion plus area.

Chairman DECONCINI. Now, Ms. Armani, do you have customers
that would use this?

Ms. ARMAI. There are certainly customers for high resolution
data. As Mr. Araki pointed out though, the market is sized now by
the aerial photography market. You can't just carry those numbers
over because the costs involved of course in flying an aircraft are
different. And what the customers will buy is going to depend on
the information content for the price.

Chairman DECONCINI. Well, what about this type of imagery,
this type of photograph? I mean, a one meter?

Ms. ARMANI. It depends on the application and the price.
Chairman DECONCINI. Is there a market?
Ms. ARMANI. There certainly is a market, particularly in cartog-

raphy, for that kind of product.
Chairman DECONCINI. Along that line, is resolution extremely

important to your customers?
Ms. ARMANI. Resolution is less important to my customers than

the answer to their questions. Their questions involve complex is-
sues like the environment. What are the changes caused by the
construction of the dam on the Danube? Are the farms drying up?
Are the wetlands drying up? They are less interested in whether
I use LANDSAT of whatever resolutionue the license.

Chairman DECONCINI. And Mr. Araki, do you feel that they are
moving as fast as they can, or would you like to see it expedited?

Mr. ARAKI. He would like to-we would like to see it moved-
Chairman DECONCINI. How long has your application been

there?
Mr. ARAKI. It has been over 120 days now.
Chairman DECONCINI. So you are due an answer under those

guidelines as I recall.
Mr. ARAKI. Yes.
Chairman DECONCINI. Well, I thank you very much for your tes-

timony. It is extremely helpful. I share the concerns that Senator
Kerrey pointed out about the protection of this, but it also is clear
to me that we need to be competitive, and there's got to be a way
to protect our national security and yet make as much of this that
is not going to jeopardize our national security as available as pos-
sible. There is such a volume as I understand from talking to some
of you and reading some of your testimony. Thank you for your tes-
timony this morning.

Mr. ARAKI. Thank you.
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Mr. FREY. Thank you.
Ms. ARMANI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TEETS. Thank you.
[The witnesses are excused.]
[Pause.]
Chairman DECONCINI. Our next witness will be R. James Wool-

sey, the Director of Central Intelligence.
And right after that, we'll have Mr. James Baker, Under Sec-

retary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere; Mr. Barry Horton,
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense-they'll all join us
at this time at the witness table-and Michael Newlin, Ambas-
sador for Export issues.

[Pause.]
Chairman DECONCINI. Director Woolsey, thank -you for being

with us today, and I understand that your schedule requires that
you leave after your statement and that you prefer not to go into
questions. Let me just comment that I hope you can be as frank
and as open with us as you were with some of the news shows that
I have heard you are on, escorting people through the CIA, which
I wholly support. I think it is very, very important that the public
know more about your agency and I believe there are many, many
venues in which you can do that without jeopardizing our national
security.

I need to ask you questions on the subject matter, which I had
an opportunity to do in the closed session, because I am very con-
cerned about the implementation and the rule making and the pro-
cedures. You are moving along with your leadership, and I com-
pliment you for addressing this, as you told us you would do, both
at your confirmation hearing and in the June closed hearings. You
have kept your word and moved forward. I just want to encourage
the Agency and the other agencies involved here to continue this
progress and move toward the procedures so that some of these li-
censes may be approved. I think it is very, very important.

And having said that, I will yield to you now for your statement.
[The prepared statement of Director Woolsey follows:]

STATEMENT BY DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE R. JAMES WOOLSEY

I welcome this opportunity to update the Committee on the Intelligence Commu-
nity's efforts, in conjunction with our colleagues in other agencies, to support resolu-
tion of the foreign satellite sales issue. Over the summer, the Intelligence Commu-
nity has been involved with developing concepts for managing reconnaissance pro-
liferation while underscoring the policy I approved in June.

Let me briefly review the Intelligence Community's position on this complicated
issue.

First, of course, I intend to fulfill my statutory responsibility to protect intel-
ligence sources and methods. This requires a clear understanding about what needs
protection and what does not. As I am sure you are aware, over the past several
months the Intelligence Community has made important strides toward establishing
procedures to support release of intelligence products or technology. For example,
we no longer maintain a blanket opposition to the release of some substantive data
and will consider the release of certain US originated technology for use by some
foreign governments. By the same token, our efforts to protect what still needs pro-
tection must not diminish.

Second, the Community must retain the ability to provide unique imagery-based
information to US policymakers and military consumers. We must maintain our
edge in satellite reconnaissance-including capability, capacity, and technological in-
novation. This last item is key if we are to leave ourselves in position to address
new, emerging problems.



Third, the on-going imagery relationships that we maintain with many of our al-
lies are an important part of overall US foreign policy. Although these relationships
evolve over time, it is critical and in our best interest to manage any proposed
changes.

Two key points are apparent.
First, the foreign interest in satellite technology and products is real. Over time,

the list of credible suppliers who have the capability to develop, sell, and exploit sat-
ellite collection technology and product has increased. Foreign capabilities need not
equal ours to offer a product that meets some customer needs and also has signifi-
cant national-security effects. For example, the one-meter imagery now being pro-
posed for sale commercially would provide a great deal of information on the activi-
ties of a potential adversary. When used in conjunction with accurate positioning
data, it can be used for targeting. The US role in contributing to this capability
being available to any user, at any time, with or without the consent of the US Gov-
ernment must be carefully considered.

Second, the United States remains preeminent in remote sensing. We have sub-
stantial potential to exert leverage on the market in ways that simultaneously pro-
tect this country's national-security interests and create some increased opportuni-
ties for our US industry. The Intelligence Community shares the Committee's con-
cerns over the US industrial base. Our US capability today is the direct result of
a 40-year partnership between the Intelligence Community and the private sector.
Because of resource cutbacks, we are struggling to ensure our continued techno-
logical superiority. This problem concerns us greatly. Admiral Studeman and I have
been investigating a number of options in an attempt to balance the needs of the
Intelligence Community, the US industrial base, and the long-term policy interests
of the United States. These options are not yet fully developed.

We are working to identify those capabilities that are so sensitive that the Com-
munity must retain final authority over their use, those which are less sensitive but
still require Intelligence Community involvement in any decision, and those which
are so widely available that Community input is hot necessary. We are exploring
different ways of bringing US capabilities to bear in the international market, while
protecting US security interests and maintaining a robust intelligence collection ca-
pability. Meanwhile, Intelligence Community policy allows us to make recommenda-
tions on the various commercial applications now before the government.

In sum, this issue makes new demands on the full government-executive, legisla-
tive, and judicial branches-to balance opportunities, challenges, and responsibil-
ities that are often in conflict with each other. We all accept the need to push this
country's technological prowess forward in the world commercial market. However,
we must at the same time protect those intelligence sources and methods that still
need protecting, avoid increasing the risk to US and allied forces, keep relations
with other countries on an even keel, and preserve our edge in intelligence collection
capability. This on-going process involves many participants across our government.

We have demonstrated in the past the ability to work together across organiza-
tional boundaries. The successes of the past, coupled with our mutual desire to pro-
tect the interests of the United States, including US industry, suggest that a bal-
anced approach to this issue is achievable.

STATEMENT OF R. JAMES WOOLSEY, DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE

Director WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your
kindness in this and many other things. And of course, at any time
I am available to answer questions on this in Executive Session.

I welcome this opportunity to update the Committee on the Intel-
ligence Community's efforts in conjunction with our colleagues in
other agencies to support resolution of the foreign satellite sales
issue.

Over the summer, the Intelligence Community has been involved
with developing concepts for managing reconnaissance proliferation
while underscoring the policy that I approved for the Community
in June.

Let me briefly review the Intelligence Community's position on
this complicated issue.



First, of course, I intend to fulfill my statutory responsibility to
protect intelligence sources and methods. This requires a clear un-
derstanding about what needs protection and what does not. As I
am sure you.are aware, over the past several months the Intel-
ligence Community has made important strides towards establish-
ing procedures to support release of intelligence products or tech-
nology. For example, we no longer maintain a blanket opposition
to the release of some substantive data and will consider the re-
lease of certain U.S. originated technology for use by some-I re-
peat, some foreign governments. By the same token, our efforts to
protect what still needs protection must not diminish.

Second, the Community must retain the ability to provide unique
imagery based information to U.S. policymakers and to military
consumers. We must maintain our edge in satellite reconnaissance,
including capability, capacity, and technological innovation. This
last item is key if we are to leave ourselves in a position to address
new and emerging problems.

Third, the on-going imagery relationships that we maintain with
many of our allies are an important part of overall U.S. foreign pol-
icy. Although these relationships evolve over time, it is critical and
in our best interests to manage any proposed changes.

Two key points are apparent. First, the foreign interest in sat-
ellite technology and products is real. Over time, the list of credible
suppliers who have the capability to develop, sell, and exploit sat-
ellite collection technology and product has increased. Foreign ca-
pabilities need not equal ours to offer a product that meets some
customer needs and also has significant national security effects.
For example, the one meter imagery now being proposed for sale
commercially would provide a great deal of information on the ac-
tivities of a potential adversary. When used in conjunction with ac-
curate positioning data, it can be used for targeting.

The U.S. role in contributing to this capability being available to
any user at any time, with or without the consent of the U.S. gov-
ernment, must be carefully considered, to put it mildly.

Second, the United States remains pre-eminent in remote sens-
ing. We have substantial potential to exert leverage on the market
in ways that simultaneously protect this country's national security
interests and create some increased opportunities for U.S. industry.
The Intelligence Community shares the Committee's concerns over
the U.S. industrial base. Our U.S. capability today is a direct result
of a 40 year partnership between the Intelligence Community and
the private sector. Because of resource cutbacks, we are struggling
to ensure our continued technological superiority. This problem
concerns us greatly.

I might add parenthetically here, Mr. Chairman, a year ago last
summer when I chaired a review for then-Director Gates of the sat-
ellite reconnaissance capability for the country, my panel spent a
great deal of time focusing on the importance of the industrial base
and conferring with the relative parts of the aerospace industry on
this important subject. It is something-it is an obligation-that I
and the other members of the Intelligence Community who work
on this issue take very seriously.

Admiral Studeman, the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence,
and I have been investigating a number of options in an attempt
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to balance the needs of the Intelligence Community, the U.S. indus-
trial base, and the long term policy interests of the United States.
These options are not yet fully developed. We are working to iden-
tify those capabilities that are so sensitive that the Community
must retain final authority over their use; those that are less sen-
sitive but still requiring Intelligence Community involvement in
any decision; and those which are so widely available that Commu-
nity input is not really necessary. We are exploring different ways
of bringing U.S. capabilities to bear in the International market,
while protecting U.S. security interests in maintaining a robust in-
telligence collection capability.

Meanwhile, Intelligence Community policy allows us to make rec-
ommendations on the various commercial applications now before
the government, and we are doing that in each case now, Mr.
Chairman.

In sum, this issue makes new demands on the full government-
Executive, Legislative, and even Judicial branches-to balance op-
portunities, challenges and responsibilities that are often in conflict
with each other. We all accept the need to push this country's tech-
nological prowess forward in the world commercial market. How-
ever, we must at the same time protect those intelligence sources
and methods that still need protecting, avoid increasing the risk to
U.S. and allied forces, keep relations with other countries on an
even keel, and preserve our edge in intelligence collection. This on-
going process involves many participants across our government.
Three central ones other than the Intelligence Community are rep-
resented at this table.

We have demonstrated in the past the ability to work together
across organizational boundaries. The successes of the past, cou-
pled with our mutual desire to-protect the interests of the United
States, including U.S. industry, suggests that a balanced approach
to this issue is achievable.

-Chairman DECONCINI. Director Woolsey, thank you. I am not
going to ask any questions in accordance with your request. I am
going to state, however, that I appreciate your being here today
and also urge you to devote the time and efforts and energy to see
that the new policy and procedures are carried out, and I have no
doubt that you will meet the maximum responsibility of your direc-
torship to protect the security of the United States. Having said
that, I am really at the point that I feel that we need to move on
this; it needs a higher priority. I hope my concerns will be dispelled
by the other witnesses before us here today, that they will testify
that everything is being done that possibly can be done and that
there is no action that can be taken that hasn't been taken because
of time and restraints and national security concerns. I have a feel-
ing, and much of it comes from industry, that more could be done
to move along on these licenses that are pending and implement
the procedures that you have set forth. However, I understand it
is new and there is some trial and error and caution here. I urge
you to continue your leadership in that area. And I will yield to the
Ranking Member, Senator Warner.

Vice Chairman WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First I ten-
der to you and others my apology for being late. We had the De-
fense Authorization Bill-that is another hat I wear here.



I join in the comments made by the Chairman and point out that
I joined last year with Senator Kerrey in putting the amendment
on the intelligence bill which led, I think, to much of the develop-
ments we are listening to today. And I would say also, Director
Woolsey, that I would hope that you would view this policy state-
ment that you have just given in much the same context that the
Department of Defense is now viewing its responsibility to preserve
America's industrial in, say, the heavy technologies industries, pri-
marily submarine building and shipbuilding. -

Here is an industrial base that has contributed to-candidly in
my judgment-the success of the Cold War policy. And we know
not when we may have to turn to them with the same degree of
intensity as we did during that period. Nevertheless, I think we
can view this policy as in the nature of preserving an industrial
base for future contingencies that might face this nation.

Director WOOLSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator War-
ner. I agree with what you said. We will continue to work hard
with our colleagues in the Executive branch on this extremely im-
portant and, I might say, also extremely complex and difficult sub-
ject, and of course, either I or experts from the Community are
available at any time to answer questions on these issues in Execu-
tive Session.

Chairman DECONCINI. Thank you, Director; we appreciate your
being here.

Director WOOLSEY. Thank you.
Chairman DECONCINI. Ambassador Newlin, thank you for your

patience in waiting for us. You may proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL H. NEWLIN, ACTING DEPUTY AS-
SISTANT SECRETARY, BUREAU OF POLITICAL-MILITARY AF-
FAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Ambassador NEWLIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Sen-

ator Warner. I am pleased to have the opportunity to discuss the
issue of reconnaissance satellite transfers, and give you an update
on the Administration's efforts to develop a broad policy on this im-
portant subject.

The Department of State has been working in conjunction with
other agencies to formulate a policy on the transfer of reconnais-
sance satellites. Such a policy will enable us to apply consistent cri-
teria to individual transfer requests, thereby assuring that U.S.
policy interests are served. A central issue is the extent and nature
of United States involvement, either official or commercial, in for-
eign satellite reconnaissance programs.

I would like to begin, with your permission, by providing the
Committee with a brief background, followed by a discussion of the
foreign policy and national security challenges faced by the Depart-
ment and the Administration in developing this new policy.

The United States operates space-bound reconnaissance systems
for intelligence and military purposes. These systems are among
the most valuable United States national security assets because of
their unique capabilities to collect data for military and intelligence
purposes.

For many years, only the United States and the Soviet Union
possessed sophisticated reconnaissance space systems. Now, other



nations throughout the world are seeking to acquire their own ca-
pability through indigenous efforts, direct purchases, and coopera-
tive activities. Many countries have discovered the value of these
capabilities, especially after seeing how the United States forces in-
tegrated products and data derived from reconnaissance space sys-
tems into military operations during the Persian Gulf War. In addi-
tion, global diffusion of this technology has led other countries to
undertake projects to build their own systems for military and ci-
vilian purposes.

Many countries also have access to imagery products through
commercial services such as LANDSAT. Moreover, Russia and
France through its SPOT system are currently selling imagery of
much higher quality than is available through LANDSAT. Al-
though of substantially lesser quality and timeliness than U.S.
space reconnaissance systems, this imagery could have military
and intelligence utility. Private U.S. firms also plan to build and
operate remote sensing space systems and sell imagery on the open
market. These private systems would have substantially better
ground resolution than is currently available in civilian systems.

The growing number of nations seeking to acquire satellite recon-
naissance capabilities, and the increased availability of high-qual-
ity commercial imagery poses potentially more sophisticated
threats to United States national security interests. In. developing
a policy which addresses these new realities and safeguards U.S.
national security, serious issues needed to be resolved. More spe-
cifically, we review how transfers of reconnaissance space capabili-
ties would affect U.S. forces, foreign policy, multilateral control ef-
forts, intelligence relationships, and of course, the U.S. industrial
base. I would like to briefly touch on these issues.

First is military implications. United States, allied, and friendly
nations' forces may have to revise or alter their military strategy
and operations to be able to protect themselves against space re-
connaissance capabilities. Providing such a capability to a country
could affect regional balances of power and, if not properly man-
aged, could also create friction between the United States and some
of our military partners. However, in certain circumstances, ex-
ports and other forms of cooperation could lead to greater inter-
operability with allied or coalition forces greater access to foreign
technology, and new and improved security relationships.

Second is diplomatic consequences. Transfers of satellite recon-
naissance capabilities could require a carefully integrated foreign
policy strategy and appropriate diplomatic consultations. Relations
with a recipient country may need to be adjusted and diplomatic
measures may be necessary to assuage concerns among U.S.
friends and allies. If properly managed, the United States could use
transfers to strengthen alliances and strategic friendships. Satellite
reconnaissance systems and imagery products could, in some cases,
have a stabilizing effect in some regions. Arms control and con-
fidence building measures could be facilitated by the ability to
monitor and verify other countries' military activities. However, the
introduction into a region of such systems could also be destabiliz-
ing.

Third is the impact transfers would have on multilateral efforts
to control the spread of this capability. Managed exports will only



work in a multilateral approach to controls. Some foreign producers
may not share United States foreign policy and security concerns,
and may be inclined to transfer such capabilities to nations un-
friendly to the United States. I believe that it would be essential
to approach other potential suppliers of remote sensing space capa-
bilities to discuss and develop multilateral export controls.

Fourth, Mr. Chairman, is the effect on U.S. intelligence relation-
ships. The sale of such systems, technology or product by the Unit-
ed States would mean a significant degree of cooperation in other
countries' programs. Sales could lead to potential new intelligence
relationships, although it could strain others. Moreover, a more for-
ward-leaning policy could open the door for cooperative measures,
building on existing intelligence-sharing arrangements.

Finally, we looked at our domestic industrial base. The United
States satellite industrial base is undergoing significant restructur-
ing because of reduced expenditures in U.S. programs. Exports of
satellite reconnaissance capabilities can help sustain the industrial
base needed for our national security requirements.

Lastly, Mr. Chairman, I would like to touch on the ongoing policy
review. The Administration has undertaken an in-depth review of
transferring satellite reconnaissance capabilities. The fundamental
goal of this review is to balance foreign policy and national security
concerns about the spread of satellite reconnaissance capabilities
with opportunities to support U.S. foreign policy, national security,
and economic objectives in order to advance overall United States
national interests. We are awaiting a Deputies Committee meeting
on this issue, which will hopefully result in the adoption of a broad
policy. With a broad policy in place, we will be able to process out-
standing license applications, and deal effectively with new re-
quests.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I'll be glad to an-
swer questions.

Chairman DECONCINI. Mr. Newlin, I am just going to take the
Chairman's prerogative here and ask you a question, as I am going
to have to leave in about 15 minutes. As you probably gathered
from my opening statement, I feel strongly about the need for our
government to move forward as quickly as possible in adopting
changes to the current licensing process on the sale of satellite im-
agery and systems. Nevertheless, I fully understand the pressures
on and the workload of the new Administration and the fact that,
at least on this particular issue, little if anything had been done
before this year to change the current process. I am told that DOD
and CIA have set in place a set of criteria-and I will ask General
Horton to confirm that-for recommending for or against the sale.
But the State Department has not, as you mentioned.

What I would like to know is, if that is true, why can't you go
ahead and do this? Will the State Department finalize its position
and allow the government to reach some consensus on such cri-
teria?

Ambassador NEWLIN. That is the object of the policy review, Mr.
Chairman. I agree completely with your statement that we have
not been able to grapple with the idea of formulating a govern-
mentwide policy on the sale of satellites.



Chairman DECONCINI. What is holding the policy review up? Can
you give me your opinion?

Ambassador NEWLIN. It is now as a result of intensive negotia-
tions that have taken place within the various departments and
agencies, I would date this from about the time of the June hear-
ings here and the important announcement that was made by Di-
rector Woolsey at that time. That then I would say unlocked, cre-
ated a new situation within the government. Before that, quite
frankly, there was no use even discussing the-there were discus-
sions. Industry would come to us and say we would like to sell a
certain thing or we would like to enter this, and we had to tell
them quite frankly the position of the United States Government
is that we will not do that. That is all prior.

We are now, I would say that the situation has fundamentally
changed and the various departments that are here today at the
table are coming together. I think it is fair to say that we have a
high degree of consensus on the policy. It is now I think has been
taken as far as it can at the level that I represent, and it is going
to be now escalated to the senior policy level at the deputies. And
I am hopeful that that will result in a policy. The policy, once it
is adopted, will, as I say, permit us to address these individual
questions.

Chairman DECONCINI. What is your-and this may be an unfair
question because it is going to be out of your hands, so to speak,
but what is your best guess on when the State Department will be
able to make a decision on, say, a license like Litton Itek to sell
a satellite to a friendly foreign government. I mean, it has been al-
most two years since that application was submitted. What is your
best guess, without pinning you down or committing you that that
is when it is going to happen? I am just seeking some kind of idea
for the Congressional side of when is this going to come about.

Ambassador NEWLIN. I would say when this policy has been
enunciated and has been adopted, there will have to be, of course,
as has been recognized before, there will have to be certain proce-
dures that we will have to follow, but hopefully in such cases as
this one, this would enable us to deal with this application very,
very soon. I can't tell you when the policy will-

Chairman DECONCINI. You don't have any guesstimate? You
don't know if in your best guess you think it is six months or two
months or two years or what?

Ambassador NEWLIN. I-we discussed this before coming up here
and it is my personal hope-please don't hold me to this-

Chairman DECONCINI. I will not hold you to it; I promise I grant
you total immunity. [General laughter.]

I am truly looking for what your personal opinion is on it, realiz-
ing that it is not your decision.

Ambassador NEWLIN. That's right. On that basis I would say I
hope to have a policy adopted and we would be started on imple-
mentation before the end of this year.

Vice Chairman WARNER. If I could just superimpose my observa-
tion, the taxpayers are meeting the payroll of the policymakers. In-
dustry is meeting the payroll of their highly skilled workforce. And
there are two different bottom lines. And the industry has a term
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limit on their bottom line. Unfortunately, taxpayers don't get a
strong enough voice on their bottom line in my judgment.

But we're going to-some of us are going to get a little tougher
around here. There are means by which to hold up nominations, do
a lot of other things, flush out a policy decision. And I am prepared
to join with those to make that happen.

Just pass that back in a friendly way. Thank you very much.
Chairman DECONCINI. Well, Senator Warner, let me tell you, I

hate to get into that area, but I feel the same way. I am extremely
disappointed and extremely frustrated. That is one of the purposes
of these hearings, to try to find out just when, if ever, we are going
to see some of these sales.

Now we'll go on to the next witness.
Dr. Baker.
Vice Chairman WARNER. We thank you, Mr. Ambassador, for a

very candid appraisal and your personal opinion.
Chairman DECONCINI. And Dr. Baker, while you are in your

statement, I haven't read your statement, but I am going to ask
you that question if I am still here, about when the Commerce De-
partment hopes to make a decision on the license to Lockheed.

Vice Chairman WARNER. Well, Mr. Chairman, given the fact that
you are about to leave and we join in the same question, let's just
put it right now, and if you have to depart, they can go ahead with
their testimony.

Chairman DECONCINI. Yes, I think that is a good idea, unless it
is in your statement, Dr. Baker. Maybe you could answer that for
US.

Dr. BAKER. Let me say, Chairman DeConcini, thank you for that
opportunity. I agree with Ambassador Newlin. I think that we will
have, thanks to your leadership and push and thanks to the fact
that we have, I think, some real action for the first time under this
Administration in this topic, within the next two or three months
we should expect that.

Chairman DECONCINI. That is encouraging.
Dr. BAKER. Let me also say that we are making a special focus

to look at those applications like the one by Lockheed so that we
don't necessarily have to have all agreement on every aspect of a
broad policy, but we can move to the extent that we can on the spe-
cific license as soon as possible.

Chairman DECONCINI. On some of the ones that are pending. It
is only fair, is it not-

Dr. BAKER. Absolutely.
Chairman DECONCINI [continuing]. For them to be given some

priority given that they have been there for a long time.
Dr. BAKER. I wanted to point that out.
Chairman DECONCINI. Let me interrupt you, too, if I can. Who

can tell me who ultimately makes this policy?. Who signs the pol-
icy?

Dr. BAKER. This kind of policy would be made by the President.
Chairman DECONCINI. The President will sign an Executive

Order of some nature, is that what will happen-
Dr. BAKER. That's right.
Chairman DECONCINI. And who is going to recommend-who is

the last group that sends the recommendation to the President?



Vice Chairman WARNER. It would have to be the NSC, Tony
Lake.

Dr. BAKER. The NSC.
Chairman DECONCINI. That would be Mr. Lake.
Dr. BAKER. With the Deputies meeting.
Chairman DECONCINI. And that is where it is, Ambassador

Newlin, now, from your standpoint?
Ambassador NEWLIN. Yes, sir.
Chairman DECONCINI. It is at NSC?
Ambassador NEWLIN. It is above my pay grade, sir.
Chairman DECONCINI. Thank you. And Dr. Baker, excuse me for

interrupting you and asking the questions ahead of time, but that
is very helpful, and I am going to have to leave.

Dr. BAKER. Not at all. Thank you.
Chairman DECONCINI. Thank you. Please proceed with your

statement.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Baker follows:]

TESTIMONY OF DR. D. JAMES BAKER, UNDER SECRETARY FOR OCEANS AND ATMos-
PHERE, NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am pleased to testify before this
Committee on the Department of Commerce's activities related to the licensing of
private remote-sensing space systems. I believe that this activity is important to the
national and economic security of the United States and the development of a global
commercial imagery market.

The Department of Commerce has had the authority to license private remote-
sensing space systems since the passage of the Land Remote-Sensing Commer-
cialization Act of 1984. It retained this authority under the Land Remote Sensing
Policy Act of 1992, which repealed the 1984 Act. The Department has authorized
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to grant licenses for
the operation of remote-sensing systems by domestic companies. The export of
ground station technology is licensed by agencies other than NOAA.

Since the passage of the Land Remote Sensing Policy Act of 1992, NOAA has re-
ceived four license applications to operate private remote-sensing space systems.
These applications were from WorldView Imaging Corporation, Earth Observation
Satellite Company (EOSAT), Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, and Orbital
Sciences Corporation. We have issued licenses to WorldView and EOSAT, and are
currently processing the license applications from Lockheed and Orbital Sciences.
We expect to receive additional applications in the near future.

NOAA published regulations for this licensing process in July 1987. These regula-
tions primarily set forth the procedures an applicant should follow to apply for a
license but did not significantly define the substantial licensing criteria specified in
the 1984 Act. We are in the process of revising these regulations to make them con-
sistent with the licensing provisions of the 1992 Act. The new regulations will also
add some definition to the revised licensing criteria, particularly with respect to na-
tional security provisions, as discussed below. These regulations have been reviewed
preliminarily by the relevant agencies including the Departments of Defense and
State, NASA and the ICA and we anticipate publishing a Notice of Proposed Rule-
making in the Federal Register upon completion of the preliminary review and a
formal Administration review. It is important to note that the application process
remains unchanged and will continue to be as "user friendly" as possible.

Under the 1992 Act, potential licensees must demonstrate to United States Gov-
ernment satisfaction that they will operate their system in a manner that preserves
the national security and observes the international obligations of the United
States. Further, they must make unenhanced data from their system available to
the government of a sensed state and to the National Satellite Land Remote Sens-
ing Archives. And, they are required to notify us of any agreements they intend to
enter with foreign nations or entities.

The 1992 Act includes a significant change to the previous licensing provisions
with respect to data availability; namely, the relaxing of the requirement that all
operators, even if funded solely by private investors, must make their unenhanced
data available to all users on a nondiscriminatory basis. While we encourage appli-
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cants to adhere to a nondiscriminatory data policy to promote the broadest possible
use of the data, we recognize the rights of the operator of a privately funded system
to develop a data policy based on market considerations. We credit this change in
the 1992 Act to the private sector's increased interest in the commercial remote-
sensing imagery market.

In reviewing a license application, NOAA is required by law to consult with the
Department of Defense on all matters dealing with national security, and with the
Department of State for all matters affecting international obligations. These agen-
cies provide the conditions to be included in a license necessary to meet the concerns
in their respective areas of responsibility. NOAA also coordinates with the intel-
ligence community on these issues. When this information is concluded, NOAA in-
corporates these terms and conditions and issues the license. We believe that the
Government can satisfactorily resolve national security and international policy con-
cerns through conditions in a license rather than by denying it, except possibly in
the case of systems with ground resolution of better than one meter. Even for these
systems, the Government shall make every effort to resolve these concerns by condi-
tioning rather than denying the license.

We believe that conditions in a license for national security and foreign policy pur-
poses should be the least burdensome possible to a licensed operator. For example,
operations should be restricted only during defined periods; and restrictions should
be limited to the smallest area affected and to the shortest period of time consistent
with the given situation. Furthermore, once a license is issued with the appropriate
restrictions, the Government should not impose additional restrictions in other li-
censing processes (e.g., on the export of the data and images that would create an-
other layer of licensing).

The commercial sale of high resolution images from space is a rapidly growing
and potentially significant sector. According to the Office of Air and Space Com-
merce in the Department of Commerce, U.S. companies currently lead the world in
remote-control. It would be unwise to impose on our own companies restrictions that
do not apply to foreign competitors.

The technology is rapidly emerging to provide imagery data at resolutions as low
as 1 meter through commercial sources. Over the next few years, systems capable
of providing such data could be flown by foreign nations or foreign commercial enti-
ties. Licensing the operations of such systems, rather than having them licensed by
and operated in foreign nations provides the United States needed control over
these systems to protect its national security and economic interests. In addition,
it will establish our leadership in the international commercial imagery market.

By giving U.S. companies the flexibility to offer products of greater quality than
those.of their foreign rivals, it allows them to meet the future commercial demand
for images. In granting licenses for sophisticated and effective domestic systems,
and maintaining export control, we will foster economic development as well as
serve and protect the citizens of the United States.

The Department will be participating in a senior-level interagency review of the
national policies concerning remote-sensing space capabilities. Further the Depart-
ment will seek early resolution of the issues that apply to its licensing responsibil-
ities.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I would be pleased to respond to any
questions.

STATEMENT OF DR. D. JAMES BAKER, UNDER SECRETARY
FOR OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE, NATIONAL OCEANIC AND
ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE

Dr. BAKER. Thank you Chairman DeConcini and Senator War-
ner. Thank you for your leadership on this issue. This general ac-
tivity is important to both the national and economic security of
the United States and the development of a global commercial im-
agery market.

The Department of Commerce has had the authority to license
private remote-sensing space systems since the passage of the Land
Remote-Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984. It retained this au-
thority under that Act of 1992, which repealed the 1984 Act. The
Department has authorized the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, NOAA, which I head, to grant licenses for the op-



eration of remote-sensing systems by domestic companies. The ex-
port of ground station technology is licensed by agencies other than
NOAA.

Since the passage of the Land Remote Sensing Policy Act of
1992, we have received four license applications to operate private
remote-sensing space systems. These applications were from
WorldView Imaging Corporation, Earth Observation Satellite Com-
pany, EOSAT, Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, and Orbital
Sciences Corporation. We have issued licenses to WorldView and
EOSAT, and as you know, are currently processing the license ap-
plications from Lockheed and Orbital Sciences. We expect to re-
ceive additional applications in the near future.

We published regulations for this licensing process in July 1987.
The regulations primarily set forth the procedures an applicant
should follow to apply for a license but did not significantly define
the substantial licensing criteria that was specified in the 1984 Act.
We are currently in the process of revising these regulations to
make them consistent with the licensing provisions of the 1992 Act.
These regulations will add some definition to the revised licensing
criteria, particularly with respect to national security provisions.
These regulations have been given a preliminary review by the rel-
evant agencies including the Departments of Defense and State,
NASA and the CIA and we anticipate publishing a Notice of Pro-
posed Rulemaking in the Federal Register on completion of the pre-
liminary review and a formal Administration review. It is impor-
tant to note that the application process remains unchanged and
will continue to be as "user friendly" as possible.

Under the 1992 Act, potential licensees must demonstrate to
United States Government satisfaction that they will operate their
system in a manner that preserves the national security and ob-
serves the international obligations of the United States. Further,
they must make unenhanced a raw data from their systems avail-
able to the governments of sensed states and to the National Sat-
ellite Remote Sensing Archives. And, they are required to notify us
of any agreements they intend to enter with foreign nations or enti-
ties.

The 1992 Act includes a significant change to the previous licens-
ing provisions with respect to data availability; namely, the relax-
ing of the requirement that all operators, even if funded solely by
private investors, must make their unenhanced data available to
all users on a nondiscriminatory basis. While we encourage appli-
cants to adhere to a nondiscriminatory data policy to promote the
broadest possible use of the data, we recognize the rights of an op-
erator of a privately funded system to develop a data policy based
on market considerations. We credit this change in the 1992 Act to
the private sector's increased interest in the commercial remote-
sensing imagery market.

In reviewing a license application, we are required by law to con-
sult with the Department of Defense on all matters dealing with
national security, and with the Department of State for all matters
affecting international obligations. We also coordinate with the in-
telligence community on these issues. When this information is
gathered, NOAA incorporates these terms and conditions and is-
sues the license. We believe that the Government can satisfactorily



resolve national security and international policy concerns through
conditions in a license rather than denying it, except possibly in
the case of systems with ground resolution of better than one
meter. Even for those systems, the Government shall make every
effort to resolve these concerns by conditioning rather than denying
the license.

We believe that conditions in a license for national security and
foreign policy purposes should be the least burdensome possible to
a licensed operator. For example, operations should be restricted
only during defined periods; and restrictions should be limited to
the smallest area affected and to the shortest period of time con-
sistent with the given national security situation. Furthermore,
once a license is issued with the appropriate restrictions, the Gov-
ernment should not impose additional restrictions in other licens-
ing processes-for example, on export of data or imaging that
would create another layer of licensing.

The commercial sale of high resolution images from space is a
rapidly growing and potentially significant sector. According to the
Office of Air and Space Commerce in the Department of Commerce,
U.S. companies currently lead the world in remote-sensing tech-
nology, and some who are considering entering this market esti-
mate the market potential for such images to be in the neighbor-
hood of $5 billion, with projected growth to $15 billion by the end
of the decade. The commercial applications, both in this country
and in many emerging markets abroad, for fast, accurate images
include infrastructure management, city planning, mapping, min-
eral exploration, land and water use, taxation, agriculture and for-
estry management, flood control, fire prevention, and a host of
other uses. We see this as a conceptual leap, taking imagery to-
gether with the new national information infrastructure and put-
ting this together for cities and counties and individual users to
use in a whole new way of doing business. And as was mentioned
in the other panel, the connections with the GIS-the Geographical
Information Systems-is an enormous new potential for this sys-
tem.

However, the spatial resolution of data now commercially avail-
able raises legitimate national security concerns and questions re-.
garding what kind of restrictions should be appropriately placed on
U.S. operators that are facing foreign competition capable of selling
comparable imagery. The SPOT Image Corporation of France cur-
rently has the capability of 10 and 20 meter commercial resolution,
and the new Russian institute that is being privatized, NOP
Energia, is now marketing images in this country with 2 meter res-
olution. Therefore, any commercial remote-sensing policy that this
country adopts must balance our legitimate national security needs
with our need to promote and extend our economic lead in an area
where we already have a technological edge. We should not impose
restrictions on our companies with regard to the acquisition or dis-
tribution of data that are otherwise known or generally available
from similar foreign non-governmental systems with comparable
capabilities over which the U.S. has no control. It would be unwise
to impose on our own companies restrictions that do not apply to
foreign competitors.



The technology is rapidly emerging to provide imagery data at
resolutions as low as 1 meter through commercial sources. Over the
next few years, systems capable of providing such data could be
flown by foreign nations or foreign commercial entities. Licensing
the operations of such systems, rather than having them licensed
by and operated in foreign nations provides the United States
needed control over these systems to protect its national security
and economic interests. In addition, it will establish our leadership
in the international commercial imagery market.

By giving U.S. companies the flexibility to offer products of great-
er quality than those of their foreign rivals, it allows them to meet
the future commercial demand for images. In granting licenses for
sophisticated and effective domestic systems, and maintaining ex-
port control, we will foster economic development as well as serve
and protect the citizens of the United States.

The Department will be participating in the senior-level inter-
agency review of the national policies concerning remote-sensing
space capabilities. Further, we will seek early resolution of the is-
sues that apply to its licensing responsibilities.

Secretary Brown has a strong commitment to promoting and
helping U.S. industry. This is one way for us to build partnerships
and we are looking forward to doing this.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony.
Vice Chairman WARNER. I want to indicate that all witnesses are

requested to submit for the record any additional information they
wish to offer, particularly concerning conditions placed on operat-
ing licenses. That is both to this panel; and previous panels.

Mr. Horton, I thought I would lead off with a few questions to
you first, and that is, can you give us a timeline on where the rest
of the world is rapidly moving towards taking over this $15 billion
market that Mr. Baker described?

[The prepared statement of Mr. Horton follows:]

STATEMENT BY FRANK B. "BARRY" HORTON III, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY OF DEFENSE FOR COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND INTEL-
LIGENCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I appreciate the opportunity to ap-
pear before the Committee today. Dr. Perry and Mr. Paige send their regrets at
being unable to be present. You will recall that Mr. Paige testified before this com-
mittee last June 10 on essentially the same subject as is being considered today-
the sale or transfer to foreign governments or other foreign entities of U.S. made
or produced remote sensing systems, technology, or products.

As Mr. Paige related to you then, the commercial sale of medium resolution im-
agery from space systems produced by U.S. contractors is of intense interest to the
Department of Defense. The subject also relates to a wide variety of interests be-
yond Defense. In fact, from the Administration's broad perspective, as can be seen
by our representation here today, national defense, foreign policy, intelligence, and
commercial interests will all be affected by the U.S. policy concerning the sale of
such imagery.

In our evaluation of this matter, we have found that it is more important for us
to keep a broader perspective than to consider only commercial sale of imagery.
Such sale, which can proceed in accordance with the Land Remote Sensing Policy
Act of 1992, is but a piece of the broad subject of foreign acquisition of, or access
to, imaging remote sensing space capabilities. (In this context, we consider imaging
remote sensing space capabilities to refer to all remote sensing systems, technology,
products, and data providing utility for military and intelligence applications.) Our
approach to the question of sale must be integrated with our approach to: (a) ex-
ports by U.S. companies of remote sensing systems and major components for such
systems; (b) intelligence cooperation programs, which take place under government-
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to-government agreement; (c) potential declassification of imagery'from U.S. classi-
fied space systems; and (d) any discussions the United States might have with for-
eign governments about their approach to these same topics. We also believe our
policies must cover foreign access for the complete range of imagery remote sensing
space capabilities (such as diiTerent levels of image resolution); the lowest levels of
capabilities will likely pose few problems for foreign acquisition, while the most ad-
vanced levels will only be available for government-to-government cooperative pro-
grams. Further, our policies must consider the degree of control of output we wish
to wield. For example, other things being equal, we would look to increase our con-
trol as we moved from peace through crisis to conflict in areas or issues impinged
upon by the item or product being licensed.

The Administration is currently developing a national policy on the general sub-
ject of foreign acquisition of, or access to, remote sensing space capabilities. This
policy will integrate all of these topics. As the Administration and Congress work
together to consider our future course on this subject, we need to continue to assure
that all these various issues are fully addressed. For my part here today, I will focus
primarily on the defense issues.

Remote sensing space capabilities are increasingly available in the international
commercial marketplace. Foreign acquisition of, or access to, such capabilities can-
not be denied solely through U.S. export controls. Furthermore, there are substan-
tial potential benefits for the United States in supporting foreign. sales or other
transfers of capabilities produced in the United States: there are obvious benefits
for U.S. industry, where DoD is particularly concerned that the major industry in-
volved here is a key part of the defense industrial base; if the United States estab-
lishes a strong presence in this market, we can take the lead in guiding and shaping
the market's evolution, allowing us to understand the development of foreign capa-
bilities better and helping us to avoid the most significant potential problems; when
foreign sales take place in the context of government-to-government agreements, we
could enhance existing security relationships with our allies and friends, and could
develop new relationships.

In the Department of Defense we are concerned with foreign access to remote
sensing space capabilities primarily because of the wide spread military and intel-
ligence utility of those capabilities. In fact, many foreign nations recognize the value
of imagery from space systems and are seeking access to such imagery through in-
digenous efforts, purchases of goods and services, and cooperative efforts. The pro-
liferation of such capabilities could increase the susceptibility of forces of the United
States, as well as those of Allied and friendly nations, to enhanced foreign intel-
ligence collection. This, in turn, could increase the vunerability of those forces and
reduce their effectiveness. These concerns are heightened when the spread of foreign
remote sensing space capabilities is combined with the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, missile technology for delivery systems, and advanced conven-
tional systems.

After weighing these various factors, we have concluded that the United States
should support carefully managed exports and other measures to transfer remote
sensing space capabilities produced in the United States to foreign recipients. The
process for carefully managing these exports and other measures should be built on
a case-by-case review of requests for transfers of systems (including major sub-
systems), where the same process could apply for transfers to both foreign govern-
ments and foreign private entities. As a part of this review, DoD will take certain
considerations into account, some of which may result in limitations. Among these
considerations are the following: The effect of any transfer on the balance of military
power in the region; its affect on our relationships with our allies, both within and
outside the region; the potential for unwanted transfer of sensitive U.S. technology;
the nature of controls which the recipient is willing to accept on the dissemination
of products and data from the remote sensing system (including limiting any adver-
sary's access and supporting assured U.S. access in the event of crisis or conflict);
whether a government-to-government agreement might be needed with the host gov-
ernment to help protect our national security interests; and the extent to which we
might need to develop additional countermeasures (e.g., changes in strategy, doc-
trine, organization, training, equipment, and operations and other appropriate coun-
termeasures) to deal with the potential military implications of the transfer.
. Exports and other transfers of different types of remote sensing space capabilities
pose different problems for us. Thus, we see a range of alternatives for possible re-
sponse to requests for transfer. Our preference in most situations would be to offer
products and data from U.S. remote sensing systems (commercial systems or U.S.
Government sytems, depending on the circumstances) to meet the foreign need.
Next, we would be willing to transfer whole systems or major subsystems; for this
alternative, we favor the sale or transfer of so-called turn key systems (complete
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systems ready to use). Our least preferred approach is sale or transfer of sensitive
technology, because it would assist foreign nations or entities in attaining autono-
mous capabilities. The sale or transfer of sensitive technology should be considered
only in exceptional cases, and then made available only through a government-to-
government agreement.

Before I close, I would like to address the decision making process within the Ad-
ministration on subjects related to today's hearing. The Committee is interested in
how DoD contributes to setting criteria for licensing of such sales and about the
DoD role in the license decision process. DoD participates in several processes with-
in the Executive Branch which are related to possible commercial sale or other
transfer of space imagery:

(1) The Department of Commerce oversees a process for reviewing license applica-
tions to operate commercial remote sensing space systems in accordance with the
Land Remote Sensing Policy Act of 1992. DoD has participated in reviewing all such
applications. Furthermore, that Act specifically makes the Secretary of Defense re-
sponsible for determining the conditions for acceptable system operation that are
necessary to meet U.S. national security concerns.

(2) The Department of State oversees a process for reviewing export license appli-
cations for items specified on the U.S. Munitions List (USML). This list includes cer-
tain remote sensing space capabilities. By statute, DoD participates in reviewing all
such licenses.

(3) The Department of Commerce oversees a process for reviewing export license
applications for items specified on the Commodity Controls List (CCL). This list also
includes certain remote sensing space capabilities. By agreement between the two
departments, DoD participates in reviewing those licenses which involve such capa-
bilities.

(4) The Department of State has overseen a process for reviewing the USML to
identify dual-use items that can be transferred to the CCL (if the transfer would
not jeopardize national security). Certain remote sensing space capabilities are
among those dual-use items. DoD has participated in this review process from its
inception.

(5) DoD has participated with the Intelligence Community in recent months to
draft a national policy covering foreign acquisition of, or access to, remote sensing
space capabilities. The NSC Staff is managing the process to prepare for the Depu-
ties Committee to address the draft policy in the near future.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
While commercial sales and other transfers of medium resolution imagery from

remote sensing space systems poses certain risks for the United States, overall na-
tional interests are best served by allowing carefully managed sales and other trans-
fers. The Department of Defense expects to continue working with other agencies
of the Executive Branch, as appropriate, to assure that these sales and other trans-
fers proceed in a manner which, in fact, support overall U.S. national objectives.

STATEMENT OF FRANK B. "BARRY" HORTON III, PRINCIPAL
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR COM-
MAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND INTELLIGENCE

Dr. HORTON. Also described, of course, by the industry witnesses
as well. I would associate myself with the general thrust of the
comments both of the previous witnesses on the government panel
as well as with the industrial panel, that we see an acceleration
among the industrial powers of the West and of Asia and the
Former Soviet Union, and their ability to compete with the United
States at least with the kinds of resolutions we are talking about
here for U.S. industry to possibly offer under license to commercial
users. So there is an increased-

Vice Chairman WARNER. You have restated the question. Now
let's have the answer. What's the timeline? We know they are out
there. We can hear them running in the distance. How long before
they are here? Is much of what we are debating today is just ren-
dered neutral.

Dr. HORTON. Some of it is here already, as has been pointed out
with Russia being willing to release some of its imagery that it has
acquired through national technical means at the two meter level.
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We see the French with the HELIOS system in the mid 90's being
able to offer in the one meter level if that system comes about in
that timeframe with that kind of capability. And there is no reason
to doubt that they wouldn't have that capability. The schedule may
slip a bit depending on the ability of France to be able to under-
write the cost of that system, and so on.

So we are within the two to five year period in which we will
have direct competition.

Vice Chairman WARNER. And if our government is successful in
enunciating a policy to give a clear guidance to our industrial base,
have we still got a little time left that'll be on our side?

Dr. HORTON. A little time left but time is short and it is time to
get on with it and we are getting on with it, Senator.

Vice Chairman WARNER. Have you expressed those views in the
interagency conferences? I presume you have been a participant.

Dr. HORTON. The Department of Defense has been represented
certainly and has expressed those views.

Vice Chairman WARNER. Are you working on any policy by which
you will possibly go into your archives and sell some classified ma-
terial, or declassify some material for-

Dr. HORTON. There is an on-going study within, the Intelligence
Community on that subject, but I would defer to the DCI and his
witnesses to elaborate on that. That study is not yet complete.

Vice Chairman WARNER. Wouldn't that be a joint study with
DOD and-

Dr. HORTON. It is a joint study with DOD as we are part of the
Intelligence Community, certainly.

Vice Chairman WARNER. And is that study likely to terminate
and reach some conclusion at about the same time as the major
thrust is

Dr. HORTON. In a matter of a few months, certainly. As was indi-
cated, we are expecting that, we might have a national policy on the
subject at hand in that same time frame.

Vice Chairman WARNER. And do you have a timeline on the
enunciation of that policy as consistent with that of Ambassador
Newlin?

Dr. HORTON. I express the same personal hope that he has that
in the next month or two that we might, have that policy:

Vice Chairman WARNER. That is a little shorter, I think, than
Mr. Newlin's.

Dr. HORTON. By the end of the year.
Vice Chairman WARNER. All right. Well, that's good.
Why don't you proceed then with your, other statement?
Dr. HORTON. Thank you, Senator Warner.
I am certainly happy to be here before the Committee. This is my

first appearance in my current capacity as Principal Deputy Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense for C31, but is not my first time to meet
with this Committee, its Members and its staff. In the past I have
met with you while on active duty in the Air Force. I just retired
this past summer. And it is my pleasure and privilege to be here
today and talk to this very important subject.

Dr. Perry, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, and Mr. Paige, the
Assistant Secretary for C31, send their regrets at being unable to
be present here today.



My oral statement will be brief, since I have separately provided
a longer statement for the record-

Vice Chairman WARNER. If I can interrupt you. In my conversa-
tion with Dr. Perry, whom I know very well and over many, many
years, I think he is a strong supporter of the direction which we
are moving.

Dr. HORTON. Yes, sir, he certainly is
Vice Chairman WARNER. All right.
Dr. HORTON. You'll recall that when Mr. Paige testified before

this Committee last June, on the 10th, on essentially the same sub-
ject as being considered today, i.e., the sale or transfer to foreign
governments or other foreign entities of U.S. made or produced re-
mote sensing systems, technology or products, that he outlined
where we are attempting to go. And in summary, since then the
Defense Department has been moving forward over the past sev-
eral months on a program that is much as Mr. Paige described to
you in June, developing and defending policy positions and making
recommendations on individual license applications.

Some of the decisions involved are still tentative, as indicated by
some of the previous witnesses, and are waiting approval of a new
national policy that is still in the process of being made final, and
we have had some discussion of that already.

As is evident by the various witnesses appearing before you
today, the topic of this hearing involves responsibilities of the De-
partment of State and Commerce and the Director of Central Intel-
ligence, as well as those at the Department of Defense. And I will
only be discussing the Defense role.

Protection of our national security is of course the basic Defense
Department responsibility, and that, in turn of course, includes
continuing recognition of the need to maintain a U.S. industrial
base that is adequate to sustain our national security. How these
two matters interact is the focus of my comments here today.

On the one hand, we are concerned with the proliferation of re-
mote sensing systems and foreign access to imagery from space,
primarily because of the potential military utility of such imagery.
The proliferation of foreign military forces having access to high
quality imagery could increase potential risks and vulnerabilities of
U.S. military forces, as well as those of allied and friendly nations.
Increased vulnerability could equate in turn to increased costs and
reduced effectiveness to our own forces.

Our concerns about the spread of foreign based imagery capabili-
ties is heightened by the recognition that we live in a world that
is faced by the threat of proliferation of the weapons of mass de-
struction, of high technology conventional weapons, and of the ad-
vancement of missile and aircraft technology for delivery of such
weapons.

On the other hand, we know that remote sensing capabilities are
becoming increasingly available in the international commercial
marketplace, as we have just talked about. Foreign acquisition of
or access to such capabilities cannot be denied solely through U.S.
export controls. Recognition of this situation has led us to carefully
consider potential benefits that could come to the United States
from active U.S. participation in this international market.



Weighing the factors involved, the Defense Department has con-
cluded that the United States should support, but carefully man-
age, arrangements for the export, on a commercial basis, of remote
sensing systems, selected U.S. technology, and imagery products. It
is our conclusion that the process for government approval should
be based on a case by case review of implications for national secu-
rity arising from the licensing of such exports.

To elaborate, the Department of Defense position can be charac-
terized as follows. Reconnaissance systems and satellites are
among the most sensitive U.S. military related technologies be-
cause of their unique capabilities to monitor events and influence
the effectiveness of military forces around the world. More and
more nations have discovered the value of these remote sensing
systems, especially after seeing.how U.S. troops integrated imagery
data from space into military operations effectively during the Per-
sian Gulf War. Some of these nations have expressed interest in ac-
quiring their own systems and imagery. Our past practice was to
refuse to permit commercial export of remote sensing systems of ei-
ther high or medium resolution imagery. Now we have conducted
an in depth review on this issue, spurred not only by foreign inter-
ests, but also by the recognition that declining U.S. military budg-
ets could put at risk the health of the elements of the U.S. indus-
trial base involved with remote sensing matters. And of course,
also spurred on by the interest of this Committee.

The Defense Department has concluded that in certain cases-
Vice Chairman WARNER. Let me stop you on that point, because

we have to make a major decision and it is going to be made on
the Floor when the Defense Authorization Bill is passed. It is
whether or not to continue in operation a submarine base and to
build possibly a third type of submarine, which is questionable to
our national security needs. There is no comparable question about
the need for this industrial base in our national security scheme
today, tomorrow, or in the future. So it is the clearest of all indus-
trial base cases, this one that is before us today, and that is why
you have got to move and move expeditiously.

Dr. HORTON. I agree with you sir.
The Department of Defense has concluded that in certain cases,

when current and future national security would not be put at
undue risk, it would be in the national interest to allow transfers
or sales of remote sensing systems, non-sensitive technology, or im-
agery products of up to and including medium resolution.. This
would permit a graduated and tailored U.S. response to express
foreign needs and support the health of the U.S. industrial base.
As you pointed out, Senator, an extremely important, perhaps the
most important in many ways, part of that industrial base.

We recognize that risks would be involved, but consider that
these risks are manageable. When we propose to make these risks
and to manage these risks is to calibrate what we agree to license
in relation to the degree of control we are able to exert over the
result. Thus a preference for licensing product and then turnkey
systems and lastly and probably least frequently, specific items of
technology. And further, we would anticipate some increasing de-
gree of control of output as we move from peace through crisis to



conflict in areas where imagery would put important U.S. interests
directly at risk.

Such flexible responses would not only better support U.S. indus-
tries than past policies, we believe, but would also assist the Unit-
ed States in maintaining its present predominant position in this
field of such military importance. It is our hope that a flexible re-
sponse program will help us maintain friendly relations with na-
tions whose support we value. And by our participation in overseas
developments, we should be able to enhance our influence on shap-
ing what otherwise might become militarily troublesome develop-
ments. By being responsive to legitimate U.S. industry needs, we'll
be acting to preserve the U.S. industrial base.

These are matters which are admittedly easier to talk about than
to put into effect, but we are bending every effort to put them into
effect today.

We will never forget the protection of U.S. national security is
the basic DOD responsibility. But we also recognize that a healthy
economy is essential to that security. Thus we will support on a
flexible basis those actions we consider reasonable, acknowledging
that what the Defense Department does must be fully mindful of
the responsibilities of other government organizations in the field
of foreign policy, commercial activities, and intelligence.

That concludes my formal statement and I would be glad to an-
swer any questions.

Vice Chairman WARNER. I would like just to make an observa-
tion and I am going to turn over the Chairmanship to the man who
probably has been the most significant leader in this effort, Senator
Kerrey.

But I judge that when the Administration makes this policy de-
termination and it will then lead to another hearing, I think, Sen-
ator, of this Committee, to assess that policy in view of the needs
of the industry, and to determine whether the industry feels that
that policy has met its specific needs. And therefore, if there is a
meeting between the industrial base and the policy of the DOD,
then the matter will move forward. If it doesn't, and there is a sig-
nificant number of us here in the Congress who feel that the gov-
ernment policy has fallen short, we may have to go to a legislative
route to see that it is done.

Senator Kerrey, we thank you for joining us. Again, I acknowl-
edge, as did the Chairman before you arrived, of your leadership
on this matter. We thank you.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Thank you, Senator.
I know we still have three of the earlier witnesses are here and

if there are ways to pull the chairs up so we can get a small discus-
sion here at the tail end of this, I know Mr. Frey, you are obviously
still here, Mr. Araki is here. I don't know if Dr. Armani is still
here.

What I would like to do, Mr. Frey and Mr. Araki and Dr.
Armani, give you an opportunity to respond to what you have
heard. It seems to me that the Administration is making a state-
ment of saying that they recognize the policy needs to be changed,
and then they are in the process of changing that policy. And I
would like to give you an opportunity to respond as to whether or



not you think they are heading in the right direction. Knowing that
you almost have to say yes in order to-

Mr. FREY. I certainly wouldn't want to make a flat no to that
statement. I think there is progress. I have to confess, I am some-
what disappointed in the progress since the last hearing. I think
at the last hearing a step was made forward where the DCI did an-
nounce his intent to do something different, which he described as
forward leaning in the foxhole. Eventually we are going to have to
get out of the -foxhole and fight, and you know, I know this is a
very complex issue, but we seem to be re-airing the same set of
concerns over and over. It is not entirely clear to me that we are
converging. In some of my discussions with government people out-
side of this hearing I feel better in some regards. I know there is
a lot of very good people with very legitimate concerns in this area,
working very hard on it. Sometimes I despair whether we are ever
going to get to the end of the process.

Vice Chairman WARNER. I think you have gotten some reassur-
ance today from those of us here on the Senate Intelligence panel.
And there are many colleagues who are not on this Committee who
share the views of those of us who are. So I hope- don't carry de-
spair.

Mr. FREY. I was very encouraged by-
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Leave the despair to us.
Mr. FREY. I am very encouraged by the view of the Committee

and I think it is just an ideal example of the government working,
because you folks sit in a different perspective than any of us and
can bring some sense of balance to this and some sense of perspec-
tive that the world is changing. We have our own parochial views
in industry. I am very concerned about saving some people's jobs.
That may not be the most important thing in the world for this
country, particularly the number of jobs.

Vice Chairman WARNER. I think it is. I think jobs are, and I
mentioned clearly that your payroll is your business, you've got to
meet it. Taxpayers are paying for the policymakers.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Mr. Araki.
Mr. ARAKI. The only comment I would like to add to Mr. Frey's

is that I believe that the fundamental policies- pertaining to levels
of performance and types of operating characteristics are permis-
sible for commercial remote sensing have been established between
industry and the government through the process that we have
gone through since the last hearing.

It seems to me that what remains to be done, if I can speak in
general, is a final discussion among all of the agencies in the gov-
ernment to coalesce on a common position. So I think that I am
hopeful that as the meetings that are currently scheduled in the
near term can come together and establish an agreement which
will allow industry to obtain the licenses that are necessary.

Vice Chairman WARNER. So you have received some encourage-
ment today.

Mr. ARAKI. I have received some encouragement.
Ms. ARMANI. Senator Kerrey, Senator Warner, as you know, I

have not applied for a license yet to build or operate a satellite, but
I do have some views based on what is happening in Europe and
Russia. And that is related to what Senator Kerrey said earlier



about partnership. There is a very close partnership between the
government and industry in Europe. They work together hand in
glove. If you go to Russia and go to their national imagery center,
on one side the business card reads chief of national imagery cen-
ter, on the other, it reads distributor of the following commercial
technologies, which happen to be INTERGRAF. That is how close
it is in the East.

But the West is not far behind. You will find the CEOs and the
ministers working together to secure jobs for their industry. I think
it is critically important that we move forward. I think we have to
do something about the LANDSAT 6 situation to recover our lead
in that area.

And government concerns about the security implications are
very important, of course. But there is another side to that that
hasn't been addressed, and that is what are the intelligence and
national security implications of our failure to understand what
you can do with the Japanese data, for example, which is very close
to LANDSAT, except it has certain technical differences. I think we
have got to better understand what the competition is doing, if you
will, as well as going forward with our own programs.

Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Well, let me just, for your own in-
formation, declare how I see this thing. I mean, I see first of all,
that we have developed this technical capacity as a consequence of
the United States policymakers needing to know certain informa-
tion in order to make strategic and tactical decisions. And without
that information it is awful hard to make the decision. We may
still louse up the decision, but we aren't going to be able to say we
loused it up because we didn't know. And particularly at an age
where proliferation has become a very big and frightening issue,
and an age where narco-trafficking is also a very big and difficult
issue, where we have different kinds of considerations.

In addition to a continuing strategic concern, we also have the
need to make sure that we have the tactical capacity to provide
battlefield commanders with the best that they can possibly have
in order to be able to fight whatever wars this nation may end up
having to fight.

And we have a different set of responsibilities, in short, than
France and Russia have. With all due respect to the French and
all due respect to the Russians, our responsibilities are much dif-
ferent, both in the world and here at home.

So I think it is very important to put that piece out there be-
cause as Senator Warner alluded to, the effort to make sure that
we keep that technological edge, I think is at risk, frankly. I mean,
I think it is at much greater risk today than it probably was four
years ago. So that is issue number one and I think we always have
to keep that out there, because that is the most important piece of
business.

The second thing I would say is that there are obviously jobs at
stake here. And I-you know, one cannot disconnect one from the
other. There are real jobs at stake and there are tremendous job
opportunities here. And we shouldn't lose them. And we have got
to, I think, move with all deliberate speed to develop the proce-
dures under which we can maintain the first and do the second.
And I emphasize with all deliberate speed.



I do not think this is similar-although they resemble one an-
other, I do not think this is smilar to the very difficult decision
that the Administration just had to make in regards the allowance
of exportation -of computers. The change in that policy, that oc-
curred in October is in some ways similar, but I think the similar-
ity ends in relatively short order.

There is a real urgency to do this in my judgment, or we are
going to lose jobs. Listening to what the Europeans are doing, it
is not going to be long before we find. ourselves saying once again
we missed an opportunity. So this is not one where delay is ad-
vised.

Last thing that I see as you may have gathered a couple of times
here, in a government of, by, and for the people, our capacity to
make decisions rests upon not just the ability to inform 536 people
who happen to get elected and serve in both the Congress and the
White House, but our capacity to make a decision rests upon the
citizens acquiring information and making good decisions as a con-
sequence.

And so I see a third area very closely connected to the second,
where the informing. and educating of our citizens is possible as a
consequence of this technology. And I don't want to deny the citi-
zens the opportunity to take advantage of that, particularly since
they have made the investment to begin with. And that is not to
say that I want the government to do the sorts of things that you
all have described as being essentially competing with the private
sector and making it difficult for the private sector to develop. I
mean, I think we can separate that out in the second effort if we
move with all deliberate speed.

I just-I see 120 million households out there, citizen households,
and this technology allows me to go right into their household and
deliver information, or at least make information available. And as
I indicated in my opening statement, we spend tens of billions of
dollars already on an annual basis at the state and federal level
trying to assemble this information for the citizen. Unfortunately,
it is not in very useful form, and it seems to me that we have in
this imaging area the potential to be able to change that.

So I see this as a very, very important issue, for strategic rea-
sons, for tactical reasons, for the security of the United States of
America and the Free World. I also see it as very important for our
desire, strong desire to produce jobs in America, particularly higher
paying jobs, because most of the jobs you are talking about in these
industries are apt to be higher paying jobs.

And lastly I see it as very important because I believe the citi-
zens' capacity to make good decisions, informed decision, is at risk,
unless we change the way that we make information available to
the people of this country.

So I appreciate the witnesses coming forward. I assure you that
the Committee is going to be moving on this again and working
with the Administration and making sure that this policy gets set
down right.

Vice Chairman WARNER. In other words, one word, we're going
to dominate this industry, come hell or high water.

Thank you.
Senator KERREY of Nebraska. Thank you.



[Thereupon, at 1:39 o'clock p.m., the Committee was recessed.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER S. Scorr, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
WORLDVIEW IMAGING CORPORATION

Mr. Chairman and other distinguished members of the Committee, it is a pleasure
and an honor to have the opportunity to comment on commercial remote sensing.
I will offer my observations on two areas: the licensing of commercial remote sens-
ing systems, and the impact of a release of U.S. Government archival imagery on
the commercial remote sensing industry.

I would like to take a moment to introduce you to WorldView Imaging Corpora-
tion. WorldView was founded roughly two years ago with the objective of being the
first information services business to be a profitable supplier of satellite imagery to
rapidly growing markets such as Geographic Information Systems, mapping, re-
source management and environmental monitoring. We were enabled by the tre-
mendous advances in small satellite technology that have moved the cost of space
remote sensing within reach of private capital sources. We were encouraged by a
changing world and the growth of our target markets. Our receipt of the first pri-
vate space remote sensing system license issued under the 1992 Land Remote Sens-
ing Policy Act was instrumental in enabling us to raise venture capital financing.

WorldView is building a pair of lightweight satellites to collect its digital earth
imagery, and is in the process of creating an electronic ordering and distribution
network to put this imagery in the hands of customers quickly. Our ability to build
these satellites affordably is a direct result of technological advances over the past
decade under the sponsorship of SDIO (now BMDO), DARPA, and other parts of the
DoD. WorldView is thus an excellent example of "dual-use" technology fulfilling the
objectives of defense conversion.

WorldView's satellites will provide our customers with high-resolution (3-meter
panchromatic and 15-meter multispectral) over head digital images of any place on
the planet. These images will offer resolution that is 3x-10x better than any com-
mercial satellite imagery available today, and will be more current and less expen-
sive than aerial photography. WorldView has begun the process of applying for a
license to offer 1-meter resolution imagery.

The first WorldView satellite launch is planned for 1995, and with the second
launch to follow within one year. In light of the unfortunate loss of Landsat 6, the
launch of WorldView's satellites should help ensure that, during the gap before the
launch of Landsat 7, the U.S. retains worldwide remote sensing leadership.

WorldView is a new information bridge between remote sensing and Geographic
Information Systems (GIS). The U.S. currently enjoys a leadership position in the
heavily competed GIS market worldwide (currently a $5 billion per year industry,
projected to grow to $15 billion by the end of the decade). The raw data that fuels
GIS growth is derived mainly from aerial photography taken by local sources world-
wide, a $2+ billion market. WorldView will be the first commercial satellite system
that can provide imagery on a global basis that is competitive with local aerial pho-
tography suppliers. Our projections show that WorldView will be able to compete
directly for several billion dollars in revenues now mostly out of the reach of U.S.
firms.

A significant step for WorldView was forming a strategic partnership with CTA
Incorporated and its subsidiary Defense Systems Inc (DSI). As part of this partner-
ship, DSI-which has built and launched 19 successful lightweight satellites to
date-will build the first two WorldView satellite buses. CTA is also an investor in
WorldView. While the downturn in defense spending has created difficult times for
the aerospace industry, CTA has helped ensure its future by this investment in com-
mercial space.

WorldView is also backed by investments from the established Silicon Valley ven-
ture capital firms of Burr, Egan, Deleage and Co. and Technology Venture Investors
(TVI). The two firms manage over $1 billion of investment capital and have financed
many of the most successful high technology companies in the U.S.'

LICENSING OF REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS

On the whole, the experience of WorldView in applying for and receiving its re-
mote sensing license has been a good one. During the review of our application, the
Departments of Commerce, Defense and State identified a number of issues and
concerns, provided us with an opportunity to address these, and worked with us to

Iincluding Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, Tandem, Compaq, Federal Express, Genentech, and
others
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find solutions. We have a continuing dialog with representatives of these Depart-
ments, and expect to continue to work closely with them as we move forward with
implementation of our remote sensing system in accordance with the provisions of
our license.

As the first to experience the review process, we feel it worked well. As we move
forward with our plans for a 1-meter resolution system, we hope that the review
process will not undergo changes that will interfere with its demonstrated ability
to effect a proper balance between the goals of fostering U.S. international economic
competitiveness and protecting national security.

RELEASE OF U.S. GOVERNMENT ARCHIVAL IMAGERY

We understand that the U.S. Government is contemplating a policy that would
allow the release of high-resolution imagery from its archives. The arguments of-
fered in support of this proposal range from the need of the environmental research
community for baseline data, to the increased openness of the post cold war world,
to the desire of the Government to recognize additional revenue.

While understanding these arguments, WorldView cannot help but view any re-
lease of imagery as a threat to the existence of the newly emerging U.S. commercial
remote sensing industry. It places government in a position of competing directly
with industry, an action counter to existing U.S. national space policy. 2 Given
strong government encouragement of defense conversion-and specifically of com-
mercial remote sensing, as evidenced by the 1992 Land Remote Sensing Policy Act-
government action to compete with businesses resulting from this defense conver-
sion telegraphs a lack of policy stability to both potential customers and investors.
At a time when U.S. industry has the potential to dominate a multi-billion dollar
world market in commercial remote sensing, release of archival data by the U.S.
Government would have a chilling effect on private investment, delaying the devel-
opment and growth of a U.S. remote sensing industry and paving the way for for-
eign competitors such as France, Russia, and Japan to dominate the world market.

WorldView would recommend against allowing any release of high-resolution Gov-
ernment archival overhead imagery into the marketplace. If an outright restriction
proves to be infeasible, then such imagery should at a minimum be released under
severe restrictions, e.g., only imagery older than ten years should be considered for
release, and this archival image data should be provided only for scientific research,
with criminal penalties for its redistribution similar to those applied to software pi-
racy. Since the bulk of the revenues of the commercial remote sensing industry will
initially come from newly collected imagery, releasing only old Government data will
have less of an impact on the industry. By restricting the recipients of this data to
be accredited researchers, the commercial customer base of the remote sensing in-
dustry will not be undercut.

As the commercial remote sensing industry begins to build its own archive of im-
agery, it is in the interest of the industry to make this archival imagery readily
available to the scientific community, as this is an excellent way of helping develop
new applications for the data. This parallels the efforts in the computer industry
to make technology readily available to universities. WorldView is already pursuing
cooperative projects with several research institutions, and intends to make selected
imagery available at little or no cost to researchers as part of these projects. In the
long term, we feel that these cooperative efforts can be combined, for example, with
data vouchers provided to researchers by their Government sponsors, to address the
needs of the scientific community for data without harm to the remote sensing in-
dustry.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my views.

2National Space Policy, approved by the President, specify that "Governmental Space Sectors
shall purchase commercially available space goods and services to the fullest extent feasible and
shall not conduct activities with potential commercial applications that preclude or deter com-
mercial space activities except for national security or public safety reasons." (November 2, 1989
U.S. National Space Policy).
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